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deceased acted as bearers. The interment
was in the family lot in Smith Cemetery.
That Mrs. Rowe was dearly beloved was
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testified by the well filled house where all
were mourners.
She was a very superior
woman, of a lovely nature, fond of flowers,
the best literature, and was a home-maker
in its full sense. Mrs. Rowe was much interested in church work, and in the several
societies to which she belonged.
She is
survived by a husband, two sons, ChasArnold the oldest, who was summoned
from Kenuett, California, and arrived in
time to attend the funeral; Thomas, who
lived with his parents on the old homestead; a daughter, Mrs. Everett B. Besse,
Albion; three brothers, Rinaldo Carr of
Springfield, Mass., Harry and Edward
Carr of Palermo, and six graudchildren.
The entire comniuuity extend sympathy
to all, especially to the bereaved husband,
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who is in poor health. The floral offerings
were beautiful, the casket being literally
covered and surrounded with flowers. They
included a beautiful pillow with Mother
and other choice flowers from Mrs. Evereti
tl. Besse, white carnations from Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. H. Arnold, roses from T. F.
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OUK HOME-MAKEK.

In this old wide-opened doorway,
With the maple boughs overhead,
The house all garnished behind her
And the plentiful table spread,
She has stood to welcome our coming
In the sweet spring weather that brought
us,
a

time!

Again is the doorway opened,
And the house is garnished and sweet;
But she silently waits our coming,
And we enter w ith silent feet.
A little within she is waiting.
Not where she has met us before,
For over the pleasant threshold
She has only to cross once more.
The. smile on her face is quiet,
And a lily is on her breast;
Her hands are folded together
And the word on her lips is “rest.”
And yet it looks like a w-eicome,
For her work is compassed and done;
All things are seemly and ready,
And her summer has just begun.
It is we who may not cioss over;
Only with song and prayer,
A little way into the glory
We may reach as we leave her there.

But we cannot think of her idle;
She must be a home-maker still;
God giveth that work to the Angels
Who fittest the task fulfill;
And somewhere yet, in thehilltops
Of the country that hath no pain.
She will watch in her beautiful doorway,
To bid us a welcome again.

The death in Nortbport last Thursday
morning of Charles A. Hickey brought sorthe whole town and to a wide circle
of friends in other places. The deceased
was the sou of (diaries 0. and Josephine
(Knowltou) Dickey and was aged 17 years,
He was born in
10 months and 23 days.

row
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Nortbport and had always lived there, and
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Kowe, carnations, roses, and ferns from
Floyd, Carroll and Frank Besse, an exquisite piece from relatives in Newton,
Mass., two beautiful pieces from Geo. and
John Kowe and John and May Hatch,
lilies from Mrs. C. VV. Abbott, Waterville,
and a wreath of lovely flowers from the
Ladies’ Sewing Circle of North Palermo.
Mr. Leach read the following beautiful
poem which was singularly appropriate:

Oh! many and many
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the Wesleyan Grove Campground, where
he was well known by the large number of
visitors who annually come there, and his
popular ways and cheerful disposition made
him friends. Few were better known and
more liked on the grounds than he.
Early
in the winter he was taken ill with the grip
and had recovered sufficiently from that to
resume his labors when he was stricken
with typhoid fever and within two weeks
passed away. Always the picture of health
the suddenness of his death was a shock to
Beside his parents he leaves two brothers, Earl and Walter Dickey, both younger,
and a large circle of relatives. The funeral
was held on Sunday afternoon, Kev. G. G.
Winslow officiating, and the remains were
laid at rest in the cemetery at East Northport. Two of his grandparents were unable
to be present by reason of illness. The
The
service was very largely attended.
bearers were Charles Brown, Cbr.rles and
Arthur Elwell and Delbert Whitmore. The
family have the sympathy of a wide circle

all.

of friends. The floral offerings were many
and beautiful and among them were the
following: Pillow, “Charlie,” from family;
crescent, Mrs. Henry Hills, Abram Knowlton and family; basket, Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
Hills; bouquet, pinks, Mrs. Leslie Neal,
Miss Eva Knowlton; bouquet, roses and

pinks, Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin and family;
bouquet, roses and pinks, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton, Charles Knowlton, Mrs. Hazeltine;
basket, F. B. Knowlton and family; bouquets, roses and pinks, Mr. and Mrs. S. M.
Locke; pinks, Orrin ,1. Dickey, Mrs. Nina
Hobbs; roses, C. P. Hazeltine, Miss Hazeltine; roses and pinks, Ladies’Aid Society
and others; pinks, Mr. and Mrs.Isaac Hills;
roses and pinks, B. H. S. class, 1910; pinks.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Wood; pinks, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Tyler; roses, Mrs. Lillian C.
Ross; pinks, Stacy Noyes, Richard Noyes;
pink and roses, Arthur and Charles Elwell;
pinks, George Elwell and family; pinks,
girls of High school; pinks, Mr. Field.

MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY

Davis;

also two granddaughters, all of
whom reside in Stockton. She was a kind
and devoted mother, untiring in her efforts
for the happiness and well-being of her
children, and of her it may be
said

Ellen, wife of Rufus Rowe of North
Palermo, died Wednesday morning, Feb.
20th, at the age 07 years and eleven months.
truly
She was born in Palermo, and was the that%er daughter’s rise
up and call her
of
Eli
and Betsey (Moore) Carr. blessed. In her illness it
daughter
gave her great
She had been in poor health for several pleasure to have near her her
little grandweeks with heart trouble, and about ten daughter and namesake, Florence
Patterdays ago was taken with the grip which son, who occupied so large a place in the
developed into pneumonia; and notwith- loving heart that beats no more. She leaves
standing the constant care of physician and also two sisters, Mrs. Chas. York of Oaknurse, and the untiring efforts of her land, Me., and Mrs. Montbale of
East
family,' the weakness of her 'heart could Bethel, Me., and two
brothers, Wallace
not be overcome and she passed peacefully Tibbetts of
Farmingdale and Fred I. Tibaway surrounded by her loved ones. The betts of Kennebunk.
A wide circle of
funeral was held at the house, Sunday, Feb. friends also mourn the loss
of one whose
Rev.
Leach
a
forAlbert
of
24th,
Sidney,
quiet life, broad in its sympathies, mothermer pastor of the Baptistcburch in Palermo,
ly in its instincts, firm in its friendships,
officiating. Samuel Marden ably conduct- will still continue to shed abroad its wholeed the services, and the two sons of the some influence, even
though the loved
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VETERANS.

at 10.30 a. m. by President A. Stinson and
the records of the last meeting were read
and approved. The committee for time and
place of next meeting, Comrades Scribner of
Searsport, Patterson of Monroe and Jones

erans.

Word was received at the State House
The veterans who died since our last meetWednesday noon, March 6th, of the sudden ing were Capt. Tolford Durham, George W.
death that
morning of
Representative Boulter, Selden Hancock, S. P. Jones aud
Charles T. Randall at his home in South Capt. J. B. Nichols.
Montville. Mr. Randall had not been at
the Capital since the first week of the session because of ill health, but it was not
supposed that his illness was of a dangernat.nrp. ami
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In politics he was
Thursday morning

memorial wreath was placed upon
Messers Colcord of Searsport,
his desk.
Skidmore of Liberty, Dow of Brooks,
Dunton of Belfast and Miiliken of Island
Falls were appointed as members of a
special committee to attend the funeral, and
Messrs. Weeks of Fairfield, Havey of

grandson oi l'aul

later engaging in busiAt the outbreak of the
ness for himself.
Civil war he enlisted in Fletcher Websters
Twelfth Massachusetts regiment and served
concern,

Returnirgto Worcester after the war he was employed for a
time and then engaged in business as a
general machinist but retired in 1890. He
was twice married.
By his :Irst wife he
had two children, both now dead, and his
second wife died in 1898.
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Counselor,

lion. E. C. Burleigb and Mrs. Burleigh
arrived at their home in Augusta Sunday.
Herbert L. Andrews of this city has entered the employ of the Waldo Trust Co.
Miss Sarah E. West left Monday for Boston, where she will be the guest of her sister.
Miss Goldie Cleveland of New i’ork is in

town, the guest of Mrs. Maria Smith, No. 9
Allyn street.
Mr. U. P. Boody of Jacksou has returned
his school in Norway, accompanied by
his sister Ada.

to

Miss Maud Pierce returned to Waltham,
a visit with rel-

Mass., last Saturday after
atives in this city.

nnd

nnoninmnclv

o

rlnnl 0/1

Gov. Cobb has nominated J. W. Deane of
Freedom as an agent for the prevention of
cruelty to animals.
Mrs. Camilla A.
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Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., has been elected
president of The Advocate Publishing Co.,
publishers of Zion’s Advocate.

Mrs. Ralph P. Russell of Belmont, Mass.,
who has heen visiting Capt. and Mrs. A. C.
Batclielder in North port, has returned home,

Leroy A. Coombs and Elon Gilehrest of
the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. are attending the automobile and power boat show in
Boston.

official duties.

Mrs. S. Johnson and little sou of Vauceboro returned home Monday from a few
weeks visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. 0. White.
Miss Elizabeth M. Pond returned Monday
from Bucksport, where she was called by
the illness of her aunt and the death of Miss
Sara Blodgett.
Mr. F G. Cleveland of Boston, the Evangelist singer, was in town last week, the
guest of Melvin Clark tid Cedar street and is
now in Rockland.
and little sou of
in town for a three
weeks’ visit with Mrs. Iloxie's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. D. Barr.
Mrs.

the illness of his father.
Mrs. George E. Fellows and children of
Orouo have gone to New Orleans for an exPres. Fellows accompanied
tended visit.
his family as far as Boston.
Mrs. E. H. Lakie arrived Saturday and
the guest of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs.
Lakie are to move from Brooklyn, N. Y., to
Nashua, N. II., in the near future.

is

Arthur stautial has resigned his
with the Belfast Gas & Electric
will enter the employ of the Maine
Brunswick Electric Co in Presque

Canton Pallas, P. M., I. 0. 0. F., is considering the giving of a grand ball on oi
about the first of April. The brigadier gen
eral commanding the department, and staff
will be invited to be present.

Wednesday evening.

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men of this citj
preparing for a big powwow to bt
given in this city on the evening of Friday
The occasion will be tht
April 5th.
gathering of the tribes of Red Men ol
Ilampden, Is'esboro, Castine and Rucks
port, and the scalping knives will be it

Mrs. George Kent and Mrs. W. S. Milliken entertained a party at whist last Thursday evening. About 20 were present and all
Miss Frances
had a delightful time.
Mitchell and W. L. Corson took the prizes.
Madison Bulletin.

—

Arnold H. Jones seems to be easily the
most popular mayor-elect in Rockland’s
history. On the night of the day of his

election the swell ball of the season was
at the Arcade by Prof. Rankin in his
onor. At the Lindsey House the
following
day Proprietor Gloyd introduced Brigham’s
orchestra and the table of the Mayor-elect
was entwined with the national colors and
decorated with flowers, a dash of crepe it
one corner serving as a sad reminder of the
post-election exercises in progress in ward
two.—Rockland Star.

given

Secretary Metcalf has invited the members of the naval committee of the Senate
and House of Representatives to accompany him on a visit of inspection to the naval base at Guantanamo, Cuba, and Senator
Hale is among those who have accepted the
invitation. The trip will be made in either
the Dolphin or the Mayflower and the
party will start from Washington this week
We have received from Hon. C. 0. Poor
illustrated booklet on Los Angeles, city
and County, in which is given the following
description of Hollywood, where Mr. and
Mrs. Poor are guests of their sen Walter:

an

Running west from Los Angeles, sheltered
from the noith wind by the Santa Monica
of mountains, lies the beautiful Caliuenga valley, a frostless belt, in which
may be seen such strictly tropical growths
as the pineapple, the banana, the clieimoya
or custard apple, the coffee tree and other
delicate plants and trees.
Lemons are
raised on a commercial scale. The pride of
Cahuenga valley is Hollywood, a beautiful
suburban residence section, about half an
hour’s ride from the business section of
Los Angeles. It has sprung up as if by
magic in the past cduple of years, with artistic residences, standing in beautiful
grounds, and miles of fine boulevards.
range

THE CHURCHES.
The Seaside Spiritualist church will hold
services at Seaside Grange hall, Field street,
every Sunday at 2 p. m, weather permitRev. J. L. Clark of Fairfield occupied the
pulpit last Sunday in exchange
with Prof. H. R. Hatch, who preached in
Fairfield.

Baptist

Prof. Hugh R. Hatch of Colby College
will occupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday
morning and evening. The other services
will be as usual.
The regular services will be held at the
Uuiversalist church next Sunday.
The
subject of the morning sermon will be
Eugene Field and the Poetry of Childhood.
Christian Science services

are

held at J.

class will study from the lives of Jacob and
Esau.
There will be services in the chapel at
East Northport Sunday, March 17, at 10.30 a
m. with a sermon by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Services in the Woods schoolhouse at 2.00
p. ni.

Morning worship at the Methodist Episcopal church next Sunday with sermon at
10.45; Sunday school at noon; Junior Epworth league at 3.30 p. m.; Gospel service in
the auditorium with chorus singing, at 7.30
m.

p.

Seats

are

all free.

The services for the week at the North
Congregational church will be as follows:
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday p. in. at
3.30; prayer meeting Thursday evening at
7.30, topic, Christ, the Savior of Slen, Rom.
10: f>-13; morning worship Sunday at 10.45
a. in.; Sunday school at 12 in.; C. E. meeting Sunday at 6.30, topic, What is Success?
Prov. 3: 1-18; evening worship at 7.30.
farewell reception to Rev. Fr. Phelan
tendered by the members of St. Bernard’s parish, Rockland, last Thursday
evening,and Fr. I’heian was presented with
The commita purse containing over $200.
tee in charge of the reception comprised
Eugene Harrington, Thomas Keefe, Valentine Chisholm and John R. Cousins. The
new pastor of St. Bernard’s church. Rev.
J. A. Flynn of Yarmouth, occupied the pulA

was

pit Sunday'.
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Victor Grange, Searsmont, has bought a
very handsome set oftsilver-mounted implements for the work.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, held
interesting session last Saturday with a
good attendance and a good program. The
lecturer has a good literary entertainment
planned for the meeting of March tilth.

an

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, held its
regular meeting on Saturday evening, March
9th, and the first and second degrees were
conferred on ten candidates.

A short but

Burton J. Hendrick, Editor of McClures
magazine, has bean in Belfast several days,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Quimby.
His visit was in the interest of the magazine
and to examine the Quimby manuscript, so

interesting program was given, including
music, and recitations and the evening was
enjoyed by all present.
Georges River Grange, Liberty, observed
Longfellow Centennial with the following
called.
program: Biographical sketch, Mary A.
Walter 0. Frost, who graduated from the Brown “Paul Revere’s
Ride,” Mrs. C. B.
;
University of Maine last spring, and who Hoit; song, “The Bridge,” i. P. Griffith;
was the star pitcher of the college baseball
“Wreck of the Hesperus,” Mildred Ayer;
team two .seasons, has gone to Negaumee, Selections from the “Building of the Ship,”
Mich, where he has a position in the forest- J. 0. Johnson ; quotations by members.
ry department of a large iron corporation.
The harvest least at Northern Light

The Adoption ant
evidence that night.
Warriors degree will be given by tin
Soudabascook Tribe of Hampden, one o1
the best degree teams in the State. Follow
ing the work a banquet will be served. Th<
committee iu charge of the program are
Henry Staples, Orrin J. Dickey, Edwin S
Perkins and William F. Langill.
An all-night session of the Knight o
Pythias of the 23d district opened las
Friday night with Silver Cross lodge. No. 51
There were representative!
of Belfast.
from Golden Cross No. 108 of Brooks, Free
doin No. 24 of Freedom, and Waldo No. 87 o:
Burnham. Willis B. Ilall of Caribou, Grain
Chancellor; E. C. Plummer of Bath, Gram
Vice Chancellor; W. E. Ricker of Portland
Grand Keeper of Records and Seals and D
D., E. G. Roberts of Brooks were present ii
their official capacity and viewed the work
The rank of page was presented by thi
team of Silver Cross lodge in uniform, thi
long form being exemplified. The team o
Golden Crown lodge presented the rank o
esquire and the rank of knight was given ii
the long form by Silver Cross lodge, thi
The unwrittei
team being in uniform.
work in each rank was exemplified by Mr
Ricker. Silver Cross lodge sustained thel
reputation for hospitality by serving a fim
spread to the visitors which was made mor
attractive by tbe attention of the member
of the Pythian Sisterhood.

U.S. Shipping Commissioner William F.
Tibbetts of Rockland was married in
Thomaston last Thursday night to Miss
Gertrude Burkett of that town. Rev. E. II.
Chapin of Rockland officiated. Mr. and
Mrs. Tibbetts will reside in Rockland.

Grange, Winterport, last,Thursday evening
was atteuded by a large crowd.
Morning
Light grange was invited and a good delegation responded. The supper was one
such
were

the order is noted for. The tables
filled twice and every one enjoyed the

as

11. R. Tewksbury for fifteen years calling evening.
the Maine trade lor Clapp & Tilton of
Boston, gave up this territory January 1st,
and hereafter will care for the territory in LETTER TO SWAN & SIBLEY, CO.
about Haverhill and Manchester.
Eddie
Belfast, Me.
Sutcliff will cover this company’s interest
Dear Sirs: If you could get the exclusive
in Rockland, Camden and Belfast.—Board
of Trade Journal.
sale of a coal that would give duuble heat
and cost no more, you’d jump at it, wouldn't
Friends in this city have received cards
you?
the
YTou’d control the trade for a hundred
announcing
marriage of Harold
Lorenzo Coombs of Globe, Arizona and miles!
Devoeis like that among paints; a short
Abigail Emma Srnithj of Oakland, Calif. ton is as good as a long one of any paint
Feb. 17, 1907. Mr. Coombs is the son of you can name; a gallon is worth more than
Lorenzo and Emma Sleeper Coombs, for- two of many a popular paint.
Suppose you have painted your house
merly of Belfast, and grandson of Mrs. once
in three years ever since it was new;
Lauriette Sleeper of this city.
The you buy the same number of gallons Devon,
have a third of it left, aiid it wears six
Journal extends congratulations.
on

Meeting.

to the work of the league.

Co. and
& New
Isle.

Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Field, Mr. and Mrs'
E. L. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Brier and
Miss Katherine Brier attended the Larrabee-YVhittum wedding in Searsport last

are

*

position

Miss Florida Carrow has entered the employ of the Leonard & Barrows’ shoe facas
bookkeeper
succeeding Mrs.
tory
Florence Clough Fernald, who resigned to
go into business.

ing.

At the 11th annual meeting of the Chris
tian Civic League, to be held in Watervilli
March 19-20, there will be the most extern
sive array of prominent speakers ever be
fore gathered to discuss matters pertaining

are

Albert W. Stevens, University of Maine
1907, returned to Orono Wednesday, after
being at home for some days on account of

Two candidates were raised to the degree
of Master Mason at the regular meeting ol
Timothy Chase lodge last Thirisday even-

Civic League

Hall F. lloxie

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Lincolnvillk. The town meeting was
on Monday, March llth, and the
following officers elected:
Moderator,
Joseph S. Mullen; Clerk, Arnie Knight;
Selectmen, A. F. liahn, Joel Fernald,
Charles A. Moody; Road Commissioners,
Allen Moody, Eugene Richards, John
Brown; school committee, A. I. Pitcher;
Treasurer, L. 1). Ames; Collector, L. H.
Knight. Money raised: schools, $1,200;
incidental expenses, $600; interest, $100;
support of poor, $700; school books, $500;
repair of schoolhouses, $200; highways,
bridges and sidewalks, $1,500; improvement fund, $200; State road, $600; town
fair, $50.

Mr. and Mrs. Dyer will go to
their home, on a business trip

Vinalhaven,
Thursday.

F. Feruald's, No. 57 Cedar street, every SunSibyl Wilbur O’Brien, who is writing up
day morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday
Mrs. Eddy for “Human Life,” was in Belevening at 7.30, to which all are cordially
fast recently to interview Mr. Geo. A.
welcome.
Quimby.
Services at the First Parish church (UniHon. A. I. Brown, Secretary of State,
tarian) next Sunday morning at 10.45; serwas at home over Sunday and cast his vote
mou by the pastor; subject,
Power.” Sunin the city election before returning to his
pay school at 12 in. Mr. Rossbach’s adult

County.
Resolved, That the disposition of the
liquor cases iu this county at the last term
of court is a great disappointment to the

held here

the winter.

The widow of the late Senator Hanna of
Ohio is having a cottage built at Seal Harbor, which she will occupy next summer.

their votes.
Resolved, That we reaffirm our opposition to resubmission of the prohibitory
amendment and earnestly hope that our
legislature will turn the matter down by a
decisive vote.
Resolved, That it is a cause of much encouragement to us that Gov. Cobb has
proven to be so staunch a friend of the
rigid enforcement of our temperance laws.
Resolved, That we would again at this
time thank our sheriff, AmosF. Carletou, for
the honest enforcement of law under the
peculiar circumstances existing in Waldo

lT"

ting.

Whereas, Under every condition of life
there is much for which to be thankful;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That while the decrease in the
live membership in this county is a matter
of deep concern, yet we feel that the
principles of our order are held in high esteem by a large majority of our citizens,
and we find them ready to express their
convictions in the form of petitions and remonstrances and to quite a large extent by

expenses of the year included town officers’
bills, $207.11; highways and bridges, $86.12;
state road,
$295; tuition at Freedom
Academy, $289. The liabilities of the
town are $1,835.05; resources,
$1,734.26; net
debt, $100.79. The report of the superintendent of schools shows the school funds
were $686.03, of which there remains an unexpended balance of $31.28. A fiee high
school was taught 16 weeks Dy A. W. Holman at a cost of $200.
The free text books
bills were $34.41.

Florence M., wife of Frank V. Davis*
passed away at her home in Stockton
News has been received of the death,
March 4th, of Bright’s disease. In her last March 10th, at his home in Chelsea, Mass.,
of
Albert G. Smalley, a native of this city.
illness she was surrounded by the loving
The Francis Rewards.
An obituary will be given next week.
care of her husband and daughters, whose
could
hands
of
Elizabeth
do
all
that
funeral
Sara
to
it
was
The
United States Marshal Henry W. Mayo
Blodgett,
pleasure
of Mr. and Mrs. George of Hampden divided the Government redo to mitigate the severe suffering of her only daughter
who died at Saranac Lake, N. Y., ward of $100 for the capture of Minot St.
Blodgett,
is
it
last days. To those who knew her
ou March 5, was held last Saturday after- Clair Francis, the negro who excaped from
needless to speak of her sterling qualities noon from th$ residence on School street, the State prison at Thomaston, Nov. 13th
Bucksport. Rev Mr. Hincks of Andover, as follows: Mrs. A. L. Grover, $50; Deputy
as wife, mother and friend. She was a true
Mass., conducted the services. The bearers Marshal R. F. Leader of Lewiston, $40; J.
and faithful helpmeet to the bereaved hus- were:
Benjamin P. Blodgett, Fred S. F. Morin of Glenburn, telegraph operator,
band who must now take up life’s burdens Blodgett, Harry W. Hincks of Bridgeport., $5; J. Laurin Clark of Bangor, telegraph
H. Chandler, Charles S. operator, $5. The reward of $100 offered
Louis
that
Conn.,
alone, cheered only by the thought
Archie L. White and William U. by Warden Norton was apportioned in sim“Love can never lose it’s own,” and even Homer, Misses Lillian Ames and
Ladd.
Mary ilar manner. This makes the total amount
death cannot break the bonds of truest af- E. Pond of Washington rendered several received
by each person as follows: Mrs.
She selections. The interment was in Oak Hill Grover, $10Q; Deputy Marshal Leader,
fection which unite loving souls.
J $80; Mr. Morin, $10; Mr. Clark $10.
leaves three daughters, Mrs. Cassie Grant, cemetery.

duhuu,

spending

Morrill. Real estate valuation $88,285;
personal, $25,388; total, $113,673; number of
polls 111. Value of live stock $16,680. The

|

iiuuj

Hazeltine arrived last

these:

$1,900.

Robinson,

her friends and neighbors, as well as in the
immediate family circle. Ti e funeral was
on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. D.
L. Wilson of the Congregational church
The bearers were Messrs.
officiating.
Mathew W. Welch, George W. Miller, William J. Price, and Frank II. Smith. The
floral offerings were profuse and very beautiful and bore silent testimony to the esteem
in which Mrs. Robinson was held. One
brother, John Crowell of Tcgus, Me., a veteran of the Civil War, four children and five
grandchildren, all of this city, survive her.
The children are: Thomas Robinson, Mis.
John A. Parker, Mrs. Fred W. Patterson,
and Mrs. Roy Copeland.

Miss Laura E. Wadlin of Rockland is
visiting Mrs. Annie Noyes Quimby.

alternates, M. J. Dow, Geo. E. Brackett, £.
L. Brackett. JSI. J. Dow was recommended
for Deputy Grand Chief Templar for the
coming year.
Among the resolutions submitted by the

Tkoy.
The annual town meeting was
held Monday, March llth, with the following results: Moderator, R. E. Stone; Town
Clerk, Clarence Whitney; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor, John L.
Bagley, Alfred L. Estes, George A. Woods;
Treasurer, Lute L. Rogers; Collector, E. B.
Gowiu; Road Commissioner, Charles O.
Moore; School Committee, William A. Hillman, Henry
Fernald, George H. Pratt;
Auditors, K. E. Slone, Hartley Cunningham, George L. Tyler; Money appropriated : schools, $975; roads and bridges, $1,200;
for State roads, $400; other purposes,

war.

Ellen Crowell Robinson, witeof Benjamin
died at her home on Waldo
avenue on March 10th. She was born in
Ellsworth oil February 15, 1850, and resided
there during her early childhood, after
which she came to Belfast, which has since
been her home. Had she lived until May
she would have been manied 41 years.
Mrs. Robinson was a devoted wife and
mother, and her loss will be deeply felt by

Miss Myra L. Goss of Letoriston is the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Stevens.

Lane.
The following-were elected delegates to
the Grand Lodge: Representatives, E. A.
Carpenter, J. B. McTaggart, T. H. Fernald;

Jackson.
The annual town meeting
was held Monday, March llth.
Moderator,
E. E. Morton; Clerk, R. E. Rage; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor,
J. H. McKinley, E. H. Fletcher, H. E.
Chase; Treasurer, K. E. Page; School Committee, Freeman Grant, 0. C. Roberts, H.
C. Hadley; Constable and Collector, A. J.
Webb. Money raised: schools, $400; school
books, $100; repairs of schoolhouses, $50;
support of poor, $200; roads and bridges,
$1,200; town charges, $300; interest, $75;
free High school, $250; State road, $100.
Total $2,675.

He was born in South Braintree and when
a child his parents moved to South Bridgewater where his boyhood days were spent
and where he attended the public schools.
When 18 years of age he went to Taunton
and learned the machinists trade. He went
to California in 1849 and from there to the
Sandwich islands and on his return to Massachusetts entered the employ of a manu-

throughout the

ing her daughter, Mrs. Loia Sherman.

We cannot but
friends of temperance.
feel that the confidence of some of our most
radical temperance men was sadly mispenditures, $7,544.63.
placed and we regret the condition of alfairs
Winterport.
The total valuation of in our county court.
Resolved, That it is a matter of much
the town is $523,693; resident real estate
$387,011; non-resident $43,490; resident congratulation to us that the distinctive
work of our order has to quite an extent
personal estate, $91,471;
:i< ".-resident,
$1,691; tax rate, .0192; polls, 436; expendi- been taken up by various other organizain the State, that in all the great protions
tures, $14,942.14;
unexpended balance,
day we find
gressive movements of
$4,482.16; net assets, $3,429.44.
among the leaders men aim women who
Prospect. Town meeting was held here have been first educated and disciplined in
March lltli. Selectmen, Josiali Colson, Hen- the Good Templars, thus showing that out
ry Grant, Millard Lane; treasurer and clerk, work along this line has not been in vain.
Capt. A. A. Ginn ; tax collector, Orrin Gray ;
Resolved, That we regret the absence oi
constable, I. M. Cumm^^s; school commit- our esteemed brother, Geo. E. Brackett.
His
tee, George Ward, Everett Pierce, Claren- I Grand Secretary, from this session.
don Gross; auditor, W. H. Ginn.
presence has ever been a cause of strength
to us and we extend to
Is lesboko. The non-resident real estate and encouragement
him our fraternal greetings. We realize that
is valued at $607,841 ; resident real
estate, the order of Good Templars in its palmiest
$186,899; non-resident personal estate, $14,owed much to his ability and honesty
189; resident personal, $61,448; total $870,- days
and we delight to do him honor.
377. The rate of taxation was 12 mills on a of purpose
That we extend our thanks to
Resolved,
dollar. I he excess of liabilities over asthe M. C. R. R. for reduced rates and to
sets is $5672.74. The State tax of $2174.84,
Brooks
Lodge for their cordial welcome
and the county tax of $634.40 are paid in full.
and generous hospitality.
He),MONT.
The total valuation of the
A very interesting open meeting was held
town for 1906 7 was $96,880; $68,698 resident
at the close of the routine work and reports.
real estate; $15,022 non-resident; resident
personal estate,
$11,889; non-resident, The installation and discussions by the pub$1,271; liabilities over resources, $1,391.45; lic were interspersed with selections by the
rate of tax, 24$ mills; polls, 113. Expendigraphoplrone, song by Marie York, recitatures: general bills, including State
tax,
$253.10, and county tax $73 62, $1151.37; tion by Dexter Davis and a song and encore
town officers’ bills, $171.34;
highways, by Dorcas Davis.
Tlio rtlona rtf fVro nflvt cosminn wus hv vntp
$920.49; schools, $870 40; school books.
to
school house, $203.68;
®»3.3U, repairs
left to the District Council.
support of poor, $209 45.

Revere, of revolutionary fame and an uncle
of mA. Howard F. Mason of this city, died
last week in Worcester, Mass., after a short
illness, aged 77 years, 5 months and 1C days.

facturing

Mr. G. M. Pearson of Big Timber, Montana, is visiting relatives in Belfast.

Brooks;
Fernald, Belfast; District Vice Templar,
Mabel Rose, Brooks; District Secretary,
Elizabeth L. Brackett, Belfast; District
Treasurer, Wm. C. Rowe, Brooks; District
Superintendent J. T,, Mrs. W. O. Estes,
Brooks; District Chaplain, Lora Maxey,
Belfast; District Electoral Superintendent,
M. J. Dow, Brooks; District Marshal, Mrs.
Emma Hall; District Department Marshal,
Mrs. Emma iluxford; District Guard, Isabelle Morse; District Sentinel, Minnie
Knowlton; District Messenger, Will R.

Monroe. The total valuation is $255,418'
resident real estate, $180,013; non-resident,
$19,516; resident personal estate, $55,731;
non-resident, $158; resources over liabilities, $1,460.75; tax rate, .026; number of
polls taxed, 231; not taxed, 40. Total ex-

St. Haul, Minn., and came to Rockland four
weeks before her death, where she fell ill
Funeral services
with Bright’s disease.
were held March 6th at the residence of
Dr. .John Stevens, Claremont street, Rev.
The body was
E. II. Chapin officiating.
placed in the tomb and later will be brought
to Belfast for burial.
Congressman Fred*
erick C. Stevens ot the fourth Minnesota
district, son of the deceased, was present at
the funeral. Mrs. Stevens was a lady of
intellectual attainments and dearly beloved
by all who knew her. Before going west to
visit her sous she had been for some tifce a
resident of Belfast.
a

Howard Moore and Chas. Walker of
Frankfort were in town recently.
Mrs. E. P. Alexander returned Saturday
from visits in Boston and Bangor.

Mrs. Geo. W. Pearson of Morrill is visit-

District

W interport. The annual town meeting
The officers
who served last year were re-elected. Voted to appropriate $200 forthe public library

erick. Her girlhood was speut in this city
and after her marriage to Dr. Stevens they
resided in Bangor, where Dr. Stevens died
Mrs. Stevens had lately
four years ago.
been making an extended visit with her
other sons, Congressman Frederick C. Stevens and Deputy Collector Frank Stevens in

Kevere,

Miss Julia Brown of Bangor is visiting
relatives and friends in Jackson.

The following officers were duly elected
and installed by Past Grand Chief Templar,
Marcellus J. Dow, assisted by Clarence
Cook and Lila Estes as Grand Marshals:
District Chief Temjllar, E. C. Boody,

passed off quietly Monday.

Cornelia Olive, widow of the late Dr. John
Stevens of Bangor, died at the home of her
son, Dr. John Stevens, in Rockland, Sunday
morning, March 3rd, aged 61 years. She
was born in Belfast, a daughter of William
Frederick and a sister of the late J. W. Fred-

M. 1907, was in

Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Shales visited friends
in Thorndike last week.

degree.
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Monday.

Rev. J. W. Hatch was in Waterville on
business Monday.

T. H. Fernald.
The forenoon session was wholly occupied with preliminary business, and at the
noon hour the officers and delegates were
fortified by a fine dinner, served by the focal
lodge, to continue the regular work of the

TOWN REPORTS.

Sullivan and Mullen of Bangor were appointed a committee to draw up and report to the House suitable resolutions on
the death of Representative Randall.

L.

■

Bertha Knowlton and Miss Grace Clark;
song by Charles Marr and brother; song by
Roscoe Smith. Then followed remarks for
the good of the order by H. R. Dawson,
Isaac F. Cook, D. 0. Bowen, James Knowlton and others. A vote of thanks was given
the people of Swanville for their kind welcome. The exercises closed with all rising
and singing “America,” and I can assure
you the singing was strong and hearty,
even if it lacked in artistic merit.
H. R. Dawson.
By order of the secretary.

a

Nathan

J

Earl McDonald, U.
own

Templar,

by Rev. J. VV. Vaughan; remarks by D. 0.
Boweu; soDg by Mrs. Abbie Clark and
daughters; recitation by Miss Grey, Miss

the seat of the deceased in the House of
Representatives was draped in mourning
and

session of Waldo District
with Brooks Lodge, No. 34,
Brooks, Saturday, March 9tb, and was presided over by District Chief Templar E. C.
Moody. Other officers responding to the
roll at the opening hour were District
Vice Templar, Mabel Rose; District Secretary, Elizabeth L. Brackett; District Treasurer, Wm. C. Rowe; District Superintendent, J. T., Mrs. W. O. Estes; Past District

gia,-’ by all; prayer by Rev. Wm. Vaughan;
address of welcome by J. W. Nickerson;
song,'“Tramp, Tramp, the Boys are March-

school.

PERSONAL.

Lodge convened

The exercises of the afternoon were as
follows: singing, “Marching Through Geor-

death was a shock to all. Mr. Randall was
a native of South Montville
and was 54
years of age. He was engaged in farming
and was also a dealer in farming implements. He was closely identified with the
interests of the town and was for 25 years
on the town committee,besides serving for
several years as selectman and overseer of
the poor.
He was a charter member of
South Montville Grange, organized in 1885,

always

Waldo District Lodge Good Templars.
The annual

The Waldo County Veteran Association
met in the Grange hall in Swanville, Thursday, March 7th, and although the travelling
was poor and it was very cold nearly two
hundred persons were present. The towns
represented were Belfast, Citypoint, Searsport, North Searsport, Swanville, Morrill,
Waldo, Monroe, Winterport, Frankfort aud
Jackson. The meeting was called to order

of Brooks, reported as follows: time, May
2nd; place, North Searsport. If stormy the
meetiug will be held the next fair daj.
When the call for dinner was sounded the
friend is no more on earth. The fuueral comrades were ready for it, as some of them
services were conducted by Kev. Il.E.Rouil- had driven from 6 to 15 miles to attend the
lard of Stockton, and the many rich and meeting, aud there was plenty to eat and to
beautiful floral tributes bore mute testi- spare, although the diners numbered nearly
two hundred, and the question was asked
mony to the high regard in which she was
their wives
held by all who knew her. The deceased why is it that the veterans and
and friends come out in so much greater
was a native of
Norridgewock, and her age numbers
each month at these meetings than
was 51 years, 10 months and 17 days.
The
The answer was
interment was in Mount Prospect cemetery, at any other meetings.
that there is a closer tie among the old vetStockton.
erans than exists in any other organization
“(lur voices took a higher range;
Once more we sang;
in the county, and that the people are iuterthey do not die”
Nor lose their mortal
sympathy,
ested in the stories and speeches of the vetNor change to us, although they change.”

oils
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Edmund B. Dyer of Hardwich, Vt., is
visiting his wife, Nellie Sheldon Dyer, and
children, at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Helen M. Wentworth in Waldo.
Mrs.
Wentworth returned this week from a
short visit in Augusta, Waterville flndSidney. Her grandson, who accompanied her,
will remain in Waterville at the home of
his aunt, Alfreda S. Clement, to attend

years. Count your costs.
St.75 a gallon for paint;
putting it on; you saved
But you save
on this job.
three years hence; about

gether $100.

a gallon for
gallons; $26.25
the whole job of
$75. Put’e’ '■»-

$3.50
5

ut
Can’t reckon so accurately as the
you see how it goes. Paint isn’t alik.. iny
How much more is coal
more than coal.
Yours truly,
worth than J slate?
F. W. DEVOE & CO.
p. 8.
Mason & Hall sell our pain..

He has only one vessel running and the
river is blocked with ice. If any grain arrives it must come from other sources_
Capt. ami Mrs. A. E. Fernald returued from
New York Mar. 2th_Foster Luce is quite
ill.

County Correspondence.
[Deferred from last week j
H ALLDALE

The Ladies

Club met

with

Mrs.

Fred

TROY

Myriok March 1st. About 50 were present
and had a plesent time. The next meeting

Mr. Charles 0. Wyman, a veteran of the
Civil War, passed away Feb. 28tb, after an
illness of four days. He was 70 years of
ago. lie leaves three sons and two daugliters.
llis son Ezekiel, aud daughter, Mrs.
Minnie Knight, are living in Aroostook
county and his son Calvin and daughter
Mrs. Addie Palmer live in Dixmont. One
son,
Lllewellyn, is in an Asylum in
All except the
latter were
Augusta.
present at the funeral services, which were
held at the Town House, Sunday, Rev.
J. C. Lamb officiating. The burial was in
Fairview Cemetery_There is much sickness in town
The High school reopened
Feb. 25th with an attendance of 28-Mr.
I. J. Wright spent three days with his sister, in Plymouth last week_Miss Ellen
Shaw, who is in the Maine General Hospital, I’ortlaud, is rapidly recovering since
her recent surgical operation. Her cheery,
hopeful letters bring much comfort and
joy to her friends_Rev. C. W. Ross was
called to Detroit Wednesday to attend the
funeral of Amasa Harding.Addison
Prentiss of East Troy, who had for some
time been in poor beaith, passed away
Feb. 26th. The funeral services'were held
at his late home March 1st—E. P. Hopkins, who recently opened a store at Benton Station, was in town last week to attend to his duties as a member of the
board of selectmen_Fred Weymouth, a
member of the class of ’07, M. C. 1., is at
Mrs.
home for the two weeks vacation
Frank Richardson of Rockland is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. David Piper
Miss Estelle Harding has gone to Worcester,
Mass., to visit her sister, Mrs. C. E. Longley— The North Troy Reading Club was
entertained Friday by Mr. and Mrs. J. L.

will be with Mrs. Jennie Clement March 8th
_Several in this vicinity are afflicted with
very bad colds_It is reported that Rev.
S. W. Brown is meeting with good success
in the meetings he is holding in Belfast
Fred Poland spoke to the people here at the
church last Sunday—Eiia* B. llall is in
poor health.
—

MORRILL.

Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer have returned
from Melrose, Mass., where they spent the
past three months with their children
Misses Phebe aud Flossie Cross are spend—

of Montville visited her father and mother,
Mr. aud Mrs. W. R Merithew, last Saturday
and Suuday.

Judson A. Webber, chief purser of the

Harpswell Steamboat Company, died at his
home on Orr’s Island Feb. 28th after an illness of several months of consumption of
the bowels. He was born in Dark Harbor,
June 27, 1875. From there, after he had
grown to manhood’s estate, he went to
Black Island, where he was engaged in the
Beoomiug acquainted
grocery business.
with Captain Isaac E. Archibald, who was
then establishing the Portland and Rockland Steamboat Company, he accepted the
position of agent of the line in Portland and
remained with that line until live years ago
this winter, when he accepted the position
of purser with the Harpswell Steamboat
Company. As purser of the line Mr. Webber madean enviable reputation for business
His ability
method, and obliging ways.
was marked and he soon advanced to the
position of head purser. Mr. Webber married Miss Ardessa Harbour of Dark Harbor,
who survives him.
He also leaves three
children, Wesley, aged 7; Milton, aged 5,
and Amy B„ aged 2 years. The deceased
was a prominent member of Sebascodegan
Tribe, No. 1, Red Men, Orr’s Island, and
Ivanhoe Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of
Portland. The funeral services were conducted by the Red Men. The interment
was in the cemetery at Orr’s Island.

—

Bagley.

j

SANDY POINT.

11. N. Bowker and wife of Brewer visited
and Mrs. J. P. Stowers recently—
Miss Edwina McCambridge of Winterport
is the guest of Miss Cynthia Bennett at the
Narrows.Mrs. Ira Ward of Prospect
spent last week here with her sister, Mrs.
Mary French.The grip seem to have
struck Sandpoiut. Your correspondent has
The enterbeen a victim the past week
tainment given at the hall Thursday evening, Feb. 28th, was a great success in everyway. The program was as follows: Music,
Miss Fostina Griffin; recitation, Cynthia
Bennett; music, Mrs. Melvin Grant; farce,
“A Slight Mistake,” Mrs. Maud Grant, Mrs.
Clara Erskine, Miss Vera Rollins, Miss
Marie Grant, Miss Gertrude Grant; song,
Mrs. W. D. Harrimau; rending, Mrs. Edwin Grant; song, Flora Erskine; recitation,
Ralph Shute; singing, Mrs. W. D. Harriman, Mrs. Melvin Grant;drama, “The Last
Loaf,” Mr. Ivan Grant, Mr. Milliard Grant,
Mr. Melvin Grant, Mr. Henry Staples, Mr.

! Capt.

S EAKSMONT.

Mr.

—

OBITUARY.

—

breeding purposes.
and Mrs. Daniel Carey and Mrs.
Melissa F. Poor left Monday, March 4th,
for their new home in Lucerue, Colorado.
We hear regrets from all sides at the loss of
Mrs. Poor from town, where she has lived
She was interested in
more than 30 years.
every thing pertain ing to the welfare of
the place, was one of the directors of Oak
Grove Cemetery Association, and will be
greatly missed. She goes to make her
home with her daughter, Mrs. Carey. They
all have the best w ishes of the people for
prosperity aud happiness.... Miss Alice E.
Simmons is at home Horn Boston tor a vacation of ten days.... Mrs. Joshua Eiver3
Albert Crooker, son of Dr.
is critically ill
P. A. t rooker of Washington, is attending
school in this place—Maynard Cushman
is comined to the house with rheumatism.

bridges’.

—

ing their vacation from Freedom Academy
at home.
They graduate at the close of
next term.The Morrill Soap Club met
with Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Berry last
Mertie
Saturday evening.Misses
aud Rhoda
Weymouth visited friends
and
in Belfast last Tuesday
Wednesday.
Mrs.
and
.Mr.
Perley
Jaquith

MONROE.
Mrs. Mary (Durham) Moore passed away
March 3d. She w as a sister of the late Capt.
Durham.Mr. James Durham of Belfast
and Mrs. Annie Uazeltine of Belfast were
in Monroe last week to attend the funeral
of their uncle, Captain Tolford DurhamMrs. Joan Twombly recently returned from
Boston where she spent several weeks with
her daughter.Charles Buzzell, Esq., has
been continetfto flic house for several weeks
and is quite ill... Asbury Staples has bought
the saw mill at Monroe Center and moved
his family there...... Mr. F. A. Nye was in
Searspori on business this week.Franklin Chase has a flock of pure blooded Plymouth Rock bens and a rooster from the
State farm, Orono, which he will sell for

uieot in a hospital— Master Horace Harmond, who has been spending his vacation
at Benson Hall’s, returned to Somerville
Tuesday. Ever sinoe he was 4 years old
he has spent his vacation at Mr. Hall’s and
has made the trip from Boston several
times alone.
He is an exceptionably in1 telligent little fellow and has made many
friends
here
and
become a favorite of both
:
old and young.Mrs. Georgia Woodwho
has
been
bridge,
ill, is improving under the treatment of Dr. C. II. Leach---.
Town meeting March 11th_Mrs. Winnlj fred Young, who is a teacher in Brunswick,
visited relatives iu town last week_Ow!
to the cold weather and hard travelling
i ing
combined, the old folks’ ball was not so
largely attended as anticipated, but a
pleasant and enjoyable evening was passed
and a goodly sum realized—Miss Fannie
Moody of Hope is visiting at Victor Wood-

—
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Charlotte, widow of the late Warren
Tyler, died March 5th at her home in Camden, aged 67 years. She had been in failing health since last June. She was left a
widow early in life with a large family of
children, was respected and beloved by her
| neighbors, and was a woman of many exTo the following ohilI cellent qualities.
dien who survive her is tendered the heart-

| felt sympathy of all: Four daughters, Mrs.
George. Barbour of Rockland, Mass., Mrs.
| Frank 11. Wilbur, Mrs. Frank Gilkey, and
j Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin of Camden, and

I three sous, Andrew John and William of
Camden. The fuperal service was held on
Friday afternoon, Rev. L. D. Evans of the
Congregational church officiating.

MiocTrtt-

ueorge vvyman, pilot on tne Larenmom,
who perished w ith the ship, was a native of
Moutville, where he lived until about 13
years old. He is remembered there as a
good boy and very capable for his years.
From accounts received it seems that he
might easily have saved his own life and
lost it by trying to assist others. He was
His
about 2b years old and unmarried.
For so
father’s family live in Taunton.
a
a
man
he
had
reached
responsible
young
position. At the time of the accident he
was off duty and below, the other pilot,
John Anson, having charge of the ship.

tie Grant, Miss Fostina Griffin ; music, Mrs.
Melvin Grant. The parts were well taken
and thanks are extended to all who helped
make the affair a success. Ice cream and
cake were sold and a goodly sum realized.
It is bad travelling in this vicinity.
The snow is very deep and teaming has
been abandoned for present.

JLIBKItT Y.

The High school in the village began
Feb. 20th under the instruction of Miss
Gertrude Perkins of Bucksport. There are
15 more students in attendance than at the
I DARK HARBOR.
winter term....Lawyer L. I). Jones who
The Dark Harbor school, assisted by
in
has been
New York and Massachusetts
for the past two weeks returned home Sat- members of the Westside school, gave a
urday— Allen Kuowlton of Stockton who very pleasing and nicely planned enterhas been paying a visit to his parents here tainment under the management of Miss
the past week, returned to Stockton SaturMary Hall, teacher at Dark Harbor, in the
day— Mrs. George Moore of Belmont is in Ded
Men’s Hall, Friday evening, Feb. 22nd.
town, the guest of Mrs. L. C. Moore—Mrs.
The program consisted of recitations, singClarence’Sylvester who lias been visiting
instrumental
music and a dialogue, all
her parents in Freedom for the past week ing,
The ladies of of which were carried out in an excellent
returned home Saturday
Arbutus chapter, 0. E. S., furnished a nice manner and speak highly for both school
dinner Monday, March 4, for those that at- and teacher. The singing by the schools
tended town meeting. A large number of was especially good and shows how much
the music in the schools for the past
tickets for dinner were sold and quite a good
two years has done.
The proceeds of the
sum was realized.
evening, which amounted to $1(5.50 net, will
go toward furnishings for the new school
BKLMOKT.
Miss Mary Hall returned to her
building
living Pierce, sou of Simon Pierce, who home in Dockland, Monday, Feb. 25th, after
has been in St. Johnsbury, Vt., the past closing a successful term of school of ten
!
year, has returned home, and will go into weeks in this place_Misses Effie Hatch
and Letitia Hatch arrived home last week
trade with his brother, Everett R. Pierce, at I
\ from Deer Isle and Frankfort respectively,
Halls’ Corner.... Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Young in which towns they are teachers in the
were in
Montville Sunday visiting Mr. publie schools—Mrs. E. M. Thomas gave
Young’s brother, L. H. Young....A little j a surprise party on Y’aieutine’s night to
Miss Maud Knowles of Acre Island. About
stranger has made his appearance at L. F.
Allenwood’s. He is an & pound boy and fifteen were present and each enjoyed the
said he Lad come to stayT.. .Geo. F. Marri- evening’s pastimes-Captain Herman Farner was out for a drive last week with his
row, wife and small son Henry arrived from
colt and on returning home came in con- Dockland Wednesday morning. The many
friends
with
the
of Captain Farrow will be pleased
and
was
out
tact
wood-pile
tipped
of the .sleigh. The team went into the barn to learn of his improved health.E. B.
at lull speed and George came out of the i Williams of Boston spent a few days last
wood-pile with a sprained wrist and week with his mother, Mrs. Levoi.ia Wilseveral
other bruises.
Just then his liains—Miss Mollie G. Williams arrived
mother came < ut and asked him what was home last week from North Haven, where
j
the matter.
said
“Oh!
not much, ! she has been teaching. ...William Hall of
George
I never did like to ride into the barn."
M. '07, spent Sunday in
j Bocklaud and U. ofHarbor
is entirely trozen
j town.Gilkey’s
NORTH SEARSPOKT.
and
at
this
over,
writing no water is to be
Mrs. Will George has returned from ; seen in West Penobscot bay and but little
in the east bay, and the outlook is that
Frankfort, where she has been nursing. Islesboro will,
for the third time in four
Mrs. E. W. Colson, who has been quite ; years, be ice bound.
ill for the past two weeks, is able to be up
BROOKS.
and about.
Her daughter, Mrs. Rosco j
The twelfth annual concert and ball of
J)oly, who has been taking care of her, has |1
returned to her home in Searsport village. Golden Crown Lodge, K. of 1’., took place
Mrs. W. L. Mathews and daughter in Union
Hall, Tuesday evening, February
Lorothy left by last Thursday’s boat for I
26th, with music by Kendall’s Orchestra of
Boo to n, where they will live in the future.
Lighten llarriman, a native of Pros- Skowliegan. The concert numbers were as
pect, died March 1st, of pneumonia, at the follows:
Alexander March, Weingarten;
home of Will George, aged 70 years. The
deceased had made his home wiih Mr. Overture, Poet and Peasant, Suppe; Catch
of
the
Season, A. Maks; Passion, ilagar;
George for the past three years. The
The march of the
funeral services weie held at the home of Ida-Ho, N. Tilzar.
Mr. George March 3rd.... Mrs. Wm. J. Knights was led by Master-at-Arms, W. F.
and
over 30 men were in line.
Emmons,
Mathews who has been very ill for the past
three weeks is on the road to recovery_ This was immediately succeeded by the
Percie Scribner of the New England” Tel. grand march of over 80 couples. The dance
music was superb. The last number of the
and Tel. Co. is at home taking a short vacate
...
long program was finished at 2.20 a. m. The
last Sunday visiting his daughter, Mrs. A. attendance would have been much greater
but for the impassable condition of the
E. Nickerson.
roads, due to the recent storm.The
schools began their spring terms Monday,
SiV ANVILLE CENTER.
the Primary, which will not begin
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson visited Mr. except
Ulillll
pnuvipui
and Mrs. David Moody last Friday.... the
High school, Miss Agnes Vaughan
iieruard Kuowlton has gone to Fairfield to teaches the Grammar and Miss Maud Sawwork in the pulp mill.Sometime ago yer the Intermediate—T. A. Elliott and
E. A. Carpenter have been on the sick list
Abraham Curtis stuck a uail in his hand from the
prevailing distemper of grip or inand narrowly escaped blood poisoning. He fluenza.Miss Linda Chase of Monroe,
has been laid up some time but is getting who is assistant in the High school at
very much better now... Miss Louise Cun- Kangeley, visited Mrs. E. C. Holbrook durningham has gone to Boston and Malden to ing her vacation_E. 1). Bessey, who has
visit
relatives.Horace Marden has been teaching the High school in Stowe,
bought a nice horse and 180 hens. Vt., has resigned the position and will take
Ephraim Kuowlton, who is 85 years old, is charge of the western business of the Besdangerously ill with diabetes.Miss sey Granite Company, w ith headquarters in
Stevens is visiting Mrs. Beal_Mrs. 11. P. Zanesville, Ohio. He and his wife, former\\ liite made a small birthday party for Mr. ly Miss Alice Dow, are now on their way
White last Friday evening. Cake and cof- to their new home.Meetings are being
fee was served-Mrs. Everett Nickerson held at the Friends church, conducted bv
of Belfast is visiting her brother, Martin Miss Eloise Ilatford, a pleasant and talentRobertson-Mr. Jonesof Brooks and Miss ed lady, who makes her home while here
Caroline Kuowlton of Waldo were married with Rev. ii. Small
George Thompson,
last Friday and the reception was held the who lives in West Brooks, has been quite
same evening at the home of the bride and a
0. W.
seriously ill with heart trouble
pleasant time is reported. Their friends Lane, W. S. Jones and W. ii. Rolfe attendwish them much prosperity through life_
ed the meeting of King Solomon Council in
Mr. Davis of Benton, Me., is boarding with Belfast last Tuesday night—Isaac LeathAlmon Uustus and hauling wood for Chas. ers is again on duty as baggage master at
liessey to Waldo Station.... Mr. and Mrs. the railroad depot, after a six months’ abEphraim Littlefield visited his parents in sence on account of sickness.
Waldo Friday—Miss Ethelyn Moody visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Moody, CENTER LINCOINVULG.
Mrs. Beal and Mrs. Webb reSunday
S. J. Moody arrived home this week
main about the
same.Thomas Rasock
from Boston_Addison Elms of Boston
has bought the Cocuibs farm.
who was called home on account of the illW1NTEEPORT.
ness of his father, returned this week
The many friends of Capt. Varnum PhilMr. and Mrs. David Cross, who spent the
brook regret to learn of a painful accident winter in Boston, arrived home Friday.
sustained by him on board of his vessel, the Their many friends are glad to welcome
Mrs.
schr. Howard C. Feck, in New York- them back.... Our popular dressmaker,
Carrie Hall, has gone to Malden, Mass., to
While at work around the engine his sleeve visit her brother-in-law, W. W. Trafton.
caught in the machinery, carrying him over While away she will obtain the late styles
the shaft, dislocating the right shoulder and in dress-making in Boston and return in
breaking his arm. Capt. Philbrook was June_One of our most prosperous farmalone in the engine room at the time of the ers is Chester D. Cross.
He has a nice
accident and displayed rare presence of creamery equipped with modern machinery
mind by stopping the engine with his un- and the principal part of the work is done
injured hand, and by so doing in all proba- by steam power. He buys about a ton of
bility saving his life. He was taken to St. cream each week besides what he gets
Catherine’s Hospital in Brooklyn, N. Y. from his own herd of
25 cows, and
and is now as comfortable as can be expect- ships about 150 pounds of butter a week to
ed. He expects to be at home in about six Boston, besides shippiug to the same place
weeks—Rev. W. A. and Mrs. Luceattend- nearly 1,000 pounds of cream. Another of
ed the Ministers’ Union of East Maine Con- ourWuccessful farmers is A. H. Miller. He
ference, which met in Grace M. E. church, has a fine herd of cows and supplies some
Bangor, Feb. 27th—Miss Ella Page ar- of the best families in Belfast with the best
rived home Tuesday for a visit to her pa- dairy butter that can be found in the
rents, Mr. and Mrs Jefferson Page_Mrs. county. Besides his butter trade he has on
Charles Carleton, who has been in such hand
for his customers
choice fruit,
poor health for some months.is seriously ill. vegetables, poultry, veal and pork. He reMrs. D. L. Cole aud daughter Evelyn of cently dressed four pigs 5 months old that
Hampden are spending a few days with dressed 1,020 pounds, an average of 256
Mrs. Cole’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jason
each....Mrs. Edna McKinney and
Smith.The supply of grain at the mill
lies Bernice
Miller left
Monday for
«f C. A.. McKenney is nearly all gone. Palmer, Mass., where they have employ—
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SenocaJ. Carver died March 4th at his
home in Camden,aged 60 years and 6 months
! He was an industrious, upright man, kind,
genial and honored by ali who knew him.
He is survised by his wife, two daughters,
a son, and a brother who lives in Oregon.
The funeral service was held in the Methodist church March 7th under the auspicies
of Mt. Hattie Lodge, I. 0. O. F., of which
he was a member

WHY NERVOUS PEOPLE ARE PALE
PEOPLE.
Showing

Algo How a Medicine That Makeg
Rich, Red Dlood Can Perform Wonders
as a Nerve Tonic.

Why are

nervous

J pon the quiet village street,
V\ ith slanting stoop and open door,
Vhnse panes are meager for display,
through which scarce shines the light of

day,

The answer to that question explains
a remedy that acts on the blood can
cure nervous troubles.
It explains why Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People are also for nervous
people.
It is because of the intimate relation between the red corpuscles iu the blood and
the health of the nerves. The nervous system receives its nourishment as well as its
medicine through the blood. Let the blood
become thin, weak and colorless aud the
uerves are starved—the victim is started on
the road that leads to nervous wreck.
Nervous people are pale people—but the
pallor comes first. Enrich the blood and
the nerves are stimulated and toned up to
do their part of the work of the body. Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills make red blood aud
transform nervous, irritable, ailing people
into strong, energetic, forceful men and
women.

Proof of this

statement

appers in the

testimony of Mrs. Harriet E. Porter of 20
Liberty avenue. South Medford, Mass., a
woman highly esteemed in her
community

and prominently identified with its church
work.
“I had never been well from childhood,”
she says, “aud a few years ago I began to
have dizzy
spells. At such times 1 could
not walk straight. 1 was afraid of
paralysis
and was ou the verge of uervous prostration. Then neuralgia set in and affected
the side of my face. The pains in my forehead were excruciating aud my heart pained me so that my doctor feared neuralgia of
the heart. I tried several different kinds of
treatment but they did me no good.
“One day my son brought me some of
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and 1 found that
I took
they strengthened my nerves.
several boxes and felt better in every way.
There were no more dizzy attacks, the
neuralgia left me and I have been a well
woman ever since. 1 have recommended
the pills to a number of my friends.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are adapted for
diseases due to impure blood and shattered
nerves.
They are invaluable in anaemia,
rheumatism, after-effects of the grip and
fevers aud in sick headaches, dizziuess,
nervousness, neuralgia, aud even partial
paralysis and locomotor ataxia.
A valuable booklet, “Nervous Disorders”
will be sent free on request to any one interested.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, or will ^be sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, 50 cents per box, six boxes
for $2.50 by the Dr. Williams Medicine
Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
ROLES FOR MARRIAGES.

Following their discovery that there
is one divorce for every six marriages
in this State, a record the Maine ministers have pronounced disgraceful, the
following rules have been drawn up to
govern in future marriages:
First—To use great care before solemnizing any marriage lest the parties

seek to enter that relation unadvisedly
or lightly and so lessen the probable
number of divorces.
Second—To refuse to solemnize marriage when both parties are strangers
to the minister without satisfactory in-

troduction.
Third—To refuse to marry any divorced person unless the certificate of
divorce is produced.
Fourth—To make it as difficult as
possible for the guilty divorced person
to enter again into the sacred relation-

bout the door are grouped the things
Most useful for the farmer’s needs;
.(ime rakes and hoes, an ax and spade,
Some kegs of nails on which are laid
A box or two of garden seeds.

jong shelves of canned stuffs greet the
eye.
Each counter, too, is burdened well:
iVliile fruits and spices, coffees, teas
And scores of other things like these •
Send forth a most inviting smell.
file merchant, now a man of years.
Behind the counter spends each day,
1 Jr labors o’er some
musty book
iVith slow and scrutinizing look
To keep a just account alway.

iu

missioner.

secondary schools, $200.

OASTOHXA.
Bsmth*
pThe Kind Yon Haw Alrnp Boqgtt

ftgistart
d

Forestry Meeting.
The State call to organize a Forestry
Association has been issued and is
signed by Governor Cobb, Edgar E.
Ring, Forest Commissioner; George E.
Fellows, President of the U. of M.;
Gordon E. Tower, Professor of Forestry.
The session, which will last two days,
will commence on March 14 at the
State House, Augusta. The adoption
of a constitution and the election of
officers will constitute the main business.
Short talks will be given on various phases of the forestry problem. It
is expected that Gifford Pinchot, Forester of the United States Department
of Agriculture and Prof. H. S. Graves,
Director of the Yale Forest school, will
be present and address the meeting.
An invitation is extended to everyone,
and State fire wardens are especially
urged to be present.
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Dr. J. F. Trite & Co.
I shall in the future know ji>tw >.
others who are not feein g \m ii:
yMHi
headache, poor appetite,
just what has helped Lie ut of
feelings. I had used inn mv t;.i^AvV^ny’WllBh knew of its great.worth, b \ |.
\small children for destn yn g v.
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If worms are present they will be expelled. If
this wonderful medicine acts gently, yet posi Li
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Sunday he is found at church,
The same receives his loving care;
A class of trusting boys is his,
And iu the midweek services
His voice is heard iu song and prayer.
Jn

Now who successful more than he,
And who more worthy of a name?
No statesman, prophet, bard or sage
in this or any future age
Shall more deserve enduring fame.

WHY

Upon the quiet village street
This man has built his monument;
No tower of stone, a simple store,
An honest life ami nothing more—
Who would not be, like him, content?

COUGH WHEN

—Joe Cone in the New York Sun.
The

Privileges of

Old

Age

Old age lias its drawbacks, but it has
also its privileges. Not the least of
these is leisure; not idleness, for that
way lie wretchedness and disintegration
—but freedom from the stress of unlovely rivalry, and opportunity for the
calm and moderate pursuit of congenial occupation. With its advent one

may doff the armor, but not tire apron,
and choosing one’s bench, work, not
as a slave, but as master.—U. S. Senator William P. Frye in the March

“Circle.”

USED ROUND THE WORLD

Kent’s ’91 Cough Syrup
will cure it. If you doubt same
ask any of your friends, or try a
bottle. IOc. and 25c. For sale
ONLY AT CITY DRUG STORE.

ARE ALWAYS IK
-ftLhk
CARRY A FULL LIN

LOWEST

,,-

PR|CES

Catarrh
Cured or your money returned.
The treatment so easy and mild
any child can use it. if you
have this trouble call at

cm DRUG STORE,
BELFAST,

Baker's Cocoa
and Chocolate

MAINE

ARE THE BEST

1 Hb

COOKING EASY.

JdASi-

Paint k H«
WITH

WE

OUR

Ml-

CARRY

E\

THE WAY OF PA
PL I E S—OILS
BRUSHES

El C.

PLUMBING

SPi

A

Mitchell' & Inssell,

47
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On au«l after I>er. s*. loot
at Burnham and Water
for and from Bangor, Wa

Boston, will

FILL ONE BIN WITH

and

ill America Pea Coal!

■

We have just received a cargo of beat quality PEA COAL, which you can buy, as long
as it lasts, for,

ABSOLUTELY

Registered

DIIDC

runt

u. s. rat. office

Made by a scientific blending of the best Cocoa beans
grown in the tropics—the
result of 120 years of successful endeavor.
A

and

WALTER BAKER &
Established 1780

CO.,

Ltd.

ton

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,

Forms of Insurance.

with the l>est companies
at the standard rates.

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers. Contractors

WE

33, 35, 37

Front St.,

SUBSCRIPTION

HOLLISTER'S

Nuggets

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

Farmers and dealers can save the specula
tors’ profit by sending live stock on commission. Will start a Live Stock car from
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of live stock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write
for information.

REDUCED

without JELLYCON—the Rich Pure Fruit
Dessert—JELLYCON is made in a minute.
JELLYCON needs NO SugarNO Flavoring
requires ONLY Hot Water—one package is
enough for 6 persons—to cts. at all Grocers
It is simply Delicious 1
Give it a Trial
3m50*

WANTED
Women between 18 and 30 years of aue to work
u attendants in tbe Medfleld Insane Asylum at
Medfleld Junction, Mass., 20 miles from Boston,
Wages Increase with length of service. An optunity to become a trained nurse. Address
DB. EDWAKD FBENCH,
Medfleld, Mass.
lyrflfl
•

Belfast to Boston, $2.25.

\
;

1

I
1
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PASSENGER TRA-

In Effect

RATES

?

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive
tFlag statiou.
Limited tickets for
$5.00 from Belfast ai,<■
Through tickets to a!
west, via all routes. f« ?
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Preside:
F. E. BOOTHBT, Gen'l l a-

Burnham, Maine

Monday,

PULLMAN
All

through trains

r

Junction.

!

DEl’AKl
Leave Searsport 6 oo
tor and arriving at Non
7.40 a. in., So. Lag!;
oxcroft 9.13 a. m., lire"
8.43 a. in., Millinocket
P. m., Fort Kent 3.40 p
Fort Fairfield 2.43 p. ni.
Caribou 2.50 p. m.
Leave—Bangor 2.55,
Milo 4.11 p. in., Millin''7.40 p. m Fort Fairtiel
9.22 i*. in., Caribou 9.50 p

v\

for

Leave—Searsport

j

:>-''

I
i

for and arriving at No.
4.20 p. m So. Lagrang'
Dover (>.25 p. m., Greem
AKitn
Steamer leaves Belfast (ice permitting) at'3.0o
p. m., Mondays and Thursdays, via Camden and
Rockland, for Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport (ice
permittng), at 7.45 a. m or on arrival of steamer
from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m
Leave Rockland at 5.30 a. in., or on arrival o
steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays,

via Camden.
Leave Winterport at 10 a.m., Bucksport at 12 m.,
(ice permitting), Mondays “and Thursdays via
way landings.
AH cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this company, is insured against lire and ma
ine risk

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

H .MOODY.

What is Home

j

..

RETURNING

A Busy Medioine for Brsy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific-for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 85 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
K.

I

Burnham, depart..
Unity.

;We

Belfast, Maine.

Rocky

il

V

j

Benton.
Clinton...

of oui com-

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two together for $2.10.
Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this
office.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.

Mountain Tea

TO BKI.Fa

Bangor

EFFECTIVE TO MARCH 31, 1907.

advantage

j ^ ^.

Portland.

LIVE

WINTER

YOUR

want you to take

Benton.

Bangor

Belfast, Maine

EASTERN STEAMSHIP GO.

WANT

JOURNAL

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.

Boston,

F. L. LIBBY,

9tf

REPUBLICAN

>

Waldo..
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

Telephone, Burnham 1-3.

THE

F

Portland.

STOCK

Insurance Agency,

To

b

Belfast, depart
City Point.

Waterville.

DORCHESTER, MASS.

and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.

tolluw

FROM

Boston,

HAMLIN'S

Writes all

run as

!

Waterville.

$5.50 per

TELEPHONE 8-2.

handsomely Illustrated
Recipe Book sent free

new

j

p

Highest

|

VliMV

(jm

can’t tell you what it has or how it feels—it only
;
an(i miserable. If it is restless and
peevish, doc‘sr s.u Is
wcll» has pains in the stomach and bowels or has ,n e*P
appetite the trouble undoubtedly is stomach or
Give the little one a few doses of that famous old*
0fn,s'
ilc

H

iiegan he here when but a boy,
lie looks with pride around his store;
No great commercial venture his,
A simple, honest trade it is—
He seeks enough and nothing more.
He ne’er has been to foreign lands.
Nor yearned his neighbor to excel;
[n honest toil he’s passed his days
iu giving yet not asking praise
And sei ved his township long and well.

marriage,

Fifth— To refuse to re-marry any divorced person if it be known that the
divorce was granted solely upon default
AugustaS., widow of the late John Moody, or with only a formal hearing to cover
died at her home in Camden, March 2uu, the law.
from the effects of a paralytic shock, aged
Seventh—To refuse to re-marry any
79 years and 1 month. She was an estimable
divorced person within one year after
woman, bright and cheery in disposition, a
the granting of the divorce.
great home lover and devoted to her family.
She leaves a son, Harry, a daughter, ElizaEighth—To refuse to re-marryjany dibeth, both of whom made their home with vorced person except the innocent party
and
a sister, Mrs. Adelaide A. Alden.
her,
wher,e the divorce was granted for cause
of adultery, or the reunion of those divorced.
TOWN ELECTIONS.
The compact has been signed by Bis
Morrill. At the annual town meeting hop Robert Codman of the Episcopal
March 4th officers were elected as follows: diocese of Maine; the Rev. Frank H.
J. G. Harding, Moderator; T. N. Pearson, Wilkins, pastor
of^Alie Baptist church
Clerk; F. M. Adams, A. W. Leonard, Jona- in Portland; the Rev. J. H. Macgruder,
than lierry, Selectmen, Assessors ami Overpastor of the Chestnut Street Methoseers of the Poor; N. L. Jackson, Treasurer;
dist church of Portland; the ReV. F. L.
Elmer Hartshorn, School Committee; S. S.
Erskine, Collector. Money appropriated: Hayward of Auburn, formerly presidfor schools, $386.00; text books, $25.00; re- ing elder of the Bucksport district of the
; pairs and supplies, schoolhouses, $50.00; East Maine Methodist conference; Prof
j support of poor, $25 00; roads and bridges, A. W. Anthony of the Free Baptist
$1,000.00; town charges, $200.00; State roads, church of Lewiston; the Rev. Raymond
$300.00; free High school, $200.00.
Calkins, pastor of the State Street ConAt the annual town meeting gregational church of Portland; the Rev.
Monroe
| March 4th the following officers were elect- W. H. Gould of the Universalist church
! ed: Moderator, H. K. Dawson; clerk, F. L. of Portland; the Rev. H. F. Skillings of
j Palmer; selectmen, Fred Tasker, Fred the Advent church of Portlaud; and
Moody and Frank Wingate; treasurer, A. the Rev. Charles M. Woodman,
j 11.
pastor
Mayo; school committee, Charles Riley ; of the Frieuds’ churchof Portland.
;
I auditor, George A. Palmer ; collector, Frank
| Littlefield; road commissioners, Arthur El; lis, Zenas Putman and 11. E. Jenkins.
AH OLD TIME BALL.
I Money raised: for school*, $1,200; repair of
I school schoolhouses, $150; books, $250;
An interesting relic of the inaugural
1 roads and brid es, $2,000; poor and farm,
$400; incidental expenses, $600; High ball in Augusta in 1858 is brought to
school, $450.
light by Judge William L. Putnam of
Liberty. At the annual town meeting Portlaud, who has in his possession an
invitation to the affair. Since the ball
4th
the
officers
were
electMarch
following
ed : Moderator, E. G. Norton; clerk, G. 11. occurred nearly half a century ago, the
Cargill; selectmen and overseers of the exact date being 49 years ago the eighth
poor, W. J. Greely, C. L. Stickney, P. E. of January, every member of the manboyuton; treasurer, A. J. Skidmore; colwith the exception of
lector and constable, Willard Whitaker, aging board,
has passed away. He
special constable, E. G. Norton; truant of- Judge Putnam,
ficer, C. R. Nelson; pound keeper, T. P. belonged in Bath at that time and his
Matthews. Money raised: $400 for State name is on the list of managers from
XL
UL kill/ VIU
isavivii
roads; schools, what the law requires; $1,V1VJ.
roads and bridges; $200, Free high follows:
600,
|
uiiuci
suuuuis, ^ow iui
uuaigcs, IP&o iui
ball
and
Inaugural
promenade conMemorial day; $150 (or school books.
cert, at North Hall, Augusta, Friday
Belmont. The annual town meeting was evening, Jan. 8, 185S.
held Monday March 4tb, and passed off very
Your company with ladies, is respectquietly. The following officers were elected fully solicited.
for the ensuing year:
Moderator, N. B.
MANAGERS.
Alleuwood; Town Clerk. L. F. Alleuwood;
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the
Augusta, Col. W. G. Stanley, Hon.
Poor, C. R. Andrews, Edmund Brewster Samuel Cony, Gen. J. W. Webster, Col,
and Fred B. White; Treasurer, N. B. Allen,
E. G. Hedge, Capt. George Williams.
wood; Collector and Constable; W. S. Foss;
School Committee for 3 years; L. F. Allen- Capt. Joseph Anthony, J. P. Wyman.
wood ; Superintendent of schools, Edmund C. F. Potter.
Hangor, Gen. S. F. Hersey, Col. C.
Brewster; Truant Officer, L. F. Alleuwood.
Money raised; For town debts and charges, W. Roberts, Col. J. L. Hodsdon, Maj.
$500; support of schools, $500; support of H. Stricland.
poor, $200; State road, $200; highways and
Bath, Col. E. K. Harding, Capt. J. G.
bridges, $800; school books, $60; repairs on Richardson, W. L. Putnam.
school houses, $200.
Belfast, Gen. H. W. Cunningham,
Noktiipokt. Annual meeting March 4th
Capt. T. H. Marshall.
R.
F.
A.
J.
Moderator,
Hurd; Clerk,
Rhodes;
Waterville, J. II. Drummond, J. MSelectmen, Assessors of Taxes and Over- Crooker, C. R. McFadden. W. A. Cof,
seers of Poor, H. W. Eiwell, M. G. Black,
C. O. Woodbury; Town Agent, II. W. Ei- frey.
Skowhegan, Hon. A. Coburn, S. D.
well; Treasurer, J. R. 11 urd; School Committee, F. A. Dickey; Collector of Taxes, C. Arnold.
0. Dickey; Truant Officer, A. F. Eiwell;
Portland, Gen. W. P. Smith, Maj. A.
Constable, C. 0. Dickey; Sexton, A. F. Ei- T. Dole, D. D. Akerman, Henry Fox.
well ; Road Commissioner, Dell Whitmore.
Hallowe.il, Mojor Hiram Fuller, Capt.
Money raised; Town charges, $1,000; high- Henry Cooper.
ways, $1,200; State road, $300; schools, $950;
F. L. McGowon, Capt. Jas.
High school tuition out of town, $100; Wes- A.Gardiner,
Blanchard.
leyan Grove Campmeeting Association, $300;
Farmingdale, W. S. Grant.
Temple Heights, $50.00; repairs of schoolhouses, $50; text books, $25. Resources of
Pittston, F. Stevens.
town above liabilities, $1,302.30. It was a
Dancing to commerce at ten o’clock,
very harmonious town meeting, with no con- supper, 11.30 at the Stanley House.
test on any office except that of road com- Music
by the Portland brass band.
Montville.
Annual town meeting
March 4th. Officers were elected as follows:
Moderator, D. B. Plummer; town clerk, C.
N. Allen; selectmen, assessors and overseers of the poor, Volney^ Thompson, H.
F. Jackson, and W. S. Mehuren; treasurer,
J. C. Carey; Member of school committee
for three years, B. F. Foster; Auditor, F.
A. Cushman; Collector and constable, F.
A. Cushman; Road Commissioners, G. S.
Lowell, F. A. Cushman, and Fred A. Myrick; Truant officer, R. W. Howard. Appropriated $6,330 60, as follows: schools,
$830.60; poor,$600; town officer’s bills, $200;
Insane hospital bills, $450; highways and
bridges, $1600; State road, $400; snow bills
winter of 1906—7, $1,500; incidental expenses, $150; repairs on school houses and
school supplies, $400; tuition ef pupils in
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Behold the simply county store.
I

why

of

1

people invariably pale

people?

ship

THE VILLAGE MERCHANT.

GEOJ.STlDARD, D.D.S.,
DENTIST,
Masonic

Temple,

Telephone 171-2

Belfast, Me.
3m46*

Williams’ Indian Pile
^Ointment will cure Blind,
^Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It ubsorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, acts
las a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’Indian Pile Oint*
1
ment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on reof price. 60 cents and $1.00.
WILLIAMS

Arrive—Stockton Kv
Leaving Milo 7.25 a
Dover & Foxeroft 7.05 a
m., Bangor 8.40 a m., No
Arrive—Northern M
Leaving Caribou T.(HJ
a
a. in., Fort t* airfield 7»
Ashland 7.55 a. in., Mi:
12.35 p. m., So. LagrangArrive—Stockton 8.m
m Leaving Caribou 11.45
p. in., Fort Fairfield 11 4
Fort Kent 10.55 a. in., A
nocket 4.25 p. m., Milo 5.4
p. in., Dov- r & Foxeroft
6.17 p m., Bangor 6.45 p. n
W. M. BROWN. Gt !i
GEO. M. HOUGHTO'
Passe ng

Dr. E. E.

For Bale by R. H. Moody.

ji

j

ji
j
f

1

BROWN

OF

™

Specialist in Diseases of
Nose and Throat

rye,

Has taken Room No. 2, o
will be in Belfast every Mo
p. m. to 6 p. ni., and 7 to 9 i
Refers to Drs. C. B. H<
Millet!. Searsmont; 1> 1’ 1
and S. W. Johnson Belfast

EADr.

ceipt
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland, Ohio

j

in.

i
FOB SAI-K

1

City Drug Store, ^

j

™ Knock-out

Blow.

say the 19th was there and helped stop
Pickett's charge, losing 206 men, half
of its number, on the morning of July

The blow which knocked'out
Corbett
a revelation to the
prize
From the earliest days of the
ring thi
knock-out blow was aimed for the
law
the temple or the jugular
vein.
punches were thrown In to worrv
weary the fighter but if a scientific
had told one of the old
fighters that the
most vulnerable spot was the
region of
the stomach, he’d have
laughed
him
for an Ignoramus. Dr. Pierce
is bringing
* Parallel fact:
pu!>lic
that

fighter?

Lieut, Col. Cunningham took command July 5th and the regiment started in pursuit of Lee, who had crossed
the Potomac at Falling Waters. Oct.
14th the 19th was engaged at Bristoe
Station in an attack on the 2nd Corps,
which was repulsed in tine style.

ft

,hK°K»
th^sYomadkis the most

vulnerable
of\he pflge ring as well as In It.organ
We

bu°ttrhtcb^&throals’fcet

lungs!

di^linds

tiercej

uTOYv-V^

<Iolderffe3ffiTlg^?^
Ip yod7 mn<|-r,Y?j*jt

you protect Yourself

M*re spot ■’Golden
cures -weSk
stomach,”

mu

a^ii.liTl^j*,»iii'U.

indigestion^r

dyspepsia torpid liver, bad, thin

The Kind You Have'
ting the Sumachs and bowels of

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

ness and Hest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.

Optum.Morphme

Not Narcotic.
Aktv*- afOfd O-SAMVn. PfrCHK/t
Afitn SmU~
1
MxJmnm.
RMUSJbfI
Anin U •

RinmSwd-

1322-1320

by the McCall Co. of New York, Publishers of Fashion

:<

[

McCall patterns.

i

ey

IIM NlW

YUKK,

'ID HATS IN LATEST MODES.

R.:

•LIDES AND EARRINGS.
ne journal

MATERIALS AND TRIMMINGS.
SPRING DRESSMAKING.

j

A

ng ought to be a
'ask this season,

if;
r*L-

a.

ii.

it;-a

A very

of the many
it are within the

LIGHT LININGS.

"me

k

Hi;

Iressmaker.

isr;

I

'!

often selected to
contrast than to match the dress ma-

Linings

are

more

terial and white and

INKS.

figured

silks make

of the smartest linings in
tumes of dark thin materials.

some

at the lilies of a
aist

a

lines,

must

.wrinkled and the
these details are
st

dress or waist

Kveryone by this
lie dainty Triune
their pretty silk
■oped form that

siiape

and

pre-

neck.

NEW

cos-

HATS.

Mushroom shapes are veiy much to
the fore.
Smooth straws, chips and
leghorns are most fashionable. Floral
trimmings and bows of ribbon and
velvet constitute the garniture of some
of the smartest headwear.
Large
made wings are used on tailored hats
as well as other forms of fancy feathers.
Verona Clarke.

Ithe

'TIFFENERS.

jet for belts and

lfeners in 3 inch

nothing nicer or
ild be imagined.
;kes advantage of
we that will help
she realizes that

enough

I

to

more

ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

.MING.

’utTeta make

1

some

trimmings and
of the gown

or

10c. and 15c.

in cost.

"nee

CARLE & JONES,

ines, if a
as

a.

are.

striped Who by special arrangement have all
so many of
the patterns all the time.
Three piece

able

fad and
■xpensive.

are

ETSO

WAITING

TO

SEND.^g®

IMPEACHMENT.

Charges Against Judge Chapman of Bangor

and Children.

too Have

iAB

k11

Always Bought

AD PROPOSED
'’IhiuI To

Quebec.

Before the
li

com-

d expresses this

!: I,10!1- George

ISTORIA

D.

falls in behalf of
'ate the Portland
id company, which

''Oild from Poland,
tland. Mr. Bis-
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the purposes of
of what
‘'el its aim to link
by a line of rail
by :;o miles than
'inlay. He said
:ed the necessary
"w asks for
perde water from its
ere it taps
the

history

i,

1

!''

■keth M. Carter
bat the hearing be
kin order to give
1
examine the reeommittee so vot-

July 4th.

1

! G. Lancey, E.
Cushor, and Gor-

w'A

1

'og committee for
"B!, Of July celebra-

.11,13

town during the
,,,
arranged for the
bjive'beral
« tru'1.1'
purses:
is
'lllY l>ace> purse $300.
<» t ;
face, purse $200.
Bi t' ll ;r f!?ce' PurBe $200.
bat the above classes
<H,
TV1 oi1 in bringing the
ie
horses to Pittshi ,; ;bi
ick it i" has ever appeared
'"rotting Bark.,i,
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"trie ff1't0 kick, it
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‘" Set his
meals

lost

his ticket.
—Houston Post.
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A. A. HOWES & CO.,

Signature

GROCERIES, DRl'GS

of

Regiment.

exact copy or

Is

—-

there the 17th.
On the 11th of December the regiment marched down the river opposite

Fredericksburg and that afternoon l
crossed the Rappahannock into the city
of Fredericksburg. About noon, Dec_
13th, with the rest of the brigade, i
was ordered to charge Marye’s Heights.
The regiment was hardly four month s
from home, mostly green country boys,
and what we saw and went through in
the succeeding twelve hours will always remain. Although 45 years have
come and gone^the events of that day
remain fresh in memory. The brigade
was formed in columns by regiments,
the 19th leading.
The regiment march-

§

tinuation

A

lm..^

HARK WOOD &

SON,’

Hills

immediate
front.
The other regiments had no
protection and what we saw in a few
moments will never be forgotten, by
the writer at least. One shell which

pelier, Mayor James S. Haley, Democrat, was unopposed, nor was there any
candidate in Vergennes against James
VV. Ryan, who ran on a non-partisan

refuses to convict persons accused of
strike.
liquor selling upon the plainest of eviThe night of the 15th the regiment
dence; that he has settled prohibitory
law violations without having the ac- recrossed the river and marched back
cused brought into court; that he has to the same ground, where we broke
held warrants in his office a long time,
on the morning of the llth and
once three mouths and three days, be- camp
fore giving them to officers to serve; built winter quarters. Feb. 21st, Col.
that he refused to issue warrants Sewell resigned and Lieut Col. Heath
against liquor advertisers; that he is a took command. That long cold winter
stockholder and president of a cigar
on the hill we shall never forget.
It
compa'ny which sells cigars to saloon
keepers, and that he protects the cigar cost the regiment over one hundred
company’s customers; that he has “cor- good men by sickness—more than it
ruptly reversed his judgment after sen- lost in any one battle it was engaged
tence of liquor dealers to jail.
in. The suffering there I know’ something about, for I was one of the numSo
lection Statistics.
ber carried to the regimental hospital,
In tliell Maine cities which held their which was nothing but a canvas tent
municipal elections March 4th the total with scarcely any fire and a tallow canDemocratic vote was 8879 and the total dle for a light. The only covering was
Republican vote was 8865, a Democratic a single blanket and an overcoat. I
majority of 14. This counts the votes
when
cast for the Citizens candidate in Saco came out and joined the regiment
as Democratic votes.
In 1906 the Dem- it started for Gettysburg June 15, 1863..
1 ocratic vote iu these same li
cities was On the 20th we crossed the old Bull
8812 and the Republican vote was 8096,
Bun battlefield and on the 25th crossed
a Democratic majority of 716.
That is,
the Democratic majority of a year ago the Potomac at Edward’s Ferry. We
in these cities was cut down from 716 had one man killed in a skirmish
to 14. In view of these figures the with Stewart’s
cavalry. July 1st the
Democrats are very welcome to all tire
marched 30 miles with 60
cousolation they can get out of last regiment
Monday’s elections.—Kennebec Jour- rounds of ammunition and eight days’
nal.
rations
quite a load on a hot day.
About midnight we camped within two
P. E. Dinsmore, a former business man
miles of the battlefield of Gettysburg,
of this village, who has been in the boot
and shoe business in Buoksport for a num- and early next morning the regiment
ber of years, was in town several days last took position near the center of the
week oallinar on old friends and acquaintances. Mr. Dinsmore has recently disposed line of battle, the 2nd Corps being held
of bis business in Buoksport and is soon to in reserve. Of the
part taken by the
go to the Pacific ooast with the intention of
ocating there permanently.- Pittsfield Ad- 19th Maine in that memorable battle
vertiser.
every schoolboy has read. Suffice it to

UM system by gently moving the bowels.

CATARRH
To prove unquestionably, and beyond any donbt
that Catarrh of the nose and throat can be cured,
I am furnishing patients through druggists, small
free Trial Boxes of Dr. Shoop’s Catarrh Cure.
Ido this because I am so certain, that Dr. Shoop'i
Catarrh Cure will bring actual substantial help,
Nothing certainly, is so convincing as a physical
test of any article of real, genuine merit. But that
Article must possess true merit, else the test will
condemn, rather than advance it. Dr. Shoop't
Catarrh Cure is a snow white, healing antiseptic
balm, put up in beautiful nickel capped glass jars
at 50c. Such soothing agents as Oil Eucalyptus,
Thymol, Menthol, etc., are incorporated into a
velvety, cream like Petrolatum, Imported by Dr.
fihoop from Europe. If Catarrh of the nose and
throat has extended to the stomach, then by all
means also use internally. Dr. Shoop’s Restorative.
Stomach distress, a lack of general strength,
bloating, belching, biliousness, bad taste, ato.
■orely call for Dr. Shoop’s Restorative.
For uncomplicated catarrh only of the noeeand
throat nothing else, however, need be used bat

♦

AND VITALITY
13X1. MOTT'S
WERVEK.IWJE PlliltS

happiness. OOdosesina box. Forsalebvalldrue^Hst*

ior

u uoxea

$i *00
$5ooeciDry
Sr^y^rS1
reflvi ¥
prifT’
Dr. Mott’s
Chemical
Co..
Cleveland. QM&
$5.00.

SOLD

BY

R.

nasal

George W. Parker of Frankfort.
WHBKEA8.
the County of WaUlo and Stare of
Maine,
in

I

Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and di i ves
away a cold iu the heiu*

quickly.
Cream Balm is placea into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane und ia absorbed.
Relief ia immediate and a cure follows. It ia not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 5u Warren Street, New York.

iu all wait

Oh.
We wail w ail to Save one.
WHAT?

Ldison Phonograph 1

Thomas A. Edison says: ‘‘I want a Phongraph
We agree with him, so do you.
in every home.”
We sell

Phonographs for the lowest cash price.

We carry every Gold Moulded Record in the

catalog. All the new ones every month.
and hear the FEBRUARY list—just in.
You

can

MOODY.

Notice ot Foreclosure.

CATARRH
In ail its stages there
should be clcautiuess.

H.

Call

arrange with our credit department for
on the installment plan.
Easy

oy His mortgage deed dated the twentieth dav of
May, 19( 2, and recorded in the liegistry of Deeds
foi ‘•aid ( ounty of Waldo. Book
260, Page 404
conveyed to Daniel M. Reed, late of Hampden, in
tin* County of Penobscot and State aforesaid
deceased, a certain lot or parcel of land with’the
buildings thereon, situate in said Frankfort and
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at
the south bank of Marsh stream
(so-called);
thence southerly by land of Charles True
to land
°
thence westerly by land of
said West and land of Moses Benson to land
of
Mr. Bray ; thence
northerly by land of said Bray
the late Allen Curtis ami land of
Widow Lane to said Marsh
stream; thence east
erly by said stream to place of beginning; and
whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of
said mortgage.

w,esti

Hampden. Me., February 19,19( 7.

LOUISA M. REED.

Executrix of the estate of Daniel M. Reed.
By Mayo & Snare, her Attorneys.
3ts

PIANOS & ORGANS
TUNED, CLEANED

AND REPAIRED.

Come in and

see

us, whether you

buy or not.;

F. A. FOLLEIT & SON,

SATISFACTION GCA KAN TEED.

ROY F.

COPELAND, Belfast,

Me

SEARSPORT

Heating Company.

P0ST0FFICE SQUARE.

HEATING AND PLUMBING.

TO LET

Steam, Furnaces, Stoves ami Store Repairs,
Tin Plate, ami Sheet Iron Work.

Upper story of wooden building on High street,
next south of Memorial building. A good location for upholsterer, carpenter or paint shop.
WALDO TRUST CO.,
Apply to
tf26
Belfast, Maine.

)
State of Maine,
Executive Department. [
)
Augusta, February 27,1S07.
Notice is hereby given that a petition for the
lardon of Winfield 8. EdiniDster, a convict in
;he
county jail at Belfast, under sentence
for violation of the prohibitory law, is now
j [lending before the Governor and Council,
! ind a nearing thereon will be gianted in the
Council Chamber at Augusta, .ou Wednesday,
March 20, at 10 o’clock a. m
A. I. BROWN, Secretary of State.
3w9
NOTICE.

The subscriber
been duly
estate of
late of Frankfort,

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has
administrator of the
rppointed

EBEN MAYO WEST,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, aud given
wnds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are detired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

STAPLES'

BLOCK, SEARSPORT, MAINE.
Iyr61

NEXT DOOR TO

WINDSOR HOTEL.

The New Years’Sale

Application for Pardon.

•

FREDERICK M. NICKERSON.

J. H.

MOODY, BELFAST.

Montgomery, Searsport.

women, loea
BITEn
fl#% P| | C U
representatives lor
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER. 80 East Washngton Houare, New York. N. Y.
1*1 A

Men

or

give your business, 'whether large
small, careful attention.

or

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
! CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED 1881.
Abstract

«*f

tin* Annual Statement of the

/ETNA INSURANCE

COMPANY,

hautfoud, conn.,
On

the 31st day of December, 1906, made to the
state of Maim.

Incorporated 1819.

Commenced business 1819
President.
W..II. King, .secretary.
Capital Paid Up in Cn«Vi, £4.COO,OOO.
Wm. h. Clark.

ASSETS DEC KM RF R

Real estate owned

31, 1906.

by the company,

unincumbered.$

Loans

on

bond and

588,207 93

mortgage (first

12,600 00

....

Stocks and bonds owned by the company. market value.
Cash in the company’s principal office and in bank.r.

13,684,417 03

Agents’ balances.

749*544

776,700 80
43
Y>0S is

Interest due and accrued.

assets.SWiToTtTw
not admitted.

Gross
Deduct items

lfl6,7t)4

98

Admitted assets.

Phonograph
payments.
a

will

liens)

.$15.705317336
LIABILITIES DECKS' BEK 31, 1906.
Net amount of unpaid losses and

claims
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the company

5,739

liabilities.
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Net surplus over all liabilities..

4,544,277 65

nq 14T71
4W,ooo 00

Surplus for policy holders.

8,541.227 65

...

Total

5623 39 01

859,225 00
7

Aggregate, including capital and net
surplus.
$15,705,373 36
Field & Ouimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3W9

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Fannie A. Hinnies of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and state of Maine by her
mortgage deed, dated May tT, A. f). ltiot!, and reeorded in tin* w aldo County Registry of Deeds,
Book 279, Page 243. conveyed to the undersigned
Leonard Cooper and Ralph I, Cooper, l> ih of
said Belfast, copartners in business under (he
flint name and style of Cooper & Co., a certain
lot or parcel of real estate situated in said Belfast, bounded and described

as

lollnws

m isi

to

wit: Beginning at flic westerly sale oi the road
leading ft out the upper bridge to the lower bridge,
near what was then known as I >-wf»
so-called,
—OF—
Ryan’s house; thence northerly on said road to
land then called the I,.van lot, then owned
Ity
Poane Pattershall; thence ..esierly lit the McKern lot, so called; thence sonlhertv t<, land
then of halathiel Nickerson, then called the lilNow on. Also agent for Hk* Bangor Daily News ! lenwcod ot; thenee easterly to Hie bonnes lust
mentioned, cenlalnlng live acres, more or less,
Wateivieil sentinel and Pennsylvania Grit.
being Ibe same real estate conveyed to Ephraim
D. F. STEPHENSON.
D Kyder by Horatio Spicer bv deed dated sell.
27, 18(11, and recorded to the Waldo Registry it:
Book 114. Page .’joa, and being tin same premises
occupied by said Ephraim 1). Ryder in annul 1877
as a homestead, at about which time the house
thereon yvas destroyed by the; and whereas tho
condition of said mortgage has been broken, norv
| therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition tltereol, we claim a foreclosure of said
At less than one-half value, a No. 7 U. S. Cream
Separator, used on** year, guaranteed in good mortgage and give litis notice lor the purpose of
condition; also one portable « h. p. steam engine; foreclosing the same.
also 10 or 12 useful horses.
LEONARD COOPER.
W. E. GH1NNEIJ4
RALPH L. COOPER.
el. 7- 11, Belfast.
Dated at raid Belfast, Pelt. 26,1907.
Fhocnlx House stable,
el. 3-13, Searsport.

FIFES

I WILL SELL

Monroe, February, 12, 1907.—3w9

R. H.

If you do not already keep a cheekaccount start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us ai d we will show
you. The

■

AFTER USIN6.

CENTER MONTVILLK.

Dr. Shoot’s
Catarrh Curs

that in all the financial transactions in the U.
s. but 6 % is done with currency, tne other 94
% being done by means of checks and bank

formen and women, produces
I ft,.0 52?* ir?n an;'tonic P>H and restoratl voaud
system
renews the normal vi^
bu!,ds “P
hrhffwuIldit'i,1UU‘iv.’
bringing health and

ticket.

The mayors elected and the sentiAugusta, Me., March 7. Charges
against Judge Harry J. Chapman of passed over my company and seeming- ment on license in the six cities were
Bangor municipal court were presented ly not more than three feet above, ex- as follows:
in the bouse today by Representative
Yes
ploded in the regiment in our rear, kill- Barre, John Robin, (R)
Marcellus J. Dow of Brooks. The proBurlington, Walter J. Bigelow, (R) No
cedure is for removal of the judge by ing twelve men and wounding many
No
Montpelier, James S. Haley, (D)
address to the governor, a process allow- more. It took the whole company. We
Yres
Rutland, R. L. Richmond, (R)
ed by the Maine constitution.
laid there from about noon until mid- St.Albans, Norman N. Atwood.(R) Yes
The complaint is brought by Rev.
night, w hen we were recalled. A more Vergennes, James W. Ryan, (Non
Henry N. Pringle of Waterville, secreNo
Part.)
tary and prosecuting agent for the civ- trying position the regiment was never
ic league, a prohibition society.
placed in, as we had to lie there and Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar
The charges are that Judge Chapman think where the next shell would
Cures all Coughs, and expels Colds from

Bldg., opp. Court House, Belfast.
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Burlington, Vt., March 5.

Anything

-——

for Licente.

the sentiment against
which has been a marked
feature of the March elections in Vermont since the prohibitory law was repealed four years ago, was again manifested throughout the State today, less
than thirty towns voting in favor of
license. In the elections held a month
after the repeal of the law in 1903, 92
cities and towns voted in favor of
license. In 1904, the number was reduced to 49; in 1905 to 30, in 1900 to 27,
and according to returns received at a
late hour tonight, only three cities and
22 towns were recorded today as favoring the sale of liquor during the coming year.
There was no change in the number
ed on to the Held close in front of the
of cities, for although Burlington voted
rebel works. The boys tightened up
against license today for the lirst time,
their belts. Some wrote their names Barre, which has been dry for two
and number of the regiment on little years, decided in favor of liquor selling.
reduction came in the towns, eight
slips of paper and pinned them to their The
of them, most in the northern section
clothing that they might be known if of the State, turning from wet to dry.
left on the field.
While standing there
There were a number of interesting
in line the 15th Massachusetts, 1st Min- contests for chief magistrates in the
nesota and S2d New York were in our cities, and where national politics obtained the Republicans were usually
rear, not more than ten feet apart, successful.
In Burlington, the opwaiting for the word to eo. The rehela ponents of a year ago met again today,
opened a raking fire from their works and the results were reversed, Wklter
in our front and the men then dropped Bigelow, the Republican candidate defeating Mayor James E. Burke by 95
to the ground, and the 19th being in the
majority. The Republicans were also
lead was somewhat protected by a little successful iu the contests in Barre,
Rutland and St. Albans.
In Montrise in the
in our

—

RoiiniiAt

Only 3 Vermont Cities and 22 Towns Vote

j

Workers^

%

AVe carry the largest assortment of
finished Marble Monuments, Tablets, etc., to be found in the city.
AA’e make a specialty of duplicate
work. If you want flAKBLE see
us before buying elsewhere.
Samples of rietal Wreaths, Vases and

!

POSTERS.

f

(ESTABLISHED 1888

Marble

j^Signman
SHOW CARDS,
PRICE TICKETS,

-^MARK WOOD & SON,

I

Clifford

mu

wrapper.
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and MEDICINES.

Years

Thirty

NEW "YORK.

of the

ground

FOR

Score Pads.

1

tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions,Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Fac Simile

Bridge Whist

\

j

PRETTY SUIT.

pretty new suit at one of the
best shops here, was of cotton voile, a
xpensive imported white ground with a dark blue hair
in with trimmings
line. The very full pleated skirt was
ii tterials.
trimmed with inch wide bands of blue
\ X L) BRAIDS.
taffeta, spaced at about four inches.
;bias folds, and The waist of white lace, was trimmed
.Is put on in fancy with bands of the blue taffeta, and the
third piece was a little fichu wrap of
as well as fancy
variety of colors the blue silk.

K:

New

|j

Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-

"'I,

The 19th Maine

Salted Pistachio Nuts,
Shelled Walnuts.
Jordan Almonds

Always Bought

table PreparationlbrAs-

similating theToodattdRegula-

and impure blood and other diseases of the or*
gans of digestion and nutrition.
The "Golden Medical
Discovery has a
specific curative effect upon all mucous
surfaces and hence cures
catarrh no
matter where located or what
stage it
may have reached. In Nasal Catarrh
it
is well to cleanse the
passages with Dr
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy fluid while
12th, was again engaged with the
using
U*e "Discovery-as a
constitutional remMajor
enemy,
losing some men.
edy. II hy the "Golden Medical Discovwho was in command of the
Welch,
"cures
ery
catarrhal diseases, as of the
stomach, bowels, bladder and other
regiment, was severely wounded. Major
pelvic
organs will be plain to you if you will
Welch captured and took off the field
read a booklet of extracts from
the writthe colors of the 33d Virginia. June
ings of eminent medical authorities en1st the regiment was again engaged,
dorsing its ingredients and explaining
their curative properties.
and Capt. Fogler, in command, was
It is mailed
free on request. Address Dr. R.V. Pierce
wounded.
Lieut-Colonel Cunningham
lluffalo, A. Y. Tliis booklet gives all the
and
resigned
Capt. Nash took comingredients entering into Dr Pierce’s
mand.
medicines from which it will be seen
that j
they contain not a drop of alcohol, pure
The regiment crossed the R apita
trqile-refined glycerine being used instead’
May
4th, with 550 men and then numDr. Pierce’s great
thousand-page illusbered only 150, so great had been its
trated Common sense Medical
\dviser 1
sent free- paper-bound, for 21
I losses. Sept. 30th the 19th held a posionecent stamps, or cloth-bound for
31 stamps.
tion near Fort Hell, so called. Here
Address Dr. Pierce as above.
Capt. Starbird took command. Nov. 9th.

picket line at Fort Hassell was
captured with about 20 men of the 19th.
April 7th the 19th had a short tight
with the enemy at High Bridge and
A BRIEF SKETCH OF ITS VARIOUS Colonel Starbird was
again wounded.
ENGAGEMENTS.
April 7th the regiment had its last fight
The death of General I. W. Starbird with the enemy. Sunday, April 9th,
recalls some of the important events in Lee surrended to the Army of the Poconnection with the history of the 19th tomac. May 23d the 19th participated
Maine Regiment, in which he served as in the grand review in Washington and
captain. The regiment was mustered May 31st was njustered out of the serinto the service at Bath, Aug. 25, 1862, vice. The regiment left its last camp
for three years, or during the war. It June 1, 1865, for Maine and disbanded
left Bath, Aug. 27, under the command June 7th. The only officers mustered
of Col. Sewell, who had seen service with the regiment at Bath in 1S62 and
under Gen. 0. 0. Howard. The regi- j present at the muster out were Col.
Col.
ment arrived in Washington on the i Spaulding and Major Parsons.
afternoon of the 29th and the next day Starbird and Capt. Lincoln were on the
a. s.
crossed the Potomac and was assigned roll of the regiment.
for duty in the forts to protect WashNo Case on Record.
ington. On the 30th of Spptpmher Hip
There is no ease on record of a cough or
regiment left the forts to join the Army cold
resulting in pneumonia or consumpof the Potomac at Harper’s Ferry, and tion after Foley’s Honey and Tar has been
was assigned to the 1st Brigade, 2nd taken, as it w ill stop your cough and break
up your cold quickly. Refuse any but the
Corps. On the 30th of October it left genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar in a yellow
package. Contains no opiates and is safe
Harper’s Ferry for Warrenton, Va., and
sure.—R. II. Moody.
reaching that place Nov. 9th, and on
the 15th marched to Falmouth, arriving
TIRED OF LICENSE.

New

For Infante and Children.

The 19th took the colors of the 33d
Our loss
North Carolina regiment.
was one killed and twelve wounded.
On the 26th of Nov. the 19th took part
in the Mine Run engagement. During
the winter we were in camp near Culpepper. Lieut. Colonel Selden Connor
was promoted from the “th Maine to
Colonel of the 19th. May 4th we crossed
Rapidan at Elys Ford. May 6th the
regiment was engaged with the enemy
and lost heavily.
Colonel Connor was
severely wounded and disabled for
future service. May 8th and 9th the
regiment did some fighting and May

and
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Townsend’s Postals

Belfast

Savings Bank.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank Book
No. 14,696, issued by this Bank, has been lost and
applclath n has been made for a duplicate book
according to laws regulating issuing new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Beirast, February 28.19u7.-3w9

Miss Pearl Oxton spent three weeks visitng her father, Charles Oxton, returning
lorue last Friday—J. W. Wentworth went
ARE THE BEST
>n the road last week selling room paper.
..Cora A. Goodwin spent the day last Sun-1
lay with her cousin, Hattie Clough of Liberty.... Charles B. Thompson bought two
bows last week at Searsmont—The many
Bnow storms of late and the depth of snow
Diploma Graduate from St. Joint’s Medical
has stopped work iu the woods and breakUniversity of Chicago, 111., is open for engage
ments.
Address Box 980, Belfast, Maine.
7tl
ing roads has been in order. Many say
they have never known a time when there with board, a large, pleasant room at the Belfast
was so little travel as in the past month....
Home for
Polite, smart and active
Aged Womenn. Steam heat, hot and
Solomon Palmer went to Dixmont on bus- cold water. Bath room on same floor. Suitable UliyTPII
,lou*e to house canvassers.
n ML R I Ell
iness and on account of bad roads jt was for one or two ladies. For terms apply to matron
Very liberal term''. Apply
to the Portland Flavoring Co., MS ComiiL rcial ston the premises.
2tf
weeks
before
he
oonld
three
get home.
Portland, Maine.
tnJ

Trained Nurse.
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wise ham-

! iered the Postoffice Department in the
uppression of frauds by the Federal
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This is interesting, in view of

ourts.”

he fact that another individual

Publishing Co.I, vhom

uuslnes^fauVr. !

cial's summing up of the result of the
unwarranted, unjustifiable and untruth..
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Main?people.

naming the
have done good
who
Representatives
work for the University of Maine the
Commercial should have included Representative M. J. Dow of Brooks; and
we note with pleasure that The Camof the Univerpus-, in extending thanks
sity of Maine to those who have stood
bv tier in her hour of need,includes Mr.

dear to

In

Dow.

imported a Belit is hoped it
and
draft
stallion,
gian
may 'prove a more profitable investment than the Belgian hare which
parted so many Maine people from
A Maine man

has

their dollars a few years ago. In this
connection the following item from the
Biddeford Journal will be read with
interest:
The Argentine Republic is

now

fac-

ing the Belgian hare problem, not in
the form with which it menaced Maine,
but as Maine would have been menaced had not the climate of Maine been
rather too much for the constitution
of the imported hare. Some years ago
fifty or more of these hares were imported into the Argentine Republic
and they have multiplied at such a rate
that their ravages on all kinds of crops
are now formidable and no farmer is
safe unless his farm is fenced in with
close mesh wire netting. All attempts
thus lar to find a profitable market for
the fiesh are reported to have been a
failure.
The Portland Express is grieved that
the State should appropriate so much
money toward the support of hospitals.
That is. the Express does not complain
of money given the two hospitals in
roruanu, uur leeis uiai iju&imais uur
side of that city should receive scant
consideration. Hear this from the Express: “The demands from Bar Harbor,

Belfast, Koekland, York and Augusta

might

as

well be made

by Hanover,

Strong, Baring and Linneus.” How
broad minded those Portland editors
are becoming when they discuss State
of Maine affairs! From their point of
view it would be better for the State to
spend millions in building a State

House on the Western promenade for
the gratification of Portland's local
pride than to spend a few thousands
vearly in helping along the hospitals
whicli are such a blessing to suffering

humanity.—Kennebec Journal.

Did the fact that the towns and cities

having hospitals opposed,

with

nearly

all the other cities and towns in the
State, the removal of the capitol to

in

Portland have anything to do with the
attack upon these institutions for the
care of suffering humanity? We should
hope not, but it looks that way.

Having failed in the attempt to rush
capital moving scheme through the
legislature before the people of Maine
could be beard from, Portland is trying
to accomplish its end by the use of
The people have now been
money.
heard from through petitions to the
legislature and individual statements
the

in the newspapers, and the press of
Maine has been practically unanimous
in opposing this movement for the ag-

J

grandizement

or

l'ortiana

at

tne

ex-

pense of the rest of the State. It is
currently reported that the committee
on public buildings was packed in the

interest of this project, although now,
as a result probably of public expression on the subject, it is evenly divided.
There should be no question, however,
as to the action of the legislature wheD
this question comes to a vote. No referendum is needed to tell where the
people staDd. Members of the legislature have heard from their constituents, directly and indirectly, and will
not go contrary to their wishes. It is
safe to say that an overwhelming majority of the people of Maine desire the
capital to remain where it is.
We have received a copy of the Woman’s National Daily, published by the
Lewis Publishing Co. of St. Louis, setting forth its side of a controversy with
the postal officials, a fraud order having
been issued against the publishers and
against the Peoples’ United States
Bank, which was under the same management. E. G. Lewis, the editor, says,
introamong other things: “We had
duced into Congress through Judge
Crumpacker of iDditni, a bill now
known as tbe

Crumpacker bill,

pro-

Company.

prohibit fishing in China lake
in China and Vassalboro, and in Lovejoy
pond in Albion, in the county of Kennebec.
An act to regulate fishing in Swan lake
and its tributaries in the towns of Searsport, Swanville and Frankfort, in the county of Waldo.
An act to change the name of Widow’s
Island.
Senator Mills of Hancock submitted bill,
“An act to amend an act approved February 27, 1907, entitled “An act to amend
Chapter 107 of the Private and Special
Laws of 1905 entitled “An act to incorporate
the Stockton Springs Water Co.’” and
moved its reference to the committee on
legal affairs. In explanation Senator Mills
said: “Mr. President, the bill to which this
relates was passed without any opposition.
One word in the original bill it is desirable
to change and by unanimous consent I desire to introduce this bill.” The bill was
received and referred to the committee on
legal affairs.
An act to

.......

of 15 to 12.
lu the House the University of Maine appropriation was discussed and the amendment of Davies of Yarmouth, offered last
week, striking out the provision to abolish
the B. A. course was adopted by a vote of
123 to 12. Representative Milliken of Island Falls offered an amendment to increase the appropriation for the two years
of 1907-08 to $65,000 for maintenance, which
was lost by a vote of 76 to 48.
An amendment offered by Gleason of Mexico for an
appropriation of $45,000 for each of the
years 1907-08 for building and $65,000 for
each year for ten years for maintenance
was lost 73 to 55.
An amendment by Skidmore of Liberty to appropriate $25,000 for
ten years for maintenance was lost. Gleason then offered an amendment substituting the sum of $65,000 for each of the years
of 1907-08 for maintenance for the $40,000 of
the report was carried by a vote of 79 to 34.
The report as amended was then passed
through the several readings to be engrossed. By this vote the U. of M. gets $130,000
for the two years for maintenance and $90,000 for buildings.
Bill, An Act to amend the law in relation
to taking smelts on the St. George river,
having been referred in the House to the
committee on shore fisheries, came back
from the Senate, that branch non-concurring
with the House in its reference and indefinitely postponing the bill. On motion of
Mr. Baldwin of Boothbay Harbor the
House receded and concurred with the Senate in its action.
Passed to be engrossed.
An Act to amend Chapter 180 of the Private and special Laws of 1879, as amended by
Chapter 428 of the Private and Special Laws
of 1886, and by Chapter 123 of the Private
and Special Laws of 1899, relating to the
policeoourt of the city of Belfast.
Act to prohibit the throwing of sawdust
and other waste material Into Medomae
vote
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Liberty, in the county of Waldo,
any of its tributaries.
An Act to amend Chapter 184 of the Private and Special Laws of 1899, entitled “An
Act to establish a municipal court in the
town of Searsport.”
An Act to authorize Penobscot River
Railroad Co. to locate across Lake Megunticook and other waters.
An Act to amend the charter of the Waldo Trust Co.
An Act to incorporate
the Searsport
Electric Cb.
Majority and minority reports of the committee on temperance on a resolve for an
amendment to the constitution by abrogating and annulling the fifth amendment to
the constitution, came from the Senate, the
minority report, ought to pass, having been
adopted' in that branch and the resolve passto be engrossed. On motion of Mr. Waldron of Dexter, the reports tvere tabled and
on
motion by Mr. Newbert of Augusta,
Wednesday of next week was assigned for
their consideration.
river, in
or

Resolve in favor of the town of Isle

au

Haut.

An Act granting Charles II. Scott the
to maintain a ferry across Eggemoggin
Reach in Hancock County.
An Act to amend Chapter 184 of the
Private and Special Laws of 1899, entitled
“An Act to establish a municipal court in
the town of Searsport.”
An Act to make valid the organization of
the Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington
Railroad
Company and to extend its
charter.
An Act to amend Chapter 180 of the
Private and Special Laws of 1879, as amended by Chapter 428 of the Private and
Special Laws of 1885, and by Chapter 12,t of
the Private and Special Laws of 1899, relating to the police courts of the city of
Bel l ast.
The resolve ill favor of the town of
Liberty for money paid out on account of
State roads was finally passed.
In the House it was voted to concur with
the Senate in accepting the minority report
unfavorable
to the bill to permit the Union
The Senate March 7tli killed the bill to
allow the Union Water Power Co. of Lew- Water Power Co. to lower the waters of the
iston to lower the level of the Rangeley liangeley lakes, by deepening the outlet.
Au Act to prohibit the throwing of sawLakes, by a yea and nay vote of 1(1 to 13.
The final vote came after an earnest debate, dust and other waste material into Medomac
in Liberty in the county of Waldo, or
river
iu which Senator Mills of Hancock and
Senator Philoon of Androscoggin favored any of its tributaries, came from the Senate
the acceptance of the majority report and re-committed to the committee on interior
Senators Staples of Knox, Sewall of Saga- waters. The House reconsidered the vote
dahoc and Rice of Franklin spoke against it. whereby this bill was passed to be engrossSenator Brown introduced an act to pro- ed, and concurred with the Senate in revide for a systematic enforcement of the committing the bill.
Mr. Skidmore of Liberty presented the relaws of the State prohibiting the sale of inSanford and (Hi others
toxicating liquors. The bill fills 1(1 closely monstrance of J. P. of
the so-called McKinpassage
typewritten pages. The opening section against the
law.
dog
ney
provides that the county attorney shall
The committee on railroads and expresses
in the months of January, April,
reported favorably on the bills to incorporuly and September of each year ascertain ate
companies to build and operate the
the name,residence and place of business of
the persons and firms registered with the Northern Maine railroad, the Bucksport
internal revenue collector. The second sec- and Bluehill railway and the Sebasticook
tion provides that he shall put such infor- and Moosehead railroad extension the latmation, together with the court record, if ter completing a direct line from Canada to
tide waters at Wiscasset.
any, of those paying the tax, at the disposal
Mr. Dunton of Belfast presented au act
of the sheriff, chiefs of police and enforceproviding for the inspection of meat and
ment deputies.
The third section provides that the same meat food products under direction of
information shall be put in the hands of the boards of health in cities and towns of
owners of the property occupied by the more than 8,000 inhabitants and in all other
cities and towns that shall by their several
holders of the stamp.
The fourth section provides for the pub- boards of health vote to adopt it, such act to
tul'o pffppf. .Iiilv 1
1UA7
Tlio lunurnnura i\f
lishing of the list in the daily papers, together with a list of the owners of the prop- i the act follows the general provisions of the
Federal
law.
inspection
erty referred to.
The committee on railroads and expresses
The fifth section provides that the same
information shall be placed in the hands of endorsed the bill providing for the extension of the Sebasticook and Moosehead
the grand jury.
Succeedmg sections provide that this list Lake Railroad Company.
The committee on judiciary returned two
shall be considered prima facie evidence of
actual notice, provides for speedy trials of reports on the resolve providing for an
amendment
to the constitution providing
appealed cases, provides that county attor- for
the initiative and referendum.
The
neys rep <rt to the enforcement commissionmajority report is signed by Senators Puters, provides that the enforcement commisnam
of
of
and
Hancock
Aroostook,
sioners shall report to the governor if the
Deasy
county attorneys are not doing their duty, Hastings of Oxford and by Representatives
amends the Sturgis law and does about oue Week of Fairfield, Goodwin of Sanford, Walthousand and one other things aimed to dron of Dexter, Smith of Patten, Waldron
make the enforcement of the prohibitory of Dexter. The minority report is signed
by Johnson of Waterville and Montgomery
law easier.
In the House Mr. Dow of Brooks pre- of Camden. Both reports are accompanied
sented petition of H. N. Pringle of Water- by uew drafts, that of the majority extendville for the adoption of an address to the ing the initiative and referendum to statute
Governor for the removal of Harry J. laws, that of the minority including constiChapman of the municipal court of the city tutional amendments. Upon motion of Mr.
of Bangor; also resolve in favor of the same. Weeks both reports and resolves were
On motion of Mr. Dow the resolve was or- tabled for printing and next Thursday assigned for consideration.
dereu printed.
Upon motion of Mr. Skidmore of Liberty
Air. Skidmore of Liberty presented the
protest of 139 members ot Tranquility it was moved to table the bill relating to
lime
casks pending its passage to enactment
of
Lincolnville
the
removal
Grange
against
of the State capital.
Mr. Harriman of and he stated that he would call the matter
Bucksport presented the remonstrances of up early next week for consideration.
Passed to be engrossed:
W. A. Remick and 20 others of Bucksport
An Act to confer additional powers on
against same.
the
Duplex Roller Bushing Company, a
Air. Dow of Brooks presented a remonstrance against passage of druggists’ bill corporation organized under the general
by the unanimous vote of Cumberland laws of the State of Maine.
Resolve to amend Section 2 of Article 10
District Lodge, X. 0. G. T.; remonstrance
against resubmission by citizens of Vas- of the constitution of the State of Maine.
An Act to eippower Ben Venue Granite
salboro; of Walter P. Perkins and 20 others
of Cornish; of J. D. llaynes and 17 otliers Company to erect and maintain docks on
the shores of Crotch Island and Greenhead
of Thorndike, against same.
in the town of Stonington.
On motion of Air. Skidmore of Liberty,
An Act requiring steam plants in school
Ordered, That a committee of five repreattend
buildings, churches and other public buildthe
House
be
to
senting
appointed
the funeral services of Charles '1'. Randall, ings to be in charge of competent persons.
An Act to incorporate the Stonington
late member of this body from AXoutville.
The Speaker appointed upon that com- Water Company.
mittee Alessrs. Colcord of Searsport, Skidmore of Liberty, Dow of Brooks, Duutou of
It took the two branches of the legisBelfast and Alilliken of Island Falls.
lature less than three-quarters of au hour to
On motion of Mr. Dow of Brooks,
transact
their business Saturday morning
Ordered, That a committee of three be
appointed to draw up and submit to this as but little else beside routine matters
House suitable resolutions on the death of were taken up.
In the House Mr. Skidmore ■ of Liberty
Charles T. Randall, late a member of this
introduced an act to amend section 63 of
House from Alontville.
The Speaker appointed upon that com- chapter 15, revised statutes, relating to free
The sectiou as amended
High schools.
mittee Alessrs. Weeks of Fairfield, Havey
provides that free High schools which do
of Sullivan and Alullen of Bangor.
The House voted down an attempt to in- not maintain a four years’ course such as is
definitely postpone the bill to abolish Fast taught in secondary schools of standard
day and substitute Patriot’s day, after re- grade in this State shall be classed as High
marks had been made by Representatives schools within the meaning of the act.
Mr. Knowlton of Monson presented an
Jordan of Portland, Waldron of Dexter,
Newbert of Augusta, McKinney of Bridg- order that the committee on agriculture inand see if legislation be necessary
ton, Browu of Auburn, I’erkins of Alfred vestigate
in regard to the extermination of the weed
and Dunton of Belfast.
Mr. Waldron’s motion to postpone was called “Crimsou Hawk” and report bill if
expedient.
lost and the bill was passed to enacted.
The House voted to adhere in its action
on the Donigan bridge bill and a committee
Iii the Senate March 11th the only bill to
of conference was appointed.
be introduced was by Senator Putnam of
An Act to regulate fishing in Branch
stream and llasey brook in the town of Aroostook and was An Act to amend Section
Washington, county of Knox, was passed 6 of Chapter 24 of the Revised Statutes reto be enacted.
lating to the law of the road. The amendResolve in favor of the town of Liberty ment adds to Section 6 after the words BO
for money paid out on account of State days the following: “Whoever races horses
vnn>1c
A.snllv nnaDo.i
or drives a horse or horses at a speed rate
dangerous to persons or teams over and
The committee on financial affairs and ap- along any public way, road, street, driveway
propriations in executive session March 7th or avenue, within the limits of any city,
considered the State board of charities act, town or village shall be punished for the
which was recommitted after having nearly first offence by a fine of not less than $5 nor
finished its legislative run.
Unexpected more than $10, and for a second, or subseopposition developed and it was deemed quent offence by imprisonment not exceedbest to send the bill back for further con- ing 30 days: and it is hereby made the
sideration.
After thoroughly canvassing duty of every municipal officer, sheriff,
the situation the committee voted to report deputy sheriff, policeman, constable, marto the Legislature, recommending the ap- shal or deputy marshal, to enforce this
pointment of a commission of five members provision by making complaint against such
to study the problem between now and the offender.
In the House the following acts were pasnext session of the Legislature in 1909 and
report by bill or otherwise. Friends of the sed to be enacted:
An Act to authorize Penobscot River
measure will regret that
it has come to
such an untimely end but it is believed Railroad Company to locate across Lake
that two years’ study will result in a more Megunticook and other waters.
An Act to amend Chapter 184 of the Pripractical proposition.
vate and Special Laws of 1899 entitled “An
Act
In the Senate March 8th the act restrictto establish a municipal court in the
ing sparring matohes to six round bouts be- town of Searsport.”
An Act to amend Chapter 180 of the Pritween men differing not more than five
poung in weight and without a decision vate and Special Laws of 1879, as amended
was passed to be engrossed.
by Chapter 428 of the Private and Speoial
The bill abolishing Fast Day and creat- Laws of 1886, and by Chapter 123 of the
ing Patriot’s Day, and resolve for monu- Private and Special Laws of 1899, relating
ment at Valley Forge were passed to be en- to the police court of the city of Belfast.
acted and finally passed.
The report of the committee on mercanGovernor Cobb signed Monday An Act to
tile affairs and insurance that the bill to do
away with arbitration clause of the Maine amend Section 17 of Chapter 41 of the Renot
to
vised
Statutes relating to the measurefire
insurance
standard
policy ought
pass was received. Senator Hesslton moved ment of lobsters. It is the bill which
to substitute the bill for the report and the changes the manner of measurement so
matter was tabled and assigned for debate that it is taken the length of the back of the
lobster from the end bone of the nose to the
March 12tb.
Mr. Irving for the committee on railroads rear end of the body shell. The minimum
and expresses on bill, "An act to extend the length allowed under this measurement is
charter of Camden and Liberty Railway,” 4J inches. This measurment was adopted
to overcome the practioe of “stretching”
reported that the same ought to pass.
which was said to nave become quite comPassed to be engrossed:
An Act to amend the charter of the mon among the fishermen.
The act to abolish Past day and oreate
Walde Trust Co.
An Act relating to the .Blnebill Water Patriots’ day was alsp signed by the Governor. The day so observed will be the 19th
Company.
Resolve In (aver of the Castlne Normal of April.
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A Checking account is also a grand thing for all. Paying by checks
gu
record
of all transactions. Open an account and try it for a little whil
you
least. It will cost you nothing. All books free.
Call and see our Safe Deposit Vault and acquaint yourself with
protection it affords. For $LOO per^year you can rent a box and en v
safety which it has cost over $15,000 to provide.
Come and see us, inquire into our methods, investigate cur i
investments, examine our vaults, make our offices your home. If \r.
loan or assistance come to use, we are only satisfied when we sati-i■
Let’s pull together for the up-building and development of Waldo Cour

8

School.

SI

any moment.

8
8
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ALL DRUGGISTS) 50c. AND $1.00.

are a univresal whole.
No man lives to himself alone.
He may think
So
but he does not.
Every act of every individual directly or indirecth assist
or retards the welfare of his country and his fellow man.
Money is the thing most needed today with which to move this country
continually increasing business. Do not hide it away in stockings or L,| ,,
where it will be of no assistance to yourself or anyone else, and may be buror stolen.
Deposit it in our Savings Department until you wish to use or otherwis
invest it. It will work for you and assist others. By assisting others it >v!k
again rebound to your benefit in providing for ail larger opportunities \ 0
know, that in our Savings Department it is absolutely safe and you can get it

8 YY
8 T T
8
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Passed to be enacted:

a

200

I Awake! Let’s Pull Together!

?

cough.

consumption.

«Qi

In the Senate March 6tli Mr. Mills for the
committee on legal affairs bill, “An act to
authorize the lien Venue Granitp Company
to erect and maintain wharves on the shores
of Crotch Island and Green Head,” report
the same in new draft under same title and
that it ought to pass.
The same senator for the same committee
on bill, “An act to incorporate the Stonington Water Company,” report that the same
ought to pass.
Passed to be engrossed :
Resolve in favor of the town of Liberty
for money paid out on account of State
roads.
An act to confer additional powers on the
Duplex Roller Rushing Company, a corporation organized under the general laws of
the State of Maine.
An act to empower the Ren Venue Granite Company to erect and maintain wharves
and docks on the shores of Crotch Island
and Green Head in the town of Stonington.
An act repairing steam plants in school
buildings, churches and other public buildings to be in charge of competent persons.
An act to incorporate the Stonington Wat-

poned by

over

And

The reports of the two divisions of the
committee on public buildings and grounds,
to which was referred the order to investigate the expediency of removing the seat of
government from Augusta, were received in
the Senate March 5th, tabled for printing
on motion of Senator Clark of Lincoln and
Wednesday, March 13th, fixed as the day
for its consideration. Report “A,” which
favors the removal of the seat of government to Portland, is accompanied by the
necessary amendment to the statutes and is
signed by Senators Clark of Lincoln and
Curtis of Cumberland and Representatives
Pike of Eastport, Snow of Brunswick and
Haskell of Deer Isle. Report “B,” which
is that legislation on the subject is inexpedient, is signed by Senator Barrows of
Penobscot and Representatives Allen of
Richmond, Danforth of Skowhegan, Lynch
of Washington and Farrar of Corinth.

mil

alone

4*
&

Ill the Senate March 5th, Mr. Philoou
from the committee on education on petition
of 11. II. Dunbar and others of Orland relating to the election of a superintendent of
schools in said town, reported that the petitioners have leave to withdraw.
Mr. Staples for the committee on State
lands and State roads, on resolve in favor
of the town of Isle au llaut, reported that
the same ought to pass.
An Act relatPassed to be enacted:
ing to the Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural Society.
Resolve in favor of
Finally passed:
Benjamin Wentworth of Morrill, late private of Captain George F. Leppeu’s 5th Co.,
Mounted Artillery.
In the House remonstrances against the
removal of the State capital were presented
as follows:
By Mr. Reynolds of Winslow—Of F. W.
Hatch and 10 others of Clinton; of D. C.
Libby and 13 others of Unity.
By Mr. Skidmore of Liberty—Of SI. G.
Norton of Palermo and 38 others.
An Act to
Passed to be engrossed:
regulate fishing in Branch stream and
of
Washington
llersey brook, in the town
in county of Knox.
Passed to be enacted:
An Act to prohibit fishing in China lake
in China and Vassalboro, and Lovejoy
pond in Albion in the county of Kennebec.
An Act to regulate fishing in Swan lake
and its tributaries in the towns of Searsport, Swanville and Frankfort, iu the
county of Waldo.

K.iu,.,.

your

Statistics show that in New York

9

LEGISLATIVE NOTES.

er

neglect

#
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Conspicuous among the newspapers
which have fought the good fight for
the University of Maine, in which the
AVaterville Sentinel has also figured brilliantly, is the Bangor Commercial,and in
another column we print the Commer-

Don’t

A

against

fraud order was issued and
force, has claimed the credit
CHARLES A. P1LSBUKY, {
if originating this bill and securing its
lassage by the House of Representa’Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a 1
for three
ive^last November. It was probably
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
months.
in oversight that the public was not
Advertising Terms—For me square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week and
nformed of the failure of this bill to
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
jass the Senate.
It may be well here
The editorial page of the Lewiston ;o explain the nature of a fraud order,
Journal always contains a considerable :oncerning which a wrong impression
amount ot interesting fiction.—AA'ater- las been given. A concern may be advilte Sentinel.
vertising certain preparations for curAA'e move to amend by striking out
ng all sorts of diseases. An analysis
“interesting.”
ay government officials shows that such
cannot possibly do what is
The women’s enfranchisement bill preparations
and that people who buy them
when it came up for its second reading jlaimed
authoriin the English House of Commons was are defrauded. Then the postal
under which
talked to death. Xow probably some ties issue a fraud order,
all mail to such a concern is stopped
irreverent newspaper man will rise to
and letters and remittances are returnremark that the punishment fits the
ed to their seuders with a statement of
crime.
the reason for so doing. No indictment
is necessary in such
The least said about the city election or court proceeding
an indictment may follow if
but
cases,
of
both
The
voters
mended.
soonest
the
the postal officials deem it advisable for
parties are responsible for the result,
further protection of the public.
but the Democratic party must be field the
of obscene matter through
The
sending
in
the
responsible the coming year, as
not come under the head
past year, for the administration of the the mails does
but calls for indictment
of
fraud
orders,
and
If
administered
affairs.
wisely
city
and trial by jury. In a
well none will be more ready to approve by a grand jury
verdict of guilty was renthan The Journal, which holds the moral recent case a
of one
and material welfare of the city above dered and a sentence imposed
in the penitentiary
all party considerations; and if the re- year’s confinement
at hard labor and a fine of $o,000. An
verse is true it will oppose such malwas taken, which has not yet
administration to the best of its ability. appeal
been acted upon.
s now

-HT

—■

proper review of fraud orders
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SOLID AS A
MAINE LEDCE
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UNITED STATES
DEPOSITORY
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RESERVE STRENGTH OVER $138,000
ASSETS OVER
700.00

I

I

-
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THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF

s^MBB
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Robins in Biddeford.

EFFECT OF THE FOOD LAW.

Biiideford, Me, March 8. The first
harbinger of spring was seen here to-day,
when a trio of robins appeared on a fence
Many worthless remedies that have been in front of the dwelling
of James H. Hanadvertised for the cure of catarrh have
son’s house on Elm street. The birds were
been driven out of existence by the Pure
perched in a row and were seen by a numFood Law.
ber of people.
This has naturally increased the sale of
The robins didn’t look happy. First they
reliable remedies, and those that fulfill the
would cock their heads and mournfully eye
provisions of the law. llyomei, for example, the windrows of snow five feet
deep in the
has a larger sale than before, and K. H.
then they would cast wistful
Moody still sells it under a guarantee that vicinity,
glances at the leafless trees and shifted
Worthless Catarrh Medicines

Driving Many

YOU

Out of Existence.

it will cure catarrh or the money will be refunded.
Breathe llyomei three or four times daily
through the neat pocket inhaler that comes
with every outfit, and its healing air will
reach the most remote parts of the nose,
throat and lungs, killing all catarrhal germs
and soothing and healing any irritation in
the mucous membrane.
The complete llyomei outfit costs §1.00,
extra bottles, if needed, 50c., and sold by K.
If. Moody under the guarantee that it will
cure

or

cost

nothing.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Mar. 11, 1907:
Lydia P. Coombs, Islesboro, to Louise J.
Sawyer, Bangor; land in Islesboro.
Susan M. Cox, Boston, to Abbie W.
Mitchell, Portland; land in Stockton
were

WILL
BE SURPRISES

:

from

one foot to the other.
They attempted
sing, but tlie air was so frosty they gave
up the effort after piping a few notes.
With the ice two and a half feet deep in
the streets and the snow five feet deep in
the yards and fields, it will be some time
before the robins cau enjoy themselves.

to

To find out how low
warranted Jewelry

S IS AltS MONT.

This

one can

Soule, Palermo, to G. B. M.
Soule, do.; laud and buildings in Palermo.
Duncau M. Sylvester, Searsport, to J. II.
Havener, do; land and buildiugs in Searsport.
Augustus Stevens, Troy, to John L.
Bagley, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
Ivory D. White, Morrill, to Forest L.
White, do.; land in Morrill.

ONE-HALF-PRICE
*

The Bath Election.
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BELFAST.
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New

Lighthouse

Officer.

Portland, Me., March 8. Lieut. Commander John D. McDonald, formerly of the
battleship Ohio, has been appointed and assumed charge of the First Lighthouse District, which includes Maine and New Hampshire, with headquarters here.
8100

REWARD

In the matter of
Henry H. Larabee,

In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the l5isrict Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
H. LARABEE, of Winterport, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, in said
District, respectfully represents, that on the
was duly
14th day of April, last past, be
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all bis property and rights of property, and
has fully complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court touching his

WAMl ii

bankruptcy.

Wherefore be prays,

£

and.

lwil

HENRY H. LA tiA BEE.

Bankrupt.

H. E.

v«

r

Wanted
AGENTS
j ‘tores, threshers.

OHIO

2\vll*

That he may be decreed

by the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
provable against bis estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 16th day of December, A. D. 1907.

Wanted

furnished house, n«>t
linen, within a few mi:
>ffice. Address, in wi itin
A

|

HOUSK. ,I

lltf
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Card of Thanks-

District

of Maine, ss.
this 9th day of March, A. D. 1907, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 29th day of March, A.
D. 1907, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
.and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortDowie Dead.
land, in said District, on the 9th day of March,
A D 1907
John Alexander
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Chicago, March 9.
[l.8.1
I
of petition aud order thereon.
Dowie died at 7.40 o’clock Saturday morn- A true copyAttest:
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
ing at Shiloh honse, Zion City. There were

resent with him when he died only Judge
i, N. Barnes and two personal attendants.
It had been Dowie’s custom to hold religious
services every Sunday afternoon in the parlor of Shiloh house. About 380 of his original followers remained faithful and attended
these services. He was a native of Soot-

A girl to do general
;hree. Apply to

HENRY

8100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure In all Its stages
and that Is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the medical
disfraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
ease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonial*
Address F, J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O..
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. 10

>

)

v

~

)

Bankrupt.

l

<i

regular 75c. bottle tree.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

After one of the most strenuous, though
on the surface the quietest of election days
in history, the citizens of Hath elected for
the first time since 1898 a Democrat for
liut he stood on a non-partisan
mayor,
platform. Emphatically it was a people’s
election.
The man was Hon. George E.
Hughes and his majority was the magnificent one of 582.—Bath Independent.

SALE

scarcely blame

tism simply cannot exist in a person’s system if
Uric-O is used.
UrlcO isisold by R. H. Woody, “The home of
Uric-O” in Belfast, at 76c. and $1.00 the Dottle,
but if you still feel skeptical about its efficacy
you can test it free of charge by cutting but this
advertisement and sending same together with
your name and address to ihe Smith Drug Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y., and they will send you a sample
bottle free. To persons who write and say they
have never used Uric-O, want to test it thorough
ly, and will agree to take it systematically accuiuiu^

n-

of it

Elmer 0. Hall, Belfast, to Ida F. Roberts, him for being so. AH tiie plasters and liniments
combined never actually cured a case of Rheumado.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Eva A. Jones, et als, Burnham, to tism. They may relieve it m one quarter, but it is
suie to breakout somewhere else. The only true
Charles II. Elwell, do.; land in Burnham.
to cure Rheumatism is to drive it from the
Fred II. Kenney, Rockland, to Hannah way
system, for as long as the Uric and Rheumatic
11. Lowell, Prospect; land in Prospect.
Acid remains in the blood, one is never entirely
Helen G. Maberry, Portland, to Lizzie B. free from the trouble. This is where the value of j
Uric-0 as a permanent cure for Rheumatism
Webber, Boston ; land in Nortliport.
E. comes in. It seeks out the Rheumatic poison in
Willis
McFarland, Knox, to C.
the blood, muscles anil kidneys, renders it inert j
in
Alontville.
Freedom
land
Knowlton,
;
and harmless and drives it out of the system I
Oakland Vale Farm, Inc., (by pres.) to That is
why Urio-O is such an admirable and ef- i
Fred H. McGary, Bangor; land and build- fective cure
for Rheumatism.
The chief reason that Uric-0 is such a wonderings in Montville.
Sarah A. Staples, Monroe, to Arthur J. ful cure for Rheumatism is, that it is designed
and prepared to cure Rheumatism and RheumaSmith, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
Arthur J. Smith, Monroe, to Sarah A. tism only. It does not contain any alcohol or
other
so-caUed tonics to make one “feel good”
Smith, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
for the time being, but is composed of antidotes
Inhabitants of Searsmont to S. W. Paul, for the rheumatic
acid poison in the system. That
Searsmout; land and buildings in Sears- is the secret of its wonderful success. Rheumamont.
James R.

buy

day and you will nr

Unless Urlc=0 is Used.

for Rheumatism and

n

opportunity d

take if you do

I Rheumatism Cannot be Cured

cure

^

Closing 0: Sate

Mrs. A. L. McCorrison is spending the
week with her sister, Mrs. R. F. Dunton in
Belfast.. Mrs. John Luce is critically ill_
Rev. I). P. Phelan will be in town Tuesday
evening, March 10th, to hold the fourth
quarterly conference—There is a raid on
the brown tail moth.
Several nests have
been found. The town has voted to give five
cents per nest.

Springs.
Joseph Gould, Lincolnville, to Mary E. The Store of R. H.
Moody is the Home of
Feruald; land and buildiugs in Lincolnvi lie.
Uric-0 in Belfast.
Ida M. Hatch, et al, Belfast, to Ernest L.
The Rheumatic
is skeptical regarding
White, Brockton, Mass., land and buildiugs the claims of almostperson
any remedy advertised as a
in Belfast.

I

BELFAST

On

Nortbport School Notice.
All persons

Nortbport

Intending to teach in the town of

are

requested

to meet at the Beech

Hill schoolbouse In said town, on Saturday, April
6tli, at l o'clock p. m., for examination.
BRULAH M. RHODES, Superintendent.
Nortbport, Me., March 11.19OT.—3wll

Mr. Frank Davis and
heir grateful acknowledge
ind sympathy extended
ind friends during their r>
nent,
Stockton, March 12, 1907.

Card of

I

Thank

We wish to extend oui
nany kind friends ami m inave assisted in our recei.»
nany floral tributes sent
MR..UM' Vi
1011,
Northport, March Iltli.

CARD OF

in OK'

■The family of Benjamin
thanks to the
so kind during

end their
who were
nent.

j

t

FOR SALT
Cottage, boat and two W*,,’’
Seights, Northport. For part'-■
U.G. CARSON K'K
3wll

»

J

OF BELFAST
;KS’ notice.
Journal are on sale at

post office.
At the post office,
the

store of

1.

the

Kennedy.
H.

W.

J. Dickens.

i.

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Bel.
fast Post Office for the week ending March
9th:
Mrs. Almeda Morse, Mrs. Anna B.
Morey, Miss Mabel Rowe, E. S. Bram, Mr.
I. V. Hall, Henry F. Ingersoll, 0. E.

■-.port and M. J. Dow,
d agents to receive sub.enieuts.
knal Publishing Co.

of public schools will
eh loth.
the E. P. Alexander
will be for rent about
supper in the MethMarch 22nd, at 6 p. in

m

of our county corresceived until just before
It was impossible to
unshed a new safe for
d last Thursday with
heers it was put in a

The Misses Ellis, who have been engaged
in business on Main street for some years
and who have bad a closing out sale for
some weeks past, will vacate the store to
morrow, Friday, and Saturday Miss Hattie
M. Black will begin to move from her present locatiou in the Journal building to the
store thus vacated, where she will continue
her business.
Shipping Items. Capt- M. L. Ilodgdon
of Hampden bas gone to New Bedford,
Mass., to take charge of the three-masted
schooner, Lottie Beard, which he and other
Hampden and Bangor parties have bought.
The Lottie Beard is 288 tons net and was
built in Fairhaven, Mass., in 1866—Schs.
Helena and Catawamteak are chartered to
load ice at Rockport for Oyster Bay—Sch.
Carrie E. Look finished discharging lumber
Rockland and is at Cape Jellison loading
potatoes for Havana.The Bath Inde-

at

pendent of March 8th says: “After along
and rough trip up the coast, the schooner
Center Lincolnville
Pendleton Satisfaction arrived at Phippshave voted to pay a
burg Wednesday from Georgia with a card April 1, on all stock
go of hard pine for the Bowker shipyard.
L>er 1, 1906.
After takiug out the Bowker cargo, the
ith Miss Mary Carter’ vessel will come to this
city to discharge
mday evening and had the remainder at Percy & Small’s."_Sch.
Miss Florence E. Dun- Annie B.
Mitchell, Capt. E. S. McDonald,
ss next Monday evenwhich has been ice-bound at Rockland,
sailed from that port Sunday for Hurricane
blic supper in the Hap- Island to load stone for Fall River—Sch.
day, March 20th. A J. R. Bodwell passed Rockland breakwater
will be given to the Saturday bound from New York for Stockton Springs.
s for adults 25 cents;

ter.

Jk Mode by J. O. Ayer Go., Lowell, Mass,
Also manufacturers of

SARSAPARILLA.

n™

We have no secrets! We publish
the formulas of oil our medicines.

the bowels open with one of

Avar’s

Pills At

haritima.

lust

■

■ — ■

■
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one.

The Hospital Faik. Among the novelties at the fair for the Hospital this year
will be found a booth containing dolls contributed by the different hospitals in New
England, among which are Old Town, St.

»«|

A. D. CHASE & SON
Just arrived for

Wares and

Carpets,

f

Spring and Summer 1907

Z

Munson’s New York Shirt Waists 1

Liberal Way In Which Mi-o-na Stoinacl
Tablets are Sold by —R. H. Moody.
If a friend should tell you that he woulc
pay the doctor’s bill for you unless you weri
oured, would it not impress you with hii
physician’s skill? It is in this way that Mr
Moody sells Mi-o-na stomach tablets, for hi
guarantees to refund the money if Mi-o-nt
does not core.
Use Mi-o-na stomach tablets if you havt
any of the following symptoms: backache
headache, sleeplessness, nausea, distresi
after eating, specks before the eyes,
despon
deucy, nervousuess, loss of appetite, dizzi
ness, pains in the side and limbs, or gulp
ing up of undigested food, and you wfl
soon be cared and able to eat a
hearty meal
w ithout fear of distress
Mi-o-na costs but 50c a box, nothing if il
does not cure. R. II. Moody, druggist, is tin

best kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over sixty years.”

|

■ ■-■

Dry Goods, Small

COSTS NOTHING UNLESS CURED

The

Keep

"■

1854

Eastern Steamship Co.’s wharf.
Tuesday
the Golden Rod broke her main shaft
when
near the wharf and was towed in
by the
Rockland. She was towed to Castine by
the tug Delta, as she eouldinot be beachec
°f the ice. ..Thesteamer City
ofto01!RCC0U,lt;
Rockland, temporarily withdrawn on ae
count of the ice, will resume her trips, leaving Boston next Friday, for the usual land
ings.

|

I

1

Rockland resumed her regular trips between
Buoksport and Camden after a lay off ol
weeks, and the Castine and Islesborc
boats continued their trips, landing at tin

|

risers

1

Is £ foot

two

If he tells you to take Ayer's
Cherry PectoraJ for yourg
severe cough or bronchial
trouble, then take it. If h^e has
anything be'tter, then take that. 8
We have great confidence in
this medicine. So will you,
when you once know it.

_9

places

thick.
Two sailing vessels went up-river Saturday
and qne Sunday.Monday the steamer

AsA Your
Own Doctor

il

The ice In many

SIZES,

D

ALL PRICES,

!AL

The Acorn Brand
that

ALL WHITE,

sold

ALL ANYBODY

have carried and
since

ever

(Waists

were

Shirt

first

in-

troduced to the attention

COULD DESIRE.

of

A STRICTLY

Ladies,

need

troduction

FIRST-CLASS

THORNDIKE.
Ralph Clements will build a house anc
stable at the station this spring—Ross C
Higgins bought two cows of Amander Rack
liff in Unity last week. He lost a nice
heifer Saturday.J. D. Higgins anc
Richard C. Higgins Jiaye each bought a lie-

we

our

SHIRT WAIST.

have

part

or

praise
those

to

worn

in-

no

on

who

them.

Barnabas, Portland, Hartford, Conn., t)anbury, Conn., Rockland, Me., Montpelier,
THE ACORN SHIRT WAISTS HAVE ARRIVED, THAT’S ALL
Vt., Boston City Hospital, New Haven,
Conn., Newport, R. I., Maine General, LaVul Separator of Fred Hunt of
Unity,
NEW WHITE GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTION FOR SPRING 1907
Portland, Lewiston, etc., dressed in the who is general agent.... Bert
Dyer sold a
uniforms of the hospitals sending them.
horse to Buster Richardson of Clinton last
New Advertisements. Fred A. JohnOur first invoice of Ladies’ Coats, Suits, Rubber Silk Coats are on
This booth will be in charge of one of the week... .James Clements and Bert
Dyer
T U. is arranging for son, Masonic Temple, announces a great
nurses in uniform.
Then the booth of the were in Clinton March 10th.Mark S.
.id anniversary March March sale of 1907 fashionable waists in
Stiles of Jackson was a guest at the Iolian
baskets from the tribe of Passamaquoddy
During the alterations now going on at our store we must ask the public to
Farm March 8M1.An 8-lb. girl was made
■morrow, Friday, with dependable qualities of material. For parIndians will be of surprising beauty. We welcome at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred V
ilLf I
ticulars see the advt... A. D. Chase & Son
bear with us for the inconvenience incurred.
#
o
14 Hay View street,
wish also to again speak of the Vaudeville L. Higgins March 10th.Miss Gladys,
have just received Munson’s New York
desired.
show for this, Thursday, evening, as it w ill daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heath,
shirt waists for the spring and summer of
was quite sick last
®ow *,e‘ng rece've(* daily= -Brussels,
week, but is improving
'arlor Musical Society
be well worthy of “Keiths” besl efforts. In now. Dr. 11. P. Hurd
Tapestrys, Axminsters,
C
attends her.Mr.
1907—the Acorn brand, all sizes and all
vai
Lick Monday evening,
Size Kugs, Linoleumns," Plain Printed and
deference to a very generally expressed and Mrs. L. T. Shales of Belfast were •
pvt;?
New
white
and
new
prices.
goods,
carpets
of
Dr. and Mrs. B. P. Hurd March
irsal of the “Quest,” as
wish, ball tickets for ladies in costume will guests
Cotton Bath Rugs, China and Jap Mattings.
me nrsi invoice 01 lames
9tli and 10th.Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hatch
coats, suns, eic.
.■iveu the next eveuing
be 50 cents.
and daughter of Jackson and Mr. and Mrs.
....The
National
Bank
of
Belfast
gives
City
-ram.
nose
naving
V. N. Higgins were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
An Enjoyable Lecture. A large at- A. S.
the public a cordial invitation to inspect its
to bring them.
Mrs. 0. J. FarHiggins Thursday
methods and facilities for doing business, hcuumiiv/c ui
mruiuri o aim in', ueu giiroio
well, Jr., visited her father in China the
•hall Tost, Grand Army and the security it offers its customers. in Seaside
Grange hall last Friday evening past week.Mrs. Nathan Berry is enterbus voted to attend ser- The second annual 9-cent sale of Carle &
from Stetson.Miss
taining
Jones will begin at 9 o’clock this, Thursday, made a!u audience that any man might he Marion company
-t church on Memorial
Monroe,
by her grandmorning. Make a note of it-The closing- proud to address. The occasion was a lec- mother, Amandaaccompanied
Heal, passed last week
Adelbert Knight has out sale of jewelry at half-price is still on at
with Mr. and Mrs. James Monroe in Waterture by 11. M. Fairbanks of Boston upon
iln Memorial day com- The Fashion, High street.Mr. and Mrs.
ville... .Mrs. Joseph
Farwell and little
of
VILLE.
C. 0.
Mr. Frank Davis “The History and Development of the Tele- child of
EaWggMMIn—I'—Ml
George \V. Boulter, de- and Dickeyof Nortliport,and tile
Bangor spent Thursday as the guests CENTER LINCOLN
Stockton,
family
family of phone.” The lecture was one of the finest of Mrs. Fred Cates. ..Misses Winnie Patter^
Mrs. C. H. Leach has returned from .a
Benjamin Robinson of Belfast publish cards ever delivered in Belfast and dealt with the son and Velma Hogan are attending the visit with her
in Rockland_Mr.
parents
lias received an order of thanks...Furnished house wanted.. .The
term
of
school at Brooks village.
discovery of the telephone by Prof. Beil in spring
most economical piano to buy is the H. F.
'George Lermond of Revere, Mass., visited
General announcing Miller
piano, sold at Pitcher’s music store, 1875, its subsequent growth, the countless FREEDOM.
his brother, Richard Lermond, last week_
he mails of post cards
Belfast. Send for catalogue..... See North- uses to which the
telephone has been put,
The recent Freshman speaking contest Nathan R. Miller left Monday for Palmer,
.rticles of glass, mica, or port school notice.
Mass., when he has employment in a hosin
and told how it has become a necessity
was one of the best given
by the Academy pital_Mr. and Mrs. T. !i. Cuddy of FrankA Nevin Recital.
The Parlor Musical
liable to injure those
the lives of Americans.
Mr. Fairbanks students.
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. j
the
weather
of
the
fort,
Although
Such cards may only Society is to have ail Ethelbert Nevin respoke of the cost of construction and main- evening was unfavorable for those out of Frank Grey for a few days, returned SunYou get on vour money deposited with
!
lin suitable envelopes, cital in Odd Fellows’ Hall Tuesday evenMiss Gertie E. Knight, daughter of
tenance of modern office equipment and of town, the village people patronized it well. day
ing, March 19th, to which the public is cor- the difficulties that the linemen have to The first prize was awarded to Emma A. P Knight, who underwent a successful
the freight train beoperation for appendicitis a Port- [
dially invited. Mrs. E. P. Frost has charge overcome. So much has the telephone in- Tweedie and the second to Rena Vose_ surgical
u okeii axle when almost
Miss Anna Lam: on, who has been visiting land hospital, is doing as well as could be
is as follows:
Her aunt, Mrs Nellie Wescott of
ation on the noon trip of the program, which
of
lines
are
expected.
friends in Albion, returned home last Fridustry grown that 500,000 miles
PART 1.
accompanied her—Frank Grey
day-Samuel Bryant spent last week with Camden,
now operated by the New England Tel. &
engine was sent from
F.
E.
and
Cuddy, who is an agent for Waldo
The Rosary,
his
Miss Margie McKinnon has
traiu went out on time, Tenor solo, (a)
Tel. Co. alone. They stretch across rivers, beenparents...
Raft Song,
relatives in this vicinity_ county lor Hix & Clark of Rockland to I
(b)
visiting
paired and was on the
Mr. Frank R. Keene. through swamps, under bays and surmount Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Willey of Clinton sell horses, carriages, etc., was in Rockland i
Mrs. II. L. True and
on business
morning.
Paper, Life of Nevin,
mountains,and marvelous feats of engineer- visited Mrs. Cora Spinney last week_ Friday
Miss Grace E. Walton.
Miss Avena Myrick is visiting friends in Miss Edith Hall will leave this week for
skill
serhave
been
to
furnish
an interesting write-up
ing
required
Pittsfield
Dan McFarland is taking a two Lewiston for a visit with Rev. and Mrs II.
Whistling solo, One Spring Morning,
Mrs. Clara ^IcKenney arrived
1. Hall
on your money SUBJECT TO CHECK AT 2 % will
the dairy farm of
Miss Clara Marsh. vice to distant cities and villages. The teleweeks
vacation.
David Twitehell
is
please
from a visit in Belmont_
home
While Male quartette, Mighty Lak' a Rose,
phone, the lecturer said, has been found of driving R. F. 1). route No. 2 his place_ Frank Sunday and wife of Belmont
-((., of this city.
FINDING
its
like
MONEY
EVERY
visited
Dickey
MONTH,
and
it
does
The
Bible
Messrs. Titberiugton, Morse, Parker and invaluable assistance in the
class
and
you,
prayer meeting
•!■ a from this model dairy
dispatching of meets withhistory
Melvin Dickey Sunday.
Pitcher.
Miss Perley this, Thursday,
in
of
to
the
movements
not
cost
a
bank
of
trains,
great
account
there
are
a
number
directing
you
with
us.
too,
Piano solo, Song of the Brook,
keep
evening.
Miss Louise Dennett. armies and in warning the farmer of coming
in this city, and A. A.
The Merry, Merry Lark,
Is tlie one which
* Tlin Mao)
aid B. P. Field have the Soprano solo, (a)
storms and furnishing him a means of seFItANKl'OKT.
£
If you cannot call, send for our free booklet, Bank(b) Bed-time Song,
receives the ap- $
Thomas Kinney is missing from his board- * IDG fflOSl
teit: on saie
Miss Edna Hopkins. curing the highest market value for his
of
those
*
proval
by Mail.
*
Accompanist, Miss Ethola Frost.
products. The last government report ing place since Sunday. He was last seen J
who have tested
»
motor boats in course of
n
,
on
the road to the village.
Mr. Kinney
*
part 2.
was added to the
showed
that
their
$23,000,000
*
Duplex Roller Bushing
uses crutches and could not walk a great
fhem
homes 7
for many
2
2
Now is the
The Quest,
wealth of the farmers of the United States distance. He has a
open an account in oui SAVINGS
abin craft. The company Cantata,
daughter in Belfast, *
years. Tlie
Parlor Musical Chorus.
J
The
use
of
the
lecturer
the
but he did not arrive there as was first
telephone.
by
tor boats in the exhibiDEPARTMENT. Remember, all new accounts opened on
Part 1. The Lady of Saville.
said that 50 per cent, of the business of the thought, and, a searching party has started
„. f. miller
Part 2. The Desert Wraith.
..it for the Fairbanks Co.,
out. It is thought by many he may have
was done by telephone, and
United
States
Trio
Duet
and
or
before MARCH THE 10th, WILL BEGIN TO DRAW INTER*
parts
by
Solo,
a her it feet long, with a
lost his way as it is a road where there is
PIANO
Mrs. Wescott, Mrs. Frost,
that if a general suspension of all the tele- not much travel_A large crowd from
i and ‘JO miles per hour
AT 4 °7o FROM MARCH 1st and the interest will be
EST
Miss Skay, Mr. Russell Lord.
is
of
the
one
most economical
phone systems for one week were to occur here attended the^danee at North Searsport. Jj pianos made, because the test of »
respecti vi ■.
Music was furnished by Allie Batcheliler. J
Accompanist, Miss Mary Faunce.
would
follow.
The
financial
crash
a great
time has proven them worthy the J
A good time was reported
Conductor, Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
Francis Mc- J
( Seaside Chautauqua
facts about the telephone were told in or- Intire has returned home from Hardwick, J:
high approval bestowed upon them. ?
Admission to the recital, 25 cents.
th Mrs. M. W. Rich, No.
give perfect and lasting satis- 2
They
dinary, non-scientific language, and with Vt. Warren Beal was in town recently, Jt faction.
Around tiik Horn in the “Gold
«;
Send in your first deposit by mtil, registered, ex^
•i••inlay afternoon, March
the 125 excellent stereoptieon views of won- called here by the illness of his father.
*
for
Send
catalogue of this and other
The Bangor Commercial has
will be from chapter six- Hunter.”
*
derful beauty and clearness brought every
makes
♦
press or P. O. order, check or draft from anywhere at
LIBERTY.
Leaders,” and “Ra- published an interesting account of the
Mr. Fairbanks will lecture
home.
point
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
S.
Butler
and
L.
K.
around
next mail.
pter one, and the Intro- voyage of the bark Gold Hunter
any time and we will return bank book
again in Belfast to-morrow, Friday, under
Topic from magazine, Cape Horn to California in ’52. The bark the auspices of the managers of the Hos- Fowler of Camden visited Mrs. Butler’s
Mrs.
E. L. Mitchell, recently—
1
mother,
ourt Council.
Roll-call, was 300 tons and was built at Brewer in pital Fair.
Marshall Gordon had his hand badly cut
MUSIC STORE,
BELEAST.
tobert Browning’s poems, 1817-8. Her list of passengers included the
while
working in the tannery_The town,
Steamer Notes. The tug Ralph Ross
P. Gould, W. 11. Mathews,
at its annual town meeting March 4th, voted
lias sold his sloop Edna following: J.
**«
E. W. Tibbetts, Daniel Pike, E. Stickney, arrived here Tuesday afternoon to assist $25 for the Memorial services
May 30th..
who will use her for
Friends of Harry A. Brown will be interDavid Dow, E. S. Porter, W. H. Merrithew, the steamer City of Rockland in getting out
was built in 1881, was
ested
to
hear
that
he
has
been
selected by
C. N. Maiden, II. D. Whittier and J. W. of the harbor. The Ross broke the ice a tlie
; ictit at this port and
faculty of the University of Colorado
Charles Johnson, Jack- short distance above the wharf and then from the Senior class as one of the two
Searsport;
George,
twice.
Her going out
-AM)John B. Holmes, John A. Blanchard, took the big boat in tow, taking her out into members from that class to take part in the
piling yachts here of a sou;
Griffin prize debate.
Mr. Brown has reG. Bickford and W. J. White, Frank- the stream and swinging her until she
lip sloop Mallaid, owned T.
ceived sufficient credits for his A. B. degree
H. J. Ring headed down the harbor, when the tow line iilid is now limno- prarlnatp wnrlr
id the Fiona, owned by fort; Willis S. Young, Belfast;
and Robert Sargent, Monroe; E. Dickey, was cast oft and the Rockland proceeded
I
Prospect; Mrs. 1’. Richards and three under her own steam. She took a large
"p r
of
Rockland
was
City
children, Burnham. The crew included freight from this landing, including over
through the ice to the
only one Waldo County man, James L. 300 barrels of apples, leatherboard, etc.
P.mw
was
flvinnr nuor
The Gold Searsport telephoned that there was a large
Dow of North
Searsport.
BY
girl to wait on table in lunch room and
lously, and when the- Hunter was still doing business a few freight there and the Rockland went over
MANY A BELFAST CITIZEN FINDS
sounded he redoubled his
clerk in the store.
Her name had beeu changed by and took it aboard and proceeded from
ago.
years
of
our household
THE STRUGGLE HARD.
Send for free catalogue
w can
j
hardly be considered scratching out the G, and as the bark Old there down the western bay... Friday the
CHARLES O'CONNELL,
specialties, games and novelties. High grade
si ring as they are always Hunter she was ulvinu
S. MAYE 10.,
goods at wholesale prices.
between
San Castine and Islesboro boats,—the Golden
Calls answered promptly either day or night.
With a back constantly aching,
tfin
Station A, Boston, Mass.
71 Main Street, Belfast.
2wll*
ct; the shores and islands
-Telephone at house and office.
Francisco and Seattle with coal. Our Sears- Rod and Silver Star—were unable to reach
With distressing urinary disorders,
:sm weather.
Ambulance for moving the sick.
and
landed
their
on
the
wharf
:
the
sends
passengers
following
Daily existence is but a struggle.
port correspondent
la’ii ball, or the Rankin ball—
No need to keep it up.
“E. M. Tibbetts was a brother of the late the ice down by the monument. One pasa
well
known
the
for
music
Doan’s
years
furnishing
Cyrus Tibbetts,
Kidney Pills will cure you.
senger was heard complaining at having to
US?-We also carry a FULL LINE of
\V. II. Mathews and
ni s
Belfast people endorse this claim:
dancing classes the caulker of Searsport.
fare and then walk.
Another in aspay
E. S. Porter, after returning from Califorr the exhibition of
C.;H. Chamberlain, Pearl street, Belfast, Maine,
fancy nia, were proprietors of the Searsport sisting a lady across a weak place in the
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
ceded the ball—was large- House for a number of years. All of the ice got in himself, and went to bed in a says: “My first experience with Doan’s Kidney
Pills was in 1898. I had been annoyed with kid- 1
l a
very brilliant affair. The above passengers have passed away.”
and do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.
Belfast boarding house until his clothing
ney complaint and backache for several years Films for
size or make of cameras. A dark
"d with dancers and the
The Oriental was dried.
A Successful Faib.
Saturday the island boats previously. The strain of getting on and off my room free any
ORGANIZED ISOS.
to all.
;tl spectators. Ice cream Bazar in the North church parlors last Fritheir
on
the
ice.
lauded
passengers
again
dlU. I'dlju
carriage so often and the jolting and jarring of
M
IN
72
BELFAST.
ved at intermission.
STREET,
sucwas
very
-WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
day afternoon and evening
Saturday the steamer Rockland, which has riding was undoubtedly the cause of my trouble.
ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.
3
:
hton, our local florist, did cessful. In the afternoon the Japanese been ice-bound at Bucksport, succeeded in I read in the papers about cases of many people
<k last week for the legis- booth did a thriving trade in dainty ki- breaking her way through the ice jam at who had been cured of backache by the use of
HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
The Oriental Odoms ledge and could have continued to Doan’s Kidney Pills and I got a box at the City
which went to Moutville monas and fancy articles.
Store The contents of the first box brought
ial of late Representative corner was attractively arranged and presid- Belfast, as she had got through the worst of Drug
DEPOSITS, DECEMBEB I. 1906,
$1,345,519.07
me relief and I conitnued using them until I hi d
'lull. The base of the piece ed over by two Turkish ladies, who served the ice, but returneM to Buckspor; with the
taken three boxes, when the backache entirely
was
" ith an
table
Chinese
The
187.703.64
SURPLUS.
intention of resuming her regular trips
arch at the back from tea and wafers.
disappeared and all other symptoms of kidney
The City of Rockland did not
ode I a star. A white dove very attractive with its display of potted Monday.
complaint were gone. I had no further trouble
in its mouth a white rib- plants and the candy table was also most leave Boston, having been again withdrawn
-♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦«until three years ago when I felt an attack com-
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wiis affixed
a Maine seal,
wet's, roses, carnations, viowere used in its composiu work of
art.

Mr.-,

ahy, who for many years

house at No. 15
close the business April
'ded the house to Mr.
Goodell,
ksport and now in the em'■plex Holler Bushing Co. Mr.
1,1
wiH move to their farm on

ed with the following program :
Mr. John A. Parker.
Baritone solo,
Selection, male quartette, composed of
Messrs. E. S. Pitcher, John A. Parker,
Ralph E. Morse, Orlando Titherington.
Miss M. Helen Bird.
Soprano solo,
Mrs. Clarence E. Read.
Soprano solo.

b<ill,w the park. Mrs. Viola
ion* J"sl
°
c'ilKiucted a boarding house
here lor
tutiicd fronTtk yt,ar8’and wh<> recently retbe west, is
arranging to again
®agage,. ll,!

Coffee and doughnuts were served during
the evening by Miss Mattie E. Wiley,assisted by Misges Florence and Marjorie Shaw
and Alice Parker. Miss Margaret A. Dunton had the caudy table, assisted by Miss
Florence E. Dunton. Miss A nnie V. Field
presided over the food table, assisted by
Mrs. Marion E. Brown. Misres Avis M.
Morison and L. Grace Chadwick ponred tea,
and Misses Marguerite D. Pilsbury and Amy
E. Stoddard had the Japanese booth. The
affair was under the auspices of the Missionary Committee of the C. E. Society, and Its
chairman. Miss Margaret N. Hazeitine, had
general charge of the afternoon and evenThe fair was a great financial and
ing.
social sucoess.
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business at 26 Miller street.
Me"’8 Association of Belfast
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iarge
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ro°m.
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The association is
the Y. M. C. A.,
membership of fifty boys.
w<lress „f '1111188 will be devoted to an
tti^tiiio ",'"ne ,mture aI)d the business
tb®
eTet>ings and afternoons
beoPea to the members.
1>00ks, magazines and
Wi|. .°*
thankfully received and
effort!
and Dhvsuu “a<le t0 improye the
" wil
natures of the young
should
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li,le8
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Pictures,

L

effective. The tables for cooked food bore
most appetizing array which soon disappeared before the eager customers. The
sale at the tables continued throughout the
evening, when an entertainment was enjoya

as

Selection,

quartette.

_

Wanted at Once
A reliable Iperson living in Belfast or vlotnlty
may add to their income by looking after loans,
collections and confidential reports m spare time.
Exceptional business ability not necessary but
must be well acquainted In this locality. Will not
Interfere with any other business. Give Present
.‘G,” 712
occupation and address with stamp
util*
Leaderer Building, Providence, R. I.

account of the ice. The Monhegan arrived from Rockland about noon Sunday,
making her way through the ice without
difficulty and after landing freight here
proceeded up river. She returned in the
afternoofl and left agaiu for Portland via
Rockland. Itj was Jail clear water then in,
}lie bay outside of the monument, which
holds the ice in. The officers of the Monhegan reported that the ice conditions at Rockland were worse than at any time this win-

ing on. I knew just what to do. I got Doan’s
Kidney Pills and used them and they stopped the

on

*
always be depended on.’’
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for

$867.75

Dividend No. 1, December 7, 1868,

attack before it became severe. 1 can recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills with more confidence
today than I did six years ago, lor experience
has proven to my sathiaction that this remedy

Dividend No. 77, December 3,1906,
at the rate of

$22,195.83

3 f-2 %>

can

the United States.
Remember

I

the

name—Doan’s—and take no

other.

1 will pay one cent a pound for rags, 8 cents for
old rubbers, 40 cents per 100 pounds for old iron.
Also highest prices paid for ail kinds of old
metal. Call or address,
A. DVILINSKY’S, Junk Shop.
Corner Main and Front St. Next Creamery.
lwll

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

$1,214,779.68

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

This Bank is paying its 77th semi-annual dividend at the rate of 3 |«2 %
confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future. All

CARLE & JONES’

per annum, and we

dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present

Trustees,

2d Annual 9c. Sale
»

depositors, and will
positors within

or

be

pleased

to open new accounts with any

Deposits recsived end placed

Thursday.

on interest the

first of each

month.

Deposits

In this Bank are
__A

Commences at 9 O’clock

prospective de-

without the State.

exempt from taxation.
SAaAAAAS _____

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT F. DUXTOX,

JAMES H. BOWES,

ARTHUR I. BROWN,

BEX D. FIELD.

FRED O..WHITE

Model Home of Fine Jerseys

STOP WOMAN
AND CONSIDER

Tbe Pastures, Dairy Farm of Horace Chenery at Centre Belmont, Me.

Second, that Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots ana herbs, has cured

of female ills than any
other one medicine known. It reg...
,_.
m
and is invaluable
ulates, strengthens and restores women s health
for child-birth and during the period of Change

more cases

women

Third, the great volume of unsolicited and

as
years has been
InWeak Back, Falling and Dispiacements,
and it dissolves
flammation and Ulceration, and Organic Diseases,
~
and expels Tumors at an early stage.

For more than 30

Prince, was selected by Edward Hurnett, the man who knows more about
Jersey cattle, I believe, than any other
man in this country, his reputation bemg Known even in me wu»uu ui «ici,ocj.
Mr. Burnett has lately selected for Mr.
Chenery another flue bull to take the
place of this one later on.
The general arrangement of the farm
buildings is such as to secure the health
and comfort of the farm animals, make
the work of caring for them light and
and insure the convenience

Mrs. Pinkham’s

Standing Invitation to Women

are invited to
Women suffering from any form of female weakness
is the Mrs. I inkham w
She
Mass,
foradvice.
Mrs.
write
Pinkham, Lynn,
than twen y
has been advising sick women free of charge for more
E. 1 inkbefore that she assisted her mother-in-law, Lydia
and
years,
to
guide sick
ham in advising. Thus she is especially well qualified
Write today, don’t wait until too late.
women back to health.

ranged as to enable watering and feedNotes From Washington, D. C.
ing of the cows in the same trough, the
water for this purpose being warmed to
There was a meeting at the Departsomewhat over 70 degrees. The inside
of Agriculture recently at which
of this baixi is finished in such a way as ment
a hearing was given to a number of
to avoid, as far as possible, all corners 01
manufacturers of mblasses on the
obstruction, where filth or germs may
of the use of chemicals in the
collect. One notices that there are no question
manufacture of molasses and syrups.
between
the
four
the
buildposts
walls,
was the principal chemical uning being of such construction that Sulphur
der discussion.
The manufacturers

this is unnecessary. The arrangement
of windows is such that the cows stand
in a hath of sunshine the entire day. A
large piggery is now in course of construction, to take the place of the one
now in use, and the raising of swine
will form quite a feature of the farm.

agreeable

each animal.

Mr. Quimby is a believer in the incase.
dividuality of the cow, and, acting in
Pure white sugar has been in use for
accordance with this belief, lie is studysuch a long time that few persons of
and
his
cows
as individuals.
ing
testing
the present generation remember when
As selections from the best performers
it was otherwise.
Soon, however, it
are made, there must be a constant imwill be otherwise, for the pure food
provement in the capacity of the herd law decrees that it will have to be
from generation to generation.
The
without adulbutter from The Pictures finds a ready changed. Yellow sugar
teration or the whitening process will
sale in Boston and Belfast, there being
take the place of the delicious, beautino limit to the demand.
white sugar.
Taken all in all, The Pastures stand fully colored pure
The prospect is that the people of
as an example of what may be done upthis country will soon be using granuon Maine farms by intelligent and painslated and other sugars of a distinctly
taking men. It should be an inspira- brow'n or
yellow hue, the pure food
tion to others.
decreed that no
This is a fair sample of what is being commissioners having
used in
done at the cattle end of the establish- j mineral “bluing” substance be
1

kennel,

ings.

ttie dressing
All of the 600 students were busy
rooms for the men and a certain amount when suddenly there was a furious
the
with
of storage space connected
clanging of the big bell on Wingate hall.
dressing rooms, which have all the mod- The next moment, with wild yells, the
ern conveniences—hot and cold water,
students swarmed out on the campus.
toilets, etc. The men are watched very Professors were left alone in the class
who
insists
.Mr.
rooms in an instant,
For the rest of
Quimby,
carefully by
purposes,

Oiccllllllicoa

day
pended.
the

oiicau

whenever the men come in contact with
the cows. No man is allowed to go to
the barn to milk until he has first thoroughly taken care of his hands with a
bountiful supply of soap and hot water
and has changed his outer cloth iug and
■n its place put on a clean suit of white.
There is no limit to the number of these
suits they can use, as the management
knows that accidents will happen and
that the idea of changing their clothes
would be done away w ith entirely if the
men were limited to the number of
changes they could use in a week.
These rooms are, of course, thoroughly

heated.

all

college

exercises w ere sus-

It was known in a general way that
favorable action had beeu taken, but
when bulletins were posted announcing
the overwhelming victory for the university and the generous appropriations
there were yet wilder cheers. The university band was called out and after a
parade of the campus the entire student
parade body crowded into the chapel,
where speeches were made by many
members of the faculty and upperclassmen, followed by vociferous cheering.

j

The main barn is 42 by 80 feet. In
this barn are found closets, harness and
grain rooms, as well as two silos with a
capacity of 140 tons. The horses are I
all stabled in a separate building.
The cow barn is 87 by 102 feet, with a j
basement for young stock. The base-1
ment is partially occupied by a manure
pit, which is separated by a concrete
In this space occupied by the
wall.
manure pit there is also a tank to which
the drainage comes from the gutters
behind the cattle, as everything of this
nature that can be saved on the farm is ;
saved. It is the purpose to draw all the
manure into the, fields as soon as made, !
but there are times when for a few days
or a week, owing to weather or land
conditions, it is not possible. Storage
A
room has, therefore, been provided.
practice of winter handling of the mawhich
strikes
here
nure has been begun
At times, when the fields
me as ideal.

j

OASTOTIIA.
_/) ^0 Kind Vou Have Always Bought

Bears the

j

j

j

are so thickly covered with snow that
it is impossible to draw manure upon
them, the manure and liquids drawn
from the cow barn are removed to the
barn occupied by the horses, dumped
into the basement and there mixed
thoroughly with the stable liquid and

forming a compost
whereby the quality of the whole is
all
loss from leaching
and
improved
and fermentation prevented. It is hardly necessary to say that manure spreadhorse

manure,

in constant use upon this farm.
The floors of the cow barn are of cement. The platforms upon which the

bleaching table sugar to make it so nice
and white for the table and the appetite,
the
j The refiners and chemists and over
grocery man are much disturbed
; the action of the pure food law, and
■

ment. I have not touched in any way
upon the fifty-odd horses which comprise the breeding stud, or the
both of which are under able management, and both of which during the
last year have been successful. There
are few
stables in Maine which can
show the record horses and the promismaterial
of this establishment. Such
ing
horses as Edgemark, the former world’s
champion, are there. lie stands at the
head of the stud. Another stallion is
Stiletto C., with a race record of2:121-4,
who has shown his ability to race in
2:05 and 2:00, and the four-year-old
nature—and the
manager’s house,
John Ward, with a three-year
Steam is thus furnished for cleansing stallion,
trial of 2:11, is to be found in this
purposes and for taking the chill off stable, as are also such brood mares as
the water that is given to the cows for
Mendolita, 2:07 1-4, and many other
drinking.
record mares, both in speed and produc1 next notice what is—so far as I !
These speed records were made
know—the only flowing well in Maine. ing.
horses foaled or developed on the
I say “flowing well,” although it really by
farm.
It is not the practice to buy
does not flow. The source from which
horses developed by others.
This is
this water comes is so strong that if
true of all the horses except Edgemark
the 6-inch pipe were not capped and
and Stiletto C., although the
sealed the water would overflow all the (4), 2:16,
latter never raced before he become the
time, and. as it is, ttie water comes uow
of this farm.
from an hermetically sealed source. property
Thus you will see why I said that the
well does not really overflow. This
B. of M- CELEBRATES.
well is drilled 185 feet through the solid
of
absolute
purrock, and affords water
Ohono, Me., March 6. One of the
ity, as its analysis shows. The water \ most remarkable student demonstrais pumped into a tank which holds tions ever witnessed at the university
4,500 gallons, and from this tank it is of Maine occurred this afternoon, when
carried through pipes into all the farm news was received here of the action of
the legislature in refusing to abolish the
buildings.
Upon leaving the creamery or dairy AB degree and passing a $65,000 annual
part of tire arrangement one comes to appropriation and $90,000 for new buildthe woodsheds, which aroused for wood

clliauiute

contend that molasses could not be
made without its use, and Dr. Wiley,
chief chemist of the department, contends that he has made twelve thousand gallons of as tine molasses as could
be produced by the use of heat alone.
The trouble seems to be that the
manufacturers get the first sugar out
of the cane, and then take the second
and even the third, and it was claimed
that it was in getting these later sugars,
from which the light “fancy” syrups
were made, that chemicals had to be
used. There is no question that under
the pure food law a number of chemicals heretofore in use will have to be
cut out, but the department is not yet
ready to make any ruling covering the

Poultry is kept in limited quantities
only.
The cows are all doing well at the
present time on a ration composed of
cornmeal, cottonseed, gluton and the
wheat offals.
The quantity fed is
varied, of course, according to the appetite and capacity of each cow. Forced
feeding is not in use, the amount varying from four to eight pounds a day to

of the manager and his assistants.
My attention was first called to the
the high scoring
creamery, because of
butter made there. This is a room with
a enamel paint finish and cement floors
equipped with separator, churns, butter
worker and all the modern machinery
which goes to the making or equipment
of a first class creamery. Needless to
in keeping.
say, the other uteusils are
There is no part of the room to which
live steam cannot reach for cleansing
mapurposes, botli for the stationary
chinery and the hand tools. The milk
comes first to a tank and passess from
there into the separator; from the separator the cream passes directly into the
storing vat, from which it is taken to
the churn. The men who do the milking are never obliged to step within the
is never
creamery proper, and the milk
handled from the time it leaves the cow
until it is on the table, ready to be wrapped in paper, in the form of butter.
Ample power is furnished by a 10- horse
is
power engine, from which shafting
run throughout the building wherever
it is necessary to use it. The engine is
set in a boiler room 28 by 40 feet, within which space there is an 18-horsepower
boiler, the well and its pump. About
half tins space is arranged for storage
of winter fuel. This boiler also heats
whatever rooms are necessary—that is
the dressing rooms ami rooms of such

l>

on

Dragging Sensations,

thusiasm and at the same time posthe practical qualilicatious which
go to form a successful farm manager.
This is abundantly proved by the fact
that butter of his making scored 97 1-2
points at the late Maine dairy meeting,
which was within half a point of th<^
highest shown, and that one specimen
which beat him was made by Maine’s
veteran and most successful creamery
man, W. K. Hamlin.
The Pastures consists of about seven
hundred acres of land, 235 of which are
in fields, and about two hundred in pastures, through which the cattle cau obtain a quantity of feed, and the balance is in old growth lumber.
The farm is stocked with high class,
bull Dora's
pure bred Jerseys, with the
Prince at the head of the herd. Dora’s
Frince was bred at Hillings’ Farm,
Woodstock, Vt,, and unites within himself the blood ol some of the best cows
The foundation
of this noted herd.
stock of this herd, including Dora’s

I'll cl

testimonials

Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
curing Female Complaints, such

sesses

for domestic

grateful

of which are from
file at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., many
absolute evitime to time being published by special permission, give
and Mrs.
dence of the value of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Pinkham’s advice.

leaving college was engaged in important dairying work in New Hampshire.
Mr. Quimby seems imbued with en-

Open Letter to the Lawmakers

THE FRIENDS OF THE DOG.
At the legislative hearing on the bill
to increase the license fees for dogs, intense feeling was shown by the friends
of man’s best friend among what are
called the lower animals. Dr. Austin
Peters of the cattle bureau, who is re
garded by some persons as an enemy of
the dog, was greeted with hisses and

pciiiapc

ers are

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is a new
remedy, an improvement on the laxatives of
cows stand are of plank laid on top of former years, as it does not gripe or nauseThe troughs in front of the ate and is pleasant to take. It is guaranthis.
teed.—R. H. Moody.
cattle are also of cement, and so ar-.

auniu

their feelings.

iiuiibcwiyco

But Uncle

Sam will

Sugar
way, nevertheless.
! chemists say that four pounds of “blu! ing” substance are used to every thousand pounds of sugar for bleaching pur| poses. They say that this is not adul| teration—that it is merely purification
by a thoroughly healthful process. But
; Uncle Sam looks at the bleached sugar
1 from a different point of view.
And so
have

his

I does tlie commission,

j The pure food commission does not
1 agree with the chemist, and insists
that the whitening process be abandoned.
When this is done, all sugar refined under the commissioners’ newr
directions will be of a distinctly yellow shade.
Owing to the new law,
America’s sugar will resume the color
of years ago which was on the market
when the old men of the present age
were

boys.
Given up

to Die.

Spiegel, 1204 N. Virginia St., Evansville, Ind., writes: “For over five years 1
was troubled with kidney and bladder affection which caused me much pain and
worry. I lost flesh and was all run down,
B.

year ago had to abandon work entireI had three of the best physicians who
did me no good and I was practically given
np to die. Foley’s Kidney Cure was recommended and the first bottle gave me great
reiiel, and after taking the second bottle I
was entirely cured.”
Why not let it help
yon?—R. H. Moody.
and

a

ly.

THE CHILD LABOR PROBLEM.

Washington, March 6—President
Roosevelt has taken up the question of
investigating the child labor problem,
provision for which was made by congress at the session just concluded. He
discussed the matter with Congressman

Crumpacker today.
The bill as passed provides that the
investigation shall be made by the
secretary of commerce and labor, which
means that the work must be done by

commissioner Neill of the bureau of
who was also in consultation
with the President. One stumbling block
to the President is that the investigation shall be made by employes of the
government appointed under civil serJust why
vice laws and reglations.
this clause was put in the bill is not
known, unless it was the intention of
congress to put a stop to the appointment by the President of special agents
and commissioners such as did duty in
the beef and other investigations.
It is said to he likely that the President will issue an order for a special
examination by the civil service commission for a special register. This examination will be taken by such men
as the President may consider fit for
the work.

labor,

The Canteen Closed.

groans.

The friends of the dog, however, are
too many and too powerful to be excused for discourtesy to humans in
their enthusiastic affection for their
pets. While they were groaning at Dr.
Peters* in the State House yesterday,
the news was coming on the cable that
King Edwaad had engaged a special
Bleeping apartment in his luxurious
Buite in the Palace hotel at Biarritz for
his favorite Irish terrier, which is to
accompany him. The king honors his
noble friend by always talking to him
in German.
The dog truly is man’s best friend
among the animals, but man also is
the dog’s best friend, and every good
dog, if he could express himself, would
deplore the falling out of humans over
him.—Boston Globe.

Earnest “Old-Time
in*,” by Clifton Johnson
and Their Makers," L
Mitchell Stephenson- "Tiu.
a Singer,” by Madame

of the State of Maine.
To the Editor of The Journal: I
noticed in a recent issue of The JourThe special assignment in the House nal something in regard to “Around From Mrs. Harrison Lee of Anstralia, World’s
The Action includes sever..
March 8th was the report of the com- the
W. C. T. U. Missionary.
Lillian Townsend Taylor r 'St
Camp Fire” and know that the
mittee on claims, “ought not to pass,”
would be much pleased to see the
Dear Sirs: I have been in your State net, Marion J.
boys
on resolve in favor of Stockton
Springs,
It was written by one for a short time earnestly studying.your
and the question was on substituting enclosed.
the resolve for the report of the com- Thomas Place. Where he came from prohibitory law and its effects, and now
must write to thank every man who is
mittee.
or what end he made of himself I do
standing by the “home protection” flag.
Mr. Colcord of Searsport—Mr. SpeakOramel
In my world-wide work I have to his third Murray, who is ”*
er, the statement of ‘facts and accom- not know, but he must have been all
term as Post mast
panying vouchers attached to the re- right to have written anything so good study high license, low license, munici- Aeld, was born in Moi,tvin»
pal management, State control, the 1838. He was the oldest
solve contain about all the information as this.
Henry W. Burrill.
sot,' S u
Gothenberg plan and prohibition. There and Lettis
relating to this subject.
(Sawyer) Miirratu ,l“
March
1907.
is
Hartford,
Conn.,
4,
nothing better than the best; and of teuded the public
They are as follows:
schools 0t"
all the methods of dealing with the until
ABOUND THE OAHP-FIBE.
The town treasurer of Stockton paid
nine years of age
$75 for bounty on seals after the law Comrades look backward through the days liquor traffic the one you have so loyal- school to assist his
that are past;
ly stood by in Maine for half a century of the farm. Later father
was repealed.
He claims that he did
he attem.
Brush aside the mists by memories o’er- is by far the best.
know or understand that the abolishterms at the
cast,
Failure big and black is written over later Anished Freedom a,';'
ment of eaid law affected bis section.
his education
"'"f
And lifting the curtain higher and higher
every attempt to manage the liquor State
The secretary of State says that it is
Surround again to-night the old camp-fire.
Seminary (now |iates ,'" Ma,
business in other parts of the world. Lewiston.
often three months after adjournment
before all the towns get their copy of Bring your armful of rails, you know how The London Times declares: “We are
He commenced to tea.-h
they burn,
baffled, bewildered, confounded in all age of 17
the legislative work, which would be
As you sit by the fire let each take bis our efforts to
years and taught
about the time the last bounty was
regulate the drink.” In until after he was man
turn,
own
land
1
am afraid we all over 40
bright
paid—July 1, 1905. The committee And some way or other bring up to our my
terms of
have been “permittiug" the drink to
claims that ignorance or carelessness is
sight
He was married.in In;, t,
make
and
of
our
as
a
The
scenes
to
no excuse.
cheer
us
drunkards,
We admit that in law this
camp-fire
then,
people, M. Vose, only daughter.
we have had to spend thousands of
to-night.
treasurer might not be able to recover,
ward K. Vose of Knox
\t
dollars
in
to
undo
the
but this is not a case for the legal You remember our friends on
trying
mischief.
died Dec. 17, 1903. IIipicket or Our revenues
are
in
the
vain
these
Were
services
depleted
renderraid,
of four children—one $.,
fraternity.
Those southern pine rails—and how soon attempt to rectify the wrong we have
ed?
The vouchers show that they
Murray, who is emplov. >'
done through license.
with their aid
were.
Was the destruction of these
department ..i
Just one example wili prove what I neering
seals as much benefit to the State after '.Ve started the blaze which, when burning,
Central
Railroad with
would light
mean. A man petitioned for a Wayside
the law was repealed as before? Can
New
York
Those gloomy pine woods on the dark License
City, and ti
in a bright, pretty little agri- Mae
anyone doubt it? I have been told by
winter’s night;
I,., Caro I,., and 1.
cultural
and
succeeded in obmen in the fishing business that one
district,
Mr. Murray was ele.
seal would destroy $10 worth of fish in And gathering round in the heat and the taining it. lie paid ten pounds ($50) of the school committet
smoke,
for it, so our
revenue gained that the
one season.
age of 22 years ami t
lllrile warming our shins we would crack amount.
Six weeks after he opened was chairman.
By easy computation it can be readily
He also
our jokes,
his liquor bar under Government sancseen that the destruction of these sea
On the farmers’hard work in splitting the
of Montviile as treasm
the
of
the
had
tion,
to
with
all
their
future
people
wood
place
peanimals,
progeny,
ditor, and for eight ye,
To make the Yankees' fire for ennkimr tition for a policeman to be sent there, of the Board of
has benefited the State nearly $1000.
Select i,:■
and Government agreed, so everv
their food.
The question for us to decide is: Shall
year a portion of the time
the liquor man pays in his fifty dollars
this treasurer, who paid $75 for ser- And many’s the time on
man.
or
scout,
picket
vices actually rendered to the State, reWith feet to the fire and head planting and every year the policeman comes up
He came to Pittsfield
and gets that fifty dollars and one hunceive this amount, which is one and oneout,
ing the Roger Hunt,
You
dred
and
the
sweet
of
a
lired
out
dollars
on
slept
half years’ salary as town treasurer, or
sleep
fifty
top of it, and near the Shaw crossi;
man
iiie taxpayers
nave to study a very
shall the State of Maine refuse to reimthis farm for ten y.
To wake up with a jump unable to stand ;
little lesson in profit and loss.
simple
burse the same on the ground that he
to his present ;
The soles of your boots being next to red
1 think we have acted on the plan of moving
is not entitled to it by law?
toma avenue in this viM
hot,
the
two
men
who
were
Mr. Duuton of Belfast—Mr. Speaker
about
And the words that you said then I hope
boasting
Mr. Murray lias alway
their respective parts of your great
and gentlemen, I know personally the
you’ve forgot
lican and lias been act
and one said to the other: cal life of
treasurer of the town of Stockton
continent,
the partv. n.
Or coming in from post, find no bed left “We
are going ahead up North; we've
Springs. I know him to be a very acone ot tne selectmen
for you;
curate and careful and conscientious
With hands almost frozen and nose that just invented a new kind of sausage five years at different |
machine; you drive the pigs in one end four years 001111111100.-.
business man. He has served that town
was blue;
as treasurer for quite a long time.
It The fire from a distance you could only- and they come out sausages the other.” ■ man of the board ..
“That ain’t nothin’,
feel.
said the other
appears that after the passage of the
When the Water Won
;
Or smell the roasting of a darkey’s heel.
with a scornful sniff; “we have a far
Act of 1905 repealing the bounty on
ed in this town Mr. M
better
machine
than
that
down
seals he paid out $75 to persons who You make up your mind that there’s room
South; ber of the Water Work
for you, too,
you just drive the pigs in one end and was
had killed seals before he learned that
Superintendent <>1
Aud
start
for
the
come
out
well
you
the
fence,
knowing
they
this law had been enacted.
sausages
other, and during the installing
Now, I
what to do;
then if you have too many sausages acted
don’t wonder that he did not discover
as Superintendcn
A large armful of rails will make it too hot,
j
reverse the machine and they
that the bounty on seals had been resumed the duties of 1W:
Aud roast the boys out and give you a ,youjust
j
come back pigs again.”
for
in
it
this
mornlooking
up
Mr. Murray has alwavpealed,
spot.
In Australia we have some wonder- idetitified witli
ing 1 looked at the index and was contlie irn’t re
fused myself when I found the act, as And with a smile you wait for the fire to ful inventions, and the most wonder- l'ittsiield
Assoc:
burn,
ful is called “The Licensing Law of our one of theLibrary
to whether it was the one or not. Now
charter
me
Watching the sleepers as they draw up Christian Land.” We send the
that Act reads as follows, and I wish to
bright organization, which was
and turn,
read it and ask you if you were a treas- Till the circle is widened, there’s room boys and the strong men in one end of the nucieus of the
|
and some of them come out drunkards
urer of a town paying a bounty on seals
enough now;
Library. He was the
You retire in your clothes—have you for- the other. Then we reverse the ma- ask the town to
and no one had especially called your
appro
1
got how
chine, and when we have too many library purposes, which n
attention to the fact that the bounty
had been repealed, whether you would That bed by the camp-fire on the cold drunkards we put them into goal to lar idea and grew steadi
ground,
try and turn them back to noble citizen town
suspect it from this Act:
Was then as restful as though made of
subsequently
again; and vveare learning that neither liberal amounts
“Section 1. Section 53 of Chapter 41
for this 1
down.
of the Revised Statutes is hereby amendyour Yankee sausage machine nor our
He was chairman oi
ed by striking out all of said section as With overcoat, boots and rubber blanket Australian license laws can work the Committee oi the 1 nispread,
reverse way.
far as the word “no” in the ninth line,
brary and since its comi
Rifle aud sabre, and cape over your head,
Our goals, reformatories, asylums, lias
so that said section as amended shall
served as a member
You could sleep and di earn—almost beyond
and
other public institutions | Trustees.
read as follows:
hospitals
belief,
During the t
are
monuments
of
sorrow
and suffer- matter of
“Section 53. No person shall during
sin,
Till with a kick and call—“Turn out
having a I'
and
are
ing
the months of June, July and August
third reliet I”
mainly required because of first started, Mr. .Mum
destroy seals in the waters of Casco With a stretch and a yawn—“You don’t the pitiless drink demon in our land. ed a great deal of his 1
We
have
watched
with intense interest in
with
or
rifle
other long
bay by shooting
want me,
every case been gnrange weapon, which might endanger
“I’m on first relief, and on post number the growing prosperity and popularity pensation.
of Maine for fifty years, and
human life, under a penalty for any
encourag- j
M. Murray is a men
three,”
violation of this section, of fifty dol- Then over you roll and get nearer the heat, ed by your evident success we are j Grange, Phlentoma 1
j
Wishing the sergeant knew you by your bravely trying to crush liquordom out; cook
lars, to be recovered upon complaint or
Encampment, I
feet.
of existence in Australia and
New Dirigo
ou indictment, before any court of comCommandery,
*’
nnfuitt inria/H/it
Or sitting round the fire what yarns you Zealand.
served as the presidin.:
1
Your State has had the proudest priwould spin,
I understand that the committee rethese organizations.
j
of
With, “Oh, that’s played out” or, “that’s vileges
any part of the world. It
ported adversely upon this claim for
He was appointed ,■
|
too thin;”
has been the battle ground of the most
the reason that the ignorance of the
President
in
McKinley
j
law did not excuse the treasurer. That As you told of the days when home on the glorious reform the civilized Nations has been no
aopposition
farm.
have ever engaged in. And as an Ausis true as a matter of law.
It is a rule
Dura
Of the jokes on the girls when you meant
reappointments.
tralian I want to thank you in the name tration the
acted upou by all our courts but is not
no harm.
!
growth ot I
of tempted, struggling humanity, in the
acted upon by the Legislature.
VV'e
j some degree, be maikHow quickly the hours of a dark, stormy- name of the world's
have at this session passed an Act by
greatest reformers, ; that the receipts of tinnight,
in the name of our own heroic
which we paid to the town of Liberty a
1
By the side of the camp-fire would take in the name of Him who is “notfighters, j1 more than doubled, tcertain amount under the State roads
willing
routes been
their flight,
I
that any should perish,” for all you j Delivery
law because they had failed to comply
and
of
the
of
other
Laughing
joking
days
your
many
improvenu
have done, and to beg you to stand
with the law that they knew all about.
youth,
which include the p
And for better effect, never stretching true to your magnificent principles and j mail boxes at the do:
They had failed to comply with it and
the truth.
continue to flash the light around the have resulted for the
were not in law entitled to any pay
pi
world.
from the State. But the Legislature
The personnel of tiThere’s another scene—one you cannot for1 UU1 ilUMUWliUl Sib 1C
has power to remedy that, and it seemI,
the
is
as folh
;
postotlice
get—
Bessie Harrison Lee.
ed right undoubtedly to the committee
Postmaster—Oraniel
Around the camp-fire in sunshine, snow,
and the Legislature that it should be
nr wot
Assistant t ostmastei
refunded and they did so. We have
We hungry and tired would seek for a
Murray.
a
law
to
a town its school
place
passed
paying
Clerks—Harry Condi
And while the glow of the fire lit up each
tax because it has been forfeited by
A. Murray.
face,
not complying with the law which the
Carrier R. F. D.,
Would watch with eager eyes the water
The cool, collected manner in which
officers undoubtedly knew about.
It
jon.
boil,
some women are now settiug about the
was not a willful violation of the law
Carrier II. F. 1)..
Not fearing the smoke would our cominvestigation of the domestic service Estes.
but through some inadvertence or neplexion spoil.
problem is both significant of the new
glect it was not complied with. Now
Carrier R. F. D., \
if a town or a person has a legal claim ’Twas making the coffee, and well it was feminine status and hopeful for the Nelson.—Pittsfleld Advt-i
domestic future.
In the New Idea
made,
against the State they do not have to
Without any cook, or coffee pot’s aid.
Woman’s Magazine for April Miss
It is
A severe cold that may d
present it to the Legislature.
Such coffee! It’s odor in memory I smell,
Elizabeth Irwin has a thorough-going noniaover night, can b.
only when through some technicality
And of its flavor there’s no word can tell, little article
the
situation
summing
up
taking
Foley’s Honey ai
of the law there is no longer a legal For Uncle Sam knew what was best for his
jure the most obstinate r.c
as to where the supply of domestics
claim that they go to the Legislature.
boys
strengthen your lungs. T t
If it is a legal claim, all they have to do
When camping on the field away from comes from and why it is so limited.
fellow package.—It. 11. M
home joys
is to present it to the Governor and
The boys of America will surely say
Council or to the proper officers, and it
remember the cups and likewise the that the March American Boy is the
PUKE FOOD AND
is audited and paid. So here, there is You
best ever. The stories are as varied as
pail,
no question about the fact.
The treasA sutler’s peach can with wire fur a bail. boys’ hobbies, and every one is good,
Prof. Charles I). Woo
urer of the town of Stockton Springs
But the coffee within like amber so clear,
clean, and intensely interesting. Fur- the Maine Agricultural I
did not know that that law had been
W’ith sugar, no milk, you drank without ther chapters of the serials
by Strate- tion, appeared before tl
fear.
repealed. Perhaps he ought to have
meyer, Alger, Shute,
in Augusta
Sprague and
examined the law more thoroughly. Methinks I now see with smoke covered Tomlinson are given, which will in- jommittee
behalf of the pure food
But he did not know’ it, and before he
crease the reader’s interest in the vathick,
3rs not only food butdi
learned it he had paid out $75 as a
The coffee pail hanging on the end of a rious characters. A new serial
by Ed- jines. lie said it copies
!
stick,
bounty upon seals which the gentleman
ward S. Ellis, entitled “Off the Reser- federal
pure food law a
from Searsport says is his salary for a Or sitting on a rail the cups in a row,
with
the
vation,”
notorious
dealing
I
statute.
State
All fire stained and burned as black as a
present
year and a half as treasurer. Now, he
Apache chief Geronimo, starts in this jf Bangor offered severs
crow.
paid that out of the town’s funds. The
number and will prove a winner with
lending to prevent cot
town can make him repay it, but under Then, just as the coffee was almost done.
the boys.
state and federal statut
; the circumstances is it not right that
Some clumsy fellow you know, just for
Holman F. Days’ serial “Old King Davis of Bangor,represet.
fun,
[ this money which was paid in good
Would step on the end of the rail and spill Spruce” in the New England Magazine Pharmaceutical assoetat
faith under a law which the State had
it,
for March is a stirring story in the the committee that win
enacted and before he had any knowlW itlr no more water in the canteen to fill authors best vein. The
endorsed the t<
magazine con- lion has
edge ihat it had been repealed—is there
it.
tains also another instalment of Mabel ;he druggists would like
any reason why we should not consider
\
this clain favorably and allow him the Then your temper was lost as well as the Ward Cameron’s “A Singer of South- meut exempting physic
:
drink;
creek,” which grows more and more in- lions. lion. W. M. Bi n
$75 to be paid under these circuma.
the
Of the words then uttered, I’d rather not
bill.
teresting as the story advances; “An and supported
stances?
thiuk.
j
Arduous Outing,” “A Wireless Elope- Davis' suggestion but
It may be said that he could recover It was indeed
trying for mortal to bear,
ment”
and “Uncle Primus’ Ghost Bass’ changes. E. S. I
it back from the persous to whom he
almost
to
make a saint swear.
enough
Yes,
t
Even
of
firm
Cook,
Story,” three exceptionally clever short Irug
paid it. He might have a legal claim for Tf almiirnil fVio rrl/1 cairinrv_••nf
o1!w> H
stories, by Edith M. Blanchard, Stella if Portland, asked tlm
it, but the men who kill seals for a
Far better than word, “twixt the cup and Miller
Neal, and Pauline Carrington 1 ilightly amended so as t>si
bounty of one dollar a head are not
the lip.”
to retain on their
j
usually very responsible men, and it The pail was the safest if you’d patience to Bouve, respectively; and the usual de- fists
J
would be very difficult if not impossible
partments, and poems which are up to itions not labeled in ace
wait
lie
new law, providing
the
New
standard
to recover it back. So it comes to this:
of
excelAs you guided the stick like fishing with
England
itock prior to Jan. 1, inn*
lence.
bait
Shall the Legislature having undoubted
Rep. Milliken of Isle
authority to reimburse this town for Over the hottest places, and soon it did
“The Foolish Almanack 2nd” which
'atlier of the patent tue.
cook,
this $75 which was paid out of their
Then a dash of cold water, and then the bids fair to rival the success of its preleared, stating that 1.
funds, pay back that amount? It may,
decessor, recalls a good story which neasure to be incorporate
pail shook.
j
of course, refuse to do so and compel
Messrs. John W. Luce & Company tell bod bill so as to have n
the treasure to forfeit by his ignorance If you’d not eaten the sugar, you then put on
themselves. It seems that they re- ms bill. All the featun
it in,
of law, not knowing the law, this $75,
What pleasure to drink from that black ceived the following communication
ire, he said, were to be t
his salary for a year and a half. It seems
from
a gentleman in Mt.
old tin;
Vernon, Ind.: iVyman bill.
to me that this Legislature
ought And as we recall those scenes of the past,
“Inclosed find 75c. which pays for
under the circumstances
to allow
May the scenes of the camp-fire not be Foolish Almanack for 1906. Book in
this claim and that the resolve ought
RELIEF FRO***
reality wasn’t worth 10c. I wanted a
the last.
to be substituted for the report of the
To call up some pleasant memory of the bible after a while but if you are as
committee and receive a passage.
high on all books according to Almanack
days
Mr. Tucker of TV iscasset—Mr. SpeakWhen we as comrades hadonr little frays, I haven’t enough money to patronize
er, as a member of the committee I wish With those who wore gray and
though they y°u
Believing that a man who had
to say that the committee considered it
were right,
wasted 75 cents on a Foolish Almanack
had no right to be influnced by a matAnd kept ns by the camp-fire many a when he was
saving up to buy a bible
ter of sympathy. It is an entirely differdark night.
should not be left in a position to force
ent matter from the one relating to the
the
crime
on
their heads the publishers
Let us remember and relate those that
town of Liberty. The committee on
forwarded one with their compliments.
please.
claims thought it was a matter to be
And forget forever the scenes that would
adjusted between the treasurer of the
tease;
The Circle magazine for March is a
town and his town.
Nor call up a spirit of hatred and woe
number, beautifully illustrated, and
The question being on the motion to
To darken life’s pathway while marching big
'9££
has a fine showing of original articles
Medway, Me., Aug
below.
substitute the resolve for the report of
and fiction on many subjects, besides
“I have received great be *
the committee.
Let our aim be ever heavenward and high- the twenty-five regular departments
the true ‘L. F.’ Atwoods Bitters
The motion was agreed to.
er,
thatjnake this magazine such a strong ronsider them excellent for
On motion of Mr. Colcord of SearsCheered by the memory of the old camphome
circle.
The origfavorite in the
i
roubles, constipation and sick hea,
fire.
port the rules were suspended, the reinal articles include “The Adventurous
iche.” Yours truly, B. I. Wev
solve received its two readings and was
William
of
Bible-Sowers,” by
Army
You can always depend <
Found at Last.
passed to be engrossed.
Fitz-Gerald; “The Beauty and Youth Atwood's Bitters
for speedy
J. A. Harmon of Lizemore, West Va., of Old Age,” by Theodore L. Cuyler,
I 1
many forms of sickness.
say 8: “At last I have found the perfect Edward Everett Hale, Senator William
“A stick and a ball and a wee small boy,
that never disappoints me; and for the
I
Thomas ful remedy mingles with the
P.
Johu
Burroughs,
Frye,
A whack and the ball is off;
enefit of others afflicted with torpid liver
the
stomach and digest in
A walk of a mile, then do it again—
and chronic constipation, will say: take Dr. Wentworth Higginson, Edwin Markarouses the liver, and cleanses *
And that is the game of golf."
King’s New Life Fills.” Guaranteed satis- ham, and others; “A Singer’s Art and els. Sold
by your dealer, 35c.
—Lippincott’s Magazine factory. 26o. at R. H. Moody’s, Druggist.
Philosophy,” by Madame Emma
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Baekache, Irregularities, Displacements, Pain In the Side, Dragging
Sensations, Dizziness and Sleepless-

preparing

N

The House Votes to Reimburse the Town.

First, that almost every operation
in our hospitals, performed upon
women, becomes necessary because
of neglect of such symptoms as

MCKEEN, FRYEBURG, ME.
[New York Tribuue Farmer.[
I have frequently had occasion to call
the attention of Tribune Farmer readers to some of Maine’s good farms, and
it is with special pleasure that I give to
them a brief outline of the equipment
and aims of Horace Chenery’s farm,
situated in one of our coast counties.
Mr. Chenery has only taken up the
task of equipping and developing this
farm. Starting on a small scale with a
farm of somewhat less than a hundred
acres, it has now growu to an extent
which 1 will describe later. That every
step has been taken in accordance with
a well developed plan is everywhere
Perhaps tins is no more
apparent.
clearly shown than iu bis selection of
lus superintendent, having got from
tbe New Hampshire College of Agriculture Walter E. Quimby, who after
B. WALKER

AROUND THE CAMP FIRE.

Stockton’s Seal Bounty.

The canteen at the National Home
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers at
Togus, was closed Saturday in accordance with the law passed by Congress*
This is a hard blow to the veterans
who enjoyed going there for a glass of
beer. Some people are under the impression that the members become intoxicated at the canteen, but it is not
so.
All the trouble comes from the
stuff that is purchased on the outside.
—Augusta New Age.
for
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Bear, the
/t The Kind You Haw Always BounW

“Say old man, how do you like me in my
“Fine.
dress suit?"
Now, if you

new

a little dignity you’d look like a
head waiter.”—Milwaukee Sentinel.
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my foot last week and at
i.-u'klen’s Amiua Salve. No
owed; the salve simply
Heals every sore, burn
Guaranteed at R. II.
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woman with nine
mother new hat today.”
", -tuiated her husband,
straw.” “I kuow it,” she
rhe
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Paris.”—Life.
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stomach disease.
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spepsia,
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Consumpand not live until spring.
existed on boiled milk,
doctors’ prescriptions. I
thing I ate; then 1 piekVlmanacs and it happen1 bought a fifty-ceut
,.r
some

oui the benefit 1 received
,.! the gold in Georgia
wo months 1 went back
machinist, and in three
and hearty. May you
r.”—C. N. Cornell, Rodabove is ouly a sample
iliat is daily done everv| ,i Dyspepsia. It is sold
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it M'-'dy.
and from your business
I walk for rest.
■No.
ise X ride and hang onto
ngtonStar.
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promptly check a cold
taken early or at the
’revenues cure seated
ventics are little candy
mop, Racine, Wis., will
imples and a book on
The
will write him.
Check early
merit.
and stop Pneumonia.
boxes by J. II. Jlont!11. Moody, Belfast.

The proof uf the merits of a plaster is the
it effects, and the voluntary testimonials of those who have used Allcock’s
Plasters during the past sixty years is unimpeachable evidence of their superiority
and should convince the most skeptical.
Self-praise is no recommendation, but
certificates from those who have used them
cures

are.

Allcock’s are the origiual and genuine
and have never beeu
porous plasters
equalled by those who have sought to trade
upon their reputation by making plasters
with holes in them. Avoid substitutes as
you would counterfeit money.
Adam (returning to dinner, to Eve)—
“Good heavens! Oh, these women! They
can’t leave anything alone. You have gone
and made the salad out of my Sunday
clothes!”—Bon Vivant.
Cures piles,
Stops itching iustantly.
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives,
herpes, scabies—Doan’s Ointment. At any

drug

store.

When you see a woman cuttiug something
of the newspaper it’s either about complexions or how to make furniture out of
dry goodk boxes.—New York Press.
out

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
single dose of Doan’s Regulets is enough.
Treatment cures habitual constipation. 25
Ask your druggist for them.
cents a box.
“Good gracious!” exclaimed the visitor,
“hear those boys fighting and yelling out
there.
Regular little hoodlums, aren’t
the?”
“1 can’t

say,” replied Mrs. Famley. “I’m
nearsighted you know.”
“But surely you can hear them.”
“Oh, yes; but I can’t tell whether they’re
my children or the neighbors.’ ”—Philadelphia Press.
ratner

“Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil is the best

remedy for that often fatal disease—croup.
Has beeu used with success in our family
L. Whiteacre,
for eight years.”—Mrs.
says it costs him $15,000 Buffalo, N. Y.
.gg-You mean it costs
One’s heart grieves for the poor, benightmuch.
I’hiladelphia ed heathen who has no chance to obtain an
education, when one reads of those Depauw
tlcmain Young.
university' students who were tied to trees
left to suffer from sleet and cold all
and
in health and strength,
wan, McDonough, Ga., night.—New York Herald.
liree bottles of Electric
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy,
chronic liver and stomheadaches, nausea, inped with such an un- pimply complexion,
Thin blood makes you weak,
tlie blood that my skin digestion.
sickly. Burdock Blood Bitters makes
I am now practically pale,blood
the
rich, red, pure—restores perfect
I took
—

Electric
before
do al! my work with
my husband's store.”
Moody’s Drug Store.
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that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We
have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to our subscribers.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
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Journal
Journal
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and
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Tribune Farmer.
McCall’s Magazine...
New Idea Magazine..
Tri-Weekly Tribune..
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PORTLAND YACHT CLUB.
Dyer Elected Commodore.
Vice
Portland, Me., March 6.
Reuben K.

Commodore Reuben K. Dyer was elected commodore of the Portlaud yacht
club this evening to succeed Commodore Charles W. Bray, who declined reelection.
The following were elected officers:
Reuben K. Dyer commodore, Dr. Carlton B. Leighton vice commodore, C. F.
Fiagg sec., Carl E. A. Weber treas.
Commodore Dyer has been a member of
the club for 10 years and vice commodore two years. The Clique will be his
flagship. Commodore Dyer appointed
W. C. Cullinan fleet captain and ExCommodore Dr Clias. W. Bray fleet

everything In your surgeon.
Sec. Flagg read the annual report,
';1" ,,
are our children in my
showing the club to be in excellent figlim Herald.
nancial condition. It has a total meman
atomizer in treating
tk„
bership of 312, against 295 last year, and
I lien you will
t
appreciate seven new members were elected.
'earn
Halm, the mildest, There are 124 yachts, against 115 last
■'•luedy for this disease. In year.
ilcuta.'v |H':
ties it is identical with
I8 solid r >”■ 111"l"1"aim,
It is proposed to add a new feature
which is so famous
w mi,
this year, 10 boats, 20 feet long, to be
slhi m
Sii j.,
Catarrh,
overcoming
1
kid
head. There is built exactly alike in all respects and
'..j'u111'1'■'•“h
1 <dd in the
Of spray upon the carrying jib and mainsail. This will,
Nh]
it is believed, gave a chance for a dis•fts]*
,1 "? ail passages. Allor drag**ti
mail'Play ing tube,
play of good seamanship. Six have alWarren St., N. Y.
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Press.

of Maine.

The friends of woman’s suffrage have
scoredone victory in Maine this year.
At the Penobscot town meeting it was
voted hereafter to allow women to vote
on matters pertaining to the schools.
The Castine Normal school will openfor the spring term March I9tb.

f

■
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State School for Boys.

FIDELITY 4 DEPOSIT COMPANY

Influence of the Institution and its Needs.
tution, and the Result
The 53rd aunual report of the trustees,
For two years the people of Maine
treasurer and teachers
have witnessed the unseemly
superintendent,
spectacle
of the State School for Boys at South
of a educational contest in this
State,
almost without parallel in the annals of Portland, presented to the governor and
education in any State, aimed at the council Feb. 27th, shows that the
in the school
life of the University of Maine and in- whole number of boys
the year was 139, of tvhicli 45
stigated by the presidents of the three during
were committed during the year. Fifty
other colleges in the
State—Bowdoin, boys were allowed to go on trial, one
Bates and Colby. This contest has had was
illegally committed, one was defor its main purpose the
degredation of livered to the court and three escaped.
our State
The largest number of committments
University at Orono, the beliittlmg of its work, the injury of its during the year were for larceny, with
character and the curtailiug of its finan truaucy second, assault third, malicicial ability to carry out the
objects for ous mischief fourth, and common runwhich it was established. This
coutest away fifth. The largest number were
has also been assisted
by some of the committed from Cumberland county,
leading newspapers in the State, which while none were committed from Walhave published the most uncalled for do,
Piscataquis or Knox comities. The
unfair and untruthful attacks
upon the trustees say in their report;
“For nearly two years the school has
University as a State institution which
ever emanated from the
columns of a been conducted on the cottage plan, the
State press, whose duty it should
be. boyk being distributed among four cot
hrst of all, to
support
every institution tages, which are all model buildings
in Maine which is
trying to make us a and well kept. The results of this sysbetter State and our
people more in- tem are in every way satisfactory.
The boys are better contented and we
telligent and capable citizens.
While the Commercial does not in- believe that they appreciate to some
tend to review this whole contest extent, at least, that the State desires
(which is not necessary at this juncture) to give them an opportunity to better
it cannot do better as a
starting point their condition.
and to show the real animus of this
“We believe that at no time has the
unwarfare
holy
against the University, to influence of the school for good been
say it began on May 23, 1906, at the greater than at the present time; a rehearing before the so-called Potter com- sult that is accomplished in part by the
mittee in Portland, when President improved conditions, but is chiefly due
Hyde of Bowdoiu college made his to the faithful, efficient and arduous lamighty attack upon the University. In bor of the superintendent, teachers and
that attack he said he
spoke for all officers of the school. The number of
is now 134.
three of the older colleges in
Maine; he the boys in the school
said the B. A. degree as
given at Orono, Forty-eight boys are away from the
was inferior to that
school
on
or
indentured.
leave
given at Bowdoiu,
Bates and Colby; he said: “1 am sim“When a boy has been in the school
two
a
fact when I say at the
years, if he has maintained a credply stating
time the law school was established itable standard of conduct, he is allowed to ieave the school, provided a prothere was no public need for it,
yet the
trustees established it and charged its per home can be obtained. The school
expense to the tax payers of the State;” still maintains supervision over him,
and if
he said, “I warn you against the
dupli- reports being required quarterly,
cation of the B. A. degree at Orono the boy is not doing well the trustees
have
him
the
to
the
which is an inferior course to that of
power to return
the other colleees and the p.nt.princr school.
“The
general
health
of
the
institution
wedge of expense which its continuance
lias been very good, there being uo case
of serious illness among the boys.
“The remodeling of the main buildings (so far as contemplated in.the contract) has been practically completed.
The changes provide the institution
with what it has long lacked—accommodation for the administrative work
of the school.
With the money at our
disposal we found it impracticable to
make any change in the chapel, which
is situated on the top door of the building, except to arrange more ample exits.
There are now three stairways, which
we believe, ensure a safe exit.
At the
same time we hope to be able to have
at some time an assembly room nearer
the ground. The large room formerly
used as a dormitory on the second floor
of the south wing is not yet finished
and could be used for this purpose.
“The great need of the school for the
future is an enlargement of the facilities of
the mechanical department
whichare at present very limited.”
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This is from the Charlotte (N. C.)
Observer:
“What is the uame of the junior
senator from South Carolina? To the

U1C
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l/IIU uni-

and was tryiug to do that work in
the best way? Yet this is the position
of the three liberal arts colleges in
Maine against the State university.
Pitiable and contemptible in the exers

treme.
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lenow

sbaiesineu

were
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oratorical parade.

His opponent, makpoint, offered to remedy the
if
matter, and,
elected, to show the
Senate something worth while in the
speaker’s line. But the Democrats of
the Old Dominion, upon a little re-

ing

MARYLAND.

ASSETS DECEMBER
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31, 1906.
Real estate. $ 757,000 00
Stocks ami bunds. 4,930,750 00
Cash in office and bank.
415,646 64
Agents’ balances.
111,782 86

I iTIflHi

Gross assets.$6,215,179 82
Deduct items not admitted.
32,175 56
Admitted

assets.$6,183,003 98

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31. 1906.
Net nnpgid losses.8 7:14,910 29
L nearned premiums.
700,323 91
All other liabilities.
19,901 83
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,727,867 93
Total liabilities and surplus. .$6,183,003 96
Martin F. Bartlett, Gen’l Agent,
Waterville, Maine.
Fred Atwood, Agent,
Winterport, Maine.
_

THE

UNION INSURANCE
of

Philadelphia,

estate.$106,500 00

Mortgage loans.

Gross

The

Original

LIABILITIES

Total liabilities and surplus_$844,239 94
Fred Atwood, Agent,

constipating, especially those containing Opiates.
Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar moves the
bowels, contains no Opiates.

Of
__

Croup. Whooping Cough,La Grippe,
Bronchit.s, Influenza and ail Lung and Bronchial
affections. Mothers praise the children’s favorite,
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar.

_f

Hartford, Conn.

ASSETS DECEMBER

31,

JL

144,065 64
75,166 66
and bonds. 6,109,043 22
Cash in office ami bank.
405,876 94

Mortgage loans...

A

otocks

Agents’ balances.

TaR

Admitted

assets.$7,493,455 56

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net unpaid

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

WESTERN

Exchange the Deed to the
Farm

you don’t Want for the Cash
which you Do, through the

E. A. STROUT COMPANY

Boston:
Broad Street

New York:

179:782

Gross assets.
$2,493,154 90
Admitted assets. 2,493,154 90
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Net unpaid losses. §414 450 56
Unearned premiums.
l
Cash capital, deposit capital
Surplus over all liabilities.
221,631 65

Philadelphia:

656*072C9
'idinoooo

150 Nassau Street

M. S.

Broad and Chestnut
STILES, AGENT, BROOKS. MAINE.

Total

THE

liabilities and surplus.§2,493,154 90

Holyoke

Mut. Fire Ins.
ASSETS

estate...$
Mortgage loans.

fine baking oven which is
praised by its many users; a drawout Dock Ash Grate and is low in
a

price.

JOHN B.

STICKNEY, Agent,

29 Central St.,

Bangor,

Me

FRED

ATSVOOD,w'Sort- Insurance

and Real Estate

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION
ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
insurance

3\\’9

Capital

Fire

Insurance

and

Inspection.

...

Collateral loans
33.20000
Stocks and bonds..
35S.2S6 00
Cash in offiee and bank. 53,324 29
Agents’ balances..
50,011 38
Interest and reins.
4,436 07
All other assets.
1,171 21

Net unpaid losses. 44,959 32
Unearned premiums. 308,992 72

All other liabilities..
8,304 88
Cash capital.
200.0.O no
Surplus over all liabilities. 126,109 58

---

New Custom Made

Total liabilities and surplus. 688,366 5t)
Fred Atwood, Agent, Wlnterport, 31 nine.

B.E.Larrabee,M.D.,
SEARS*', MAINE.

CARRIAGES.

Office Hours: 8 to 10

School.

a.

m.f 12 to 2 and 6 to

,a,

Notice to

We are

pleased

our

that

Q.

Prevents

3W9*

Insurance

Company

of

North

B^fKIDUBV

Foley’s

Honey and Tar for coughs, colds, and lung
troubles is not affected by the National
Pure Food and Drug law as it contains no
opiates or otherbarmful drugs, and we recommend it as a safe remedy for children
and adults.—R. H. Moody.

| Books

In

loose

DISORDERS.

J. K.) BAD CONDITION, Staring Coat.
) Indigestion. Stomach Staggers.

cubes

60c. each: Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, Ac., $7.
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Humphreys' Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.

vr BOOR MAILED FREE.

the

covers

..

..

3wlQ

replaced,

irom 1

cents up.

FREEDOn NOTICE.
JOHN S. FERNALD,

"cottage

lots.

few hundred feet to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Saturday Cove. Fine view of Day and islands. 1
also have a large list of city property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send tor book.

Any size from

a

Beal

F. 8. HOLMES
Estate Agent .Belfast, Me.

America,

Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
...

..

Agents’balances.

Bills receivable
Interest and rents
All other assets.
Gross assets.

437,506 25
537,583 48
13.400(H)
7,686,563 00
726,384 (4
1,213,645 01
33,101 12
3,948 25
96,672 f>l

10,748.864 36
7,354 25

Deduct items not admitted

Admitted assets. .10,741510 li
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1900.

Net

762.600 0a
unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
5,852,407 04
All other liabilities.
90,802 26
Cash capital
.3,000,000oo
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,035,640 21
...

Total

liabilities and surplus.10,741,510 it
Ouimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.

Field &

3 W10

..

liabilities and surplus..,
7,076,852 64
Field * Uuimby,
Agents, Belfast, Maine.

MAGAZINES BOUND.

MISCARRIAGE.
* BLADDER

/M%

total

1.1. ) SKIN DISEASES. Mange. Uraptlon*.
cubes)Ulcers.Grease, Farcy.

Customers.

to announce

G.

tM.P

jim

WORMS, Boo. Grub..

F. F. I COLIC, Bellyache. Wind-Blown,
CUBES) Diarrhea, Dysentery.

Company

Concord, N. II.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Real estate..§ 91.00000
Mortgage loans..
96,937 55

Westchester Fire Insurance Company,
IOO William

Notice is

hereby given that for a valuable consideration. I hereby release unto my minor son.
Charles R. White, by his own request, the balance
of bis time during his minority; that 1 shall
claim none of his wages and pay no debts of his
contracting after this date.
Belfast, Maine, March 4,1907.
L. O. WHITE,
3'VlO*
CHARLES WHITE.
BBH
0*

mm

BAA 0m

rarms

in Maine at a barsale. Send for

Estate Agent, Madison, Maine.

lyrs

Street, New York.

31, 1906.
Real estate.. .$
12,067
418,185
Mortgage loans.
Stocks aud bonds.
2,692.500
in
Cash
office and bank.
242,893
ASSETS DECEMBER

Agents’balances.

352,123
20,907

Interest and rents...
Gross assets.
Admittted assets.

00
OO
00
30
51
14

3,738.676 45
3,738,676 45

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Net unpaid losses..$
237.902
Unearned premiums.
2,159,498
All other liabilities.
30.000
Cash capital..
300 000
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,011,275

Total

92
20
00
00
33

liabilities and surplus.
3,738,676 45
Qtiimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
...

Field &

3wl0

REPAIRING.

E. R.) COUGHS. Colds, Influenza, Inflamed
cubes i Lungs, Pleuro-Pneumonla.

583,519 29

Total liabilities and surplus
1,009,736 62
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast. Maine.

Gross assets. 688.366 50
Admitted assets
688,366 50
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees
Correspondence solicited. Beal estate bought and sold.

Rook Binding

Repre-

312,325 03
12,634 98
100,uoo 00

..

..

to

1,357 3*

Unearned premiums.

of

23, 25,

1,009,736 62
1,009,736 62

All other liabilities.
Cash capital...
Surplus over all liabilities.

The

NOYES 4 NUTTER MEG. CO.

I9i984

Gross assets.
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Net unpaid losses.

BELFAST, MAINE.

*

Mass.

45,000 00
M.ooo 00
860.322 04
19,332 40
48
n,097 70

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and hank.
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents

KINEO
has

Co., Salem,

DECEMBER 31, 1906.

Real

OUR
,

COMPANY,

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 190(1.
Stocks and bonds..St 814 947 n;
Cash in office and bank.
457'70s 87
Agents' balai ces.
86
Bills receivable..
18 17913
Allother assets.
‘*2,5X6 98

We require no payment in advance for listing
property.
Hundreds of sales yearly is our honest evidence of
right method-*.
Writj t day f <r our FREE improved listing blanks
SO

ASSURANCE

Toronto, Dominion of Canada.

HUMPHREYS’

him,

415,048 50

Total liabilities and surplus. .$7,493,455 56
Albert M. Ames, Resident Agent,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

Wayntlete

To

31, 1906.

losses.S

Unearned premiums. 3,652|o07 94
All other liabilities.
170 547 51
Cash capital. 2,000910000
over
all
Surplus
liabilities. 1,255,831 61

nv

high possibilities.

15,259 28
88,527 01

Gross assets..$7,511,01176
Deduct items not admitted.
17,356 20

E. C. DeW ITT « CO., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
THB U£D CLOVBH BLOSSOM ABB THB HOBBY BBB IS 0B BVBBY BOTTLB.
of

673,073 01

Interest anil rents.
All other assets.

—

5 Distemper.

1906.

Real estate.§

HiH B I IV

Cough Syrup
■9^

lUrttlltt.

STATEMENT OF THE

Colds.

Laboratory

i,

PHtENIX INSURANCE COMPANY

A certain, safe and harmless remedy for all

at the

in

m

Laxative

Prepared

.$844,239 94
DECEMBER 31, 1906.

Net unpaid losses.$ 54,899 69
Unearned premiums. 463,514 19
All other liabilities.
24 70
Cash capital...
200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 125,801 36

The idea of a Cough Syrup that will act on the
bowels, and thus assist in expelling colds from the
system is new and original in Kennedy’s Laxative
Honey and Tar. Nearly all other cough cures are

Coughs,

assets.$844,239 94

Admitted assets

That contest was brought to a close on flection based
Mr. Martin’s Warranted first class in
upon
8 P- m.
every respect.
Cmo2
Wednesday, when the house of represen- record of quiet industry and unad---——_
tatives decided by a vote of 123 to 12 to vertised
declared against a
usefulness,
Hamburg, Bremen, Fire Insurance Company
maintain in its noble distinction and its
change and recommissioned that genStylish, Comfortable and Durable.
of Hamburg,
authority the University of Maine. Its tleman. They decided that deeds spoke
Germany.
“just relations” to the State have been better, if not louder, than words.
ASSETS DECEMBER
31, 1900.
clearly and positively defined, and deThe junior senator from South CaroCollateral loans.
*
ado naan,
fined, we trust, to the satisfaction of lina is in his first term, and is probably 2®=Call at our Repository and examine
Pres. Hyde, Mr. Potter of Brunswick
Cash in office and bank.
more
to
mashimself
them.
tfl9
wisely addressing
Agents' balances.
and to the people of the State. This
tering all the duties of his office than
Interest anti rents.
1«Q,J5!f H
“legal relation” has been established trying to catch the eye of the public. ISAAC S.
STAPLES, Brooks, Me. Gross assets.
by a life of nearly forty years, in which And if there is nothing about him
Deduct items not admitted..*.’
its record has been an honorable one; which attracts the anecdotists, and
2,933 «?>
but, by the action of the legislature of they consequently pass him by in preAdmitted
assets.~ijl
9^8544
1907, the people of Maine also hope paring their gossip for the press, so
LIABILITIES DECEMBER
31, 190G.
that it has been decided once and for much the better for him in the
Netu paid losses...
long
all for the coming years of its useful run. The heroes of readable
Unearned
premiums
22
..
political
Another liabilities
and growing future. Never again, let yarns are seldom benefited by the
...V .1,412 70U70
over
all
Surplus
liabilities...
us hope, will the University of Maine
doo^Vif,
notoriety thus thrust upon them, and
ever be dragged into the legislature of sometimes
Total liabilities and
BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
they are injured. It adds
surplus. 2,319,685 44
the State hy its euemies and be made nothing to their stature as
Field & tjuimby,
public serAgents, Belfast, Maine.
FOR GIRLS.
to plead for its life.
vants—Washington, D. C., Evening
_3wl0
All through his anxious contest the Star.
65 State Street, Portland, Maine.
National Fire Insurance Co. of
part of President Fellows of the UniHartford,
versity in conducting his case has been
For
circular.*
to
Hartford, Conn.
apply
worthy of the highest praise. He has
Principals, MISS CRI8FIELD.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1900.
been ever courteous and gentlemanly
2m52
MISS LOWELL.
Beal estate.... ^
He has made arguto all opponents.
ioo
Mortgage loans
." ^30,192 oo
ments for the University which have Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
Stocks and bonds..
4 880*797 on
If
and
In
been able, convincing
Cash
office and bank .on
eloquent.
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Agents’ balances.
he has been persistent, it has been be778,745 89
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pasts
cause he felt that he had a just cause
Gross assets.
without loss of time.
7 o:« as-* ru
and no one can complain that he has
Admitted assets
s,076,852 54
been ungentlemanly in pressing his
Tnflamma
A. A. > FEVERS,
ConcMtlovu,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
cubes j lions, Lung Fever, Milk Fever.
....AMU....
Net unpaid losses.
plea. If he made any mistake in ask516,708 71
Unearned premiums.
B. B. > SPRAINS, Lameness. Injuries,
s mi ?£> na
ing for too large a sum for the Univer- cubes
All other liabilities.
f Rheumatism.
sity—as some have said—it is because
Cash capital....
iJSpfinnnn
he knows the need of the University as C. C. £ SORE THROAT. Quinsy, Epizootic,
Surplus over ail liabilities.1S441 74
cubes
knows it and has an overno other
whelming desire to see it live up to its

25,000 00

Collateral loans.
9,800 00
Stocks and bonds. 54C001 50
Cash in office and bank. 71,732 96
Agents’ balauces. gg 720 84
Interest and rents.
u’742 42
AH other assets.
“’742 50

the

man

COMPANY

Penn.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Real

STATESMANSHIP AND ADVERTISING.

first person sending in an approximately correct answer to this question the
Observer will extend the compliments
of the season.”
The reflection here is severer on the
Observer and its readers than on the
junior senator from South Carolina.
For we have that very much mistaken
rating of a public servant by the noise
he makes and the amount of advertising he secures. If he is not forever on
his feet orating on one subject or another, or else figuring in the printed
gossip of the capital, it is assumed that
he is idle and wholly without influence
in his place.
The very opposite of this is often the
truth. Some of the most useful and
influential men in congressional life are
far from prominent in the prints.
Their work is done in a quiet and unostentatious manner, but it is nevertheless well done, and is of great value
to their constituents, and to the country.
They are diligent in executing
their committee assignments, and in
attending to matters at the departments. If they speak but seldom they
are heard with most respectful attention when they do speak, and their
words count. The advice they give in
the shaping of legislation is not of the
less consequence because not given
from the housetops.
This question was very amusingly
threshed out in a Virginia campaign a
couple of years ago, when Mr. Martin
against an educational institution ever offered for reelection to the Senate. It
made anywhere by those connected was
against him that he was too
with other colleges because the insti- littleurged
known in the Senate’s proceedtution against which it was made, was
ings: that he was not enough “on view”

Oliupij UU^ilVUblU^

■».

Upon This Insti- Trustees Speak of

The Untruthful Attacks

sentatives Blanchard, Stevens, LoveThin Is Worth Remembering.
joy and Martin, and to every friend of
Whenever you have a cough or cold, just a fair deal for the State University
will
remember that Foley’s Honey and Tar
who has done any good work for its
Do not risk your health by taking life, the people of Maine should be forcure it.
any but the genuine. It is in a yellew pack- ever grateful.—Bangor Commercial.
age.—R. H. Moody.

0>J

4^
S It

University

The water carts of Lowell are decorated
with patent medicine advertisements. An
innocent. Irishman from the rural districts
looked at one the other day and remarked:
imposes upon the people”—with other
“Faith, it’s no wonder Lowell is healthy, statements
as completely absurd.
w’liin they wather the streets with sarsa-'
At that time
President Fellows
parilla!”—Christian Register.
answered and refuted every charge
The News—No Pure Drug Cough Cure made
Dr.
by
Three
Hyde as false’
Laws would be needed, if all Cough Cures
years before the trustees of the Uniwere like Dr. Shoop’s Cough Cure is—and
has been for 20 years. The National Law versity established the school of law, a
demand from the young men of Maine
now requires that if any poisons enter into
was made
a cough mixture, it must be printed on the
for it,*and Dr. Fellows
label or package. For this reason mothers, showed it had never cost the tax
payers
and others, should insist on having Dr. one cent, but had in the
year 1905, as it
Shoop’s Cough Cure. No poison-marks on has since, paid its own
expenses, while
Dr. Shoop’s labels—and none in the mediin that
it placed $1,000 to the
cine, else it must by law be on the labei. credit of year
the
said
to
be
by
And it’s not only safe, but it is
University. Every other
those that know it best, a truly remarkable charge made by President Hyde against
cough remedy. Take no chance, particular- the University was squarely and fully
ly with your children. Insist on having Dr. answered and refuted by President
Compare carefully Fellows.
Shoop’s Cough Cure.
the Dr. Shoop package with others and see.
The contest against the University
No poison marks there! You can always
which commenced two years ago under
be on the safe side by demanding Dr.
Shoop’s Cough Cure. Simply refuse to ac- authority of the Potter legislative
cept any other. Sold by J. H. Montgomery, order “to ascertain the just obligations
of the State to the University of
Searsport; R. H. Moody, Belfast.
Maine,” which slumbered a little dura
with
cattroubled
“The devil is never
ing the interim of the legislative sesSentinel.
Milwaukee
the
shortage,” says
sions, developed again during the canOf course uot. The devil is uot a shipper.
vass of 1900 when Senator Potter of
He is a receiver. Incidentally, a great
of the re- Cumberland county came up for remany people go into the hands
nomination.
ceiver.—Kansas City Journal.
Although permitted to
write “ex” before his senatorial title
For Catarrh, let me send you free, just to as the result of the election of
1906,
prove merit, a Trial size Box of Dr. Snoop’s Mr. Potter, as President Hyde’s spokesIt is a snow white,
Catarrh Remedy.
continued
his contest against the
man,
creamy, healing antiseptic balm that gives State
University. A resolve referred
instant relief to Catarrh of the nose and
to
the
see.
Adand
committee
on education of
test
joint
throat. Make the free
dress Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large jars the present legislature has been the occasion of several hearings and of many
50 cents. Sold by J. H. Montgomery, Searsarticles in the press of the State in report; R. H. Moody, Belfast.
“She sings with so much feeling, doesn’t gard to the University.
The immediate history of this measshe?”
She’s always grabbing herself ure is too well known to our readers to
“Yes.
around the heart or fussing with her baek require any particular reference to its
hair.”—Chicago Record-Herald.
various stages down to the final vote
the same in the house of repreAre you tired, fagged out, nervous, sleep- upon
sentatives of Wednesday. It is known
less, feel mean? Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea strengthens the nerves, aids di- to all our readers what strenuous work
gestion, brings refreshing sleep. 35 cents, has been done by the enemies of the
Tea or Tablets. R. U. Moody.
State University to cripple and degrade
Husband—“Where did I leave my spec- that institution. The main feature of
this contest has been that the Univer
tac'es last night?”
Wife—“Let me see, I saw them some- sity should not be allowed to further
was.”
it
where
confer the B. A. degree or teach those
where, but I can’t remember
Husband—“That’s just like a woman— studies in the liberal arts course
upon
can’t remember anything.”—Chicago News. which this
degree is based. In other
been
words, having
Faster and faster the pace is set,
given authority by
the State to confer this degree and
By people of action, vim and get,
So if at the finish you would be,
been
allowed
having
that authority for
Take Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea. ten years, the three other
colleges in
—II. 11. Moody.
Maine, for which President Hyde was
the leader and Mr. Potter the spokesOur Clubbing Offers. Owing to the man, demanded of the legislature that
this right should be taken from it, or
crowded condition of our columns we have
that if an appropriation for its mainhad to discontinue the advertisements of
tenance was made by the legislature, it
clubbing offers, and will present them should be contingent upon the abrogato subscrip- tion of the
here.
only
apply
They
B. A. degree.
briefly
Was ever so narrow, so jealous, so
tions paid in advance; and when payment is
if
what
undignified, and so spiteful a contest
premium,
made it should be stated

ach, heart, or kidneys
drinking, try Health
-ome, nourishing, and
even for the youngest
II Montgomery, Sears- year’s subscription paid in advance:
Belfast.
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00

1

The

.m,

Sc

co n

d- ha nd

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop nn» a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
lyr6 Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Belfast.

WANTED
A Concord wagon, sleigh and harness in
good condition. Do not answer unless you
have nice goods and want to sell. Address
8

P. 0. BOX 994, BELFAST, MAINE.

*

SCARSPOR]_ LOCALSj

*

Duncan of Houlton was in town

11.

last week.

Respect

Mrs. N. 1>. llewes arrived Saturday from
(Valtham, Mass.
Sch. Sagamore, Capt. Treffrey, sailed
March 5th for a coal port.

I.yman Partridge
taking orders for

was

in town last week
monumental

granite

YOUR

work.
M. II. Green, foreman for Fairbanks &
Morse at Mack’s Point, left Tuesday for

Chicago.

Stomach

•

Capt. and Mrs. F. P. Whittier of North
Berwick arrived Tuesday and are guests of
Capt. A. T. Whittier.
Miss Prudence Griffin returned home by
boat Wednesday after speuding several
weeks in Haverhill, Mass.

GIVE
functions,

John Frame, agent of the Penobscot Coal
& Wharf Co. at Mack's Point, left Monday
on a ten days visit to Boston.

retard the

Henri- W. Kneelaud of Boston, who has
been spending several weeks in town, returned to his home Saturday.

There will be a parish meeting of the Congregational society at their vestry Saturday
A full attendance is desired.

Frederick

Prof.

R.

Sweetser

arrived

most

ser.

Capt. Theodore P. Colcord, who has been
speudiug several days with his sister, Miss
llaunali C. Colcord, returned to New York
Monday.
7 Miss Gertrude I. llowen left Feb. 25th for
New Haven, Conn., where she has secured
a position as teacher in one of the public

This

imitation

health.

Miss Harriet K. Webber left Saturday
for a visit of several weeks with her aunt,
Mrs. J. S. Woods, iu Dorchester, Mass.,
and Mrs. Fannie Fitzmauriee, in New London, Conn.

“EDWARD S. WOOD, M. D.

Capt. W. R. Gilkey has added several new
stalls to liis livery stable and fitted up a
fine office and waiting room for his patrons
iu his carriage building adjoining the Searsport House stable.

“Professor of Chemistry

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

(a) Cradle Song
(b) In Venice c

Hanser

Danziger

Ilenriette Gilkey.
Villagers Festival
Nettie Bunker.

North Sears-

port fell Tuesday, March 5th, and sustained
She was
a severe fracture of the left hip.
attended by Dr. Curtis. Mrs. Mathews is

Kohler

Waltz Lente
Jennie Wagner.
On the Meadow
Pronell Gilkey.
Waltz
M ay Verxa
Water Sprites,
Antoinette Webber.
Spanish Dance
Heuriette Gilkey.

80 years of age and has been ill poor health
for several years.

Bayport, Capt. Jenson, with
of coal, and barge Badger, with
March fitli from Newport
arrived
2572 tons,
News to the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co.
The Badger finished disat Mack’s Point.
charging Friday and the Bayport Monday
and both sailed Monday for Newport News.
Steamer
tons

Virgil
Lichner
Gurlitt
Heller
Gurlitt

NORTH SEARSPORT.

called here Satur-

Mrs. Eliza Mathews is very sick.

day from Minneapolis, where he is engaged
iu tlie practice of law, by the illness of his

A. T. Merithew was in Waldo last Sunday
visiting his sister, Mrs. A. F„ Nickerson.

mother, Mrs. Susan L. Sweetser. This is
Mr. Sweetser’s first visit to his old home in
Before going
Searsport for nine years.
west Mr. Sweetser served as county attorney of Waldo county.

Mrs. Hattie Leonard of Waldo is in town,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. 11. T. Scribner.
We

are

it on the road
very ill.

The Christian Endeavor Masquerade So
ciable, given by Misses Emily Ross, Antoinette Webber, Ruth Trundy aud Florence
Wheaton at the social rooms of the society
on Thursday evening was certainly a great,
grand and glorious success. The costumes
were ingenious and displayed originality as

to hear that
to recovery.

pleased

Mrs.W.S. Vork
She has been

Miss Katheiine M. Scribner has secured
a position in the N. E. Telephone office in
Ellsworth.
The voters in this part of the town went
Searsport Monday, Mar. 11th, to attend
the annual town election.
to

time and labor. The financial success corresponded to the social. These little
people certainly deserve great credit. They
were charming hostesses and gave one and
ail a royal good time.
as

j

The dance at Granite Grange hall Tuesday night, Mar. 5th, was largely attended
and a most enjoyable occasion.

At the annual town
Town Meeting.
Mrs. E. R. Moore of Camden is quite sick
meeting held Monday, -March 11th, the fol- at the home of her mother, Mrs. Geo. A.
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing Flowers. Mr. Moore was formerly of this
Moderator, F. 11. Park; Clerk, \V. place.
year:
M. Paise; Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers
Abraham Benson has sold his farm, better
of the Poor and Highway Surveyors, F. 1.
Mortlaud, Clifton Whittum, J. P. Nichols; known as the Freeman Dow farm, to Edgar
His brother, Mr. Raymond
Auditor, J. A. Colson; Agent, F. 1. .Mon- Ward of Park.
land ; school committee for three years, Ward, and family, have moved on to the
of
place.
Collector
I.
F.
Pendleton;
Taxes, H. F.
Colcord, at 2 cents ou the dollar. Money I Mrs. Marion Mathews fell and broke her
raised: common schools, $1,100; free High
It
hip Tuesday afternoon, March 5tb.
school, $800; support of poor and othei seems
very sad as she is past 80 years of age.
town expenses, §2,000; side walk repairs,
Dr. Curtis of Searsport viliage is attending
§400; hydrants, §1240; text books, §200; her and her daughter, Miss Addie S.
winter breaking roads, §1,000; electric
Mathews, who is a teacher in one of the
lights, §450:. highways, $2,000; Kidder’s Everett, Mass., schools, has been called
l’oint load, $400; Navy Yard road, §150; home to care for her.
memorial service §50. Discount ou taxes
paid before August 1st, 1907, 10 per cent.

j

uoston ii era id rewhat purported to be a
cently
iu
Horn
which was said
Searsport
special
that merchants were unable to get stock by
the usual water route and that the food supA correction,

lie

published

STOCKNMSPRINGS.

j

The Current Events Club met Wednesday
j afternoon, with Airs. Alvah C. Treat.

j
I

ply was getting pretty slim. The latter
statement is w ide of the truth, as the Sears-1
port merchants never had a better stock on
hand in the winter season and the supply is
a long way from being slim.
Navigation I
has not been suspended, as the Boston j
made
their landings here in
steamers have
regular oruer while on the route, and the
colliers arriving and departing from the
Penobscot Coal A Wharf Company’s dock
at Mack’s Point have had no trouble whatever in docking on account of ice, as the
harbor has not been frozen over 36 hours at
The wind has
any time during the winter.
come to our assistance every time strong
the
harbor and
enough to break it up, clear
make navigation 0 K. The eight feet of
snow spoken of has not been discovered by
any one else in Searsport.

James Spellman came to Cape Jellison
from Uangor last week to remain some
time.

Capt. Harry llarriman gave a very pleasant social at his home on Mill street last
Friday evening.
Dr. C. E. llritto was called to Bangor last
week to accompany a patient home. He returned Wednesday evening.
Airs. J. G. Lambert has been quite ill
with a severe cold, or gi ip, for two weeks,
but is now much improved.
Aliss Alice Uichborn is still confined to
the house at this writing from her seige of
the grip, but is slowly gaining.
The Young Ladies’ Guild will meet with
Airs. E. H. Doyle at the hotel, The Stockton, tomorrow, Friday, afternoon.

An extremely
Larrabee Whittum.
pretty wedding was solemnized in Searsport Wednesday evening, March 6th, when
Ray Bowden, who has been in AlassaehuMiss Eunice Goodell Whittum, daughter of setts for several weeks with his son LeonMr. Cliftou Whittum, was married to Dr. ard, returned the latter part of last week.
Burton E. Larrabee. The ceremony was
Alessrs. Frank and James Spellman left
performed by Rev. T. P. Williams of the
First Congregational church. To the strains Cape Jellison last week to spend a two
week’s
vacation in Boston and New York.
of the Mendelssohn wedding march, which
was played by MissShute, the bride entered
son of Mr. and Airs. L. 0. NorThe
little
the room attended by Misses Lucy Sargent wood had a severe attack last week
of one

and Jessie Black. The bride wore a gown
of white messaline, elaborately trimmed
with Valenciemie lace, and carried a shower
bouquet of white carnations. The best man
was Mr. George Goodrich of Bangor.
Only
members of the immediate families and intimate friends of the young couple were
A buffet luncheon was served,
present.
Mrs. William Getchell of Augusta, a sister
of the bride, presiding in the dining room.
The bride is one of the most popular young
ladies in Searsport, and a host of friends
extend sincere.-t congratulations and good
wishes to Dr. and Mrs. Larrabee.
A Successful Recital. The pupils of
Miss Guiiia (J. llomer gave a most enjoyable recital at her studio on Main street
Friday afternoon at half past four. The
pupils displayed a marked improvement
during the winter months, and have entered upon the spring work with much interThe recitals, which
est and enthusiasm.
are an "important paid instructive feature of
continued
will
Be
the work,
every week.
Following is the program:
Kientzl
In old Vienna,
Pronell Gilkey.
(a) On a Tramp
j oestern
Uestern
(b) Little Flatterer j
Votf'it Rnnlfpr

Abbie
<a) One, Two, buckle my Shoe)
N.
/
(b) Bou-Wou
Garland
)
(c) America
Herbert Partridge.
Virgil
Little Caprice,
Jennie Wagner.
Krogmann
Lilliputian Minuet,
May Yerxa.
Rogers
(a) Homeward Bound
Kern
(b) Boat Song
Antoinette Webber.
(a) Little Musician ) “'german
U[iwn
Waltz
Favorite
J
<b)
Eugene Shute.

of the prevailing colds but is much better
at this time.
Airs, l’auline Collins continues critically
ill, though some symptoms are more favorable. Dr. J. A. I'eirce is her physician.
Mrs. Amanda Costigau is with her yet.
At the present writing (Monday) Air. J.
II. Wardwell is considerably improved from
bis attack of the grip, though still very
weak, lie is under thejiare of Dr. Stevens.

The prevailing epidemic seized little
Louise Shute, youngest daughter of Capt.
and Airs. Elden Shute, last week and for a
lew days she was quite ill. She is quite

improved

now.

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet today,
rhursday, with Mrs. Herbert Clifford. The
meeting was postponed last week, on aejount of the funeral.
We were pleased to see Mr. S. A. Rendell
in his customary place in church Sunday.
His long-continued cold had kept him
boused for several weeks and he still feels its
effects, but is gaining.
Mrs. Chas. York of Oakland came Wedto attend the funeral of her sister,
Mrs. Frank V. Davis. She was accompanied by her daughter and granddaughter,
Mrs. Harry Jacobs and Miss Bertha Thompson, both of Oakland.

nesday

still
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Crawford
sonfined to their bed, though somewhat improved. Mr. C. is having acute rheumatism
ind Mrs. C. is suffering from the grip,
which threatened pneumonia last week and
;ave Dr. Stevens much anxiety.
are

Dr. 1. P. Park and wife returned to their
borne in Revere, Mass., by early train Monlay. They accompanied the Dr.’s mother

CO., NEW YORK.

Dependable Qualities

of Material

spring and sum mer waists offered in this sale, every one absolutely without
designed and made especially for the season 1907. We want you to inspect this extra
showing of high grade, novelties—take notice of the superior workmanship, the high character of the fabric,
effects, the moderate prices and above all the marked exclusiveness.
We state frankly that it is the largest V
aggregation of Lawn. Waists, Muslin Waists, Organdie Waists, Lingerie Waists of all kinds, Late Waists, Sif
and Embroidered Waists

INDIA LINON. K“d^°i

i

new

!

|

|

!

j
i

shown in Belfast

Point de Sprite. ■££•«

trimmed with Irish
applique,
front tucked and trimmed with
Val lace, sleeves tucked above
elbow and finished with Val lace.
Silk lined, button back. Special

DUTCH NECK

yoke front and back finished with
silk applique, short sleeves.black

of solid embroidery and Yralenciene insertion, elbow .“leeves
£1 QO
finished with lace to
JO
match

yoke.«pi.

White

Organdie
trimmed with

in

nted'ffce

lace medalSwiss insertion. Hack of
pinhead tucks, lace collar and
cuffs, short sleeves. Splendid
yoke

ions and

!

ever

front trimmed
down
either side with large graduated
tucking. Hack with deep yoke
of tucks, collar and cuffs
of
tu ks, insertion andjlace. Regular ;$2.50 value for....

broidery

1

value

at.2 25

j j qq

SL3Tvalueat

on,y.5.00
Net Lace Waist.

yoke front and back of lace insertion, short sleeve finished with

full

shaped

!
i

front, tucked in clusters to form
yoke, tucked back, collar and
cuffs of Val lace, short sleeves.
Priced special at...

.2.25

New Black

White

Organdie. “ssrsiss!

rose pattern design with
tucks and Irish lace in
sertion, finished over shoulders
with stemming, short sleeves,collar and cuffs of Irish lace and

ered in

eyelet embroid-

<

w

tucked back.

SPECIAL.

narrow

with rowfrom neck

t<

back.long

special at

...

VVHITF Ml 1^1 INI

8.00

Silk lined, new
handsome yoke
trimmed and finished with Wish
applique and Val insertion, 3-4
sleeve trimmed with a combination of applique and lace,

and remains of his brother, the lateTHarry
S. Tark, home, last, week remaining affew
days after the funeral services. The Dr. is
much gratified to have had the sad satisfaction of caring for his brother during his
last illness.
The following arrivals were reported at
Cape Jellison last week: steamship Massasoit, with car wheels foi the B. & A. railroad (steamship Mohawk,light ;sch.Carrie E.
Look, to load potatoes for Carter & Corey
and sell. Bowdoin, with phosphate for
Aioostook dealers.
The following sailed
last week from Cape Jellison : steamships
Massasoit, with potatoes and starch; Mohawk, with potatoes, for Boston, and barge
No. 3, m tow lor Dockland. The schooner
Ulif nrBan in
nn«B tlm familo nrliln
George Mills sailed Monday for New York
The brother and the son,
with a cargo of potatoes.
Must leave his work once for all
It is with deep sorrow To find his labor
Obituary.
done,
that we write of the passing to a high- Each heart feels sad, though but a friend,
our young
er life of
friend, Mr. Harry And wonders why that life should end.
S. l’ark, at the home of his brother, A
message cometh from above
Dr. Isaac 1’. Park, in Revere
Mass., Thy “Father reigns” and “God is Love;”
Moudat, March 4th. Of a happy, buoy ant So while we can
1401 understand
| nature he kept his cheerineso to the la.-t We’ll firmer grasp
oui Savior’s hand
and maintained the hope and expectation And sometime in the Mansions
bright
of coming home soon and of resuming his W hen Christ Himself shall be the
light,
business the loth of March. He arrived at W e’ll meet him in that “Land on
high”
his brothel’s from a business trip in the Where never more our loved ones die.
central west about the middle of December
in a sick condition and at once took his bed
with pleuro-pueumouia. Rallying somew hat A PPI.KTON.
from this, his vitality was so sapped he
Miss Alfreda Brewster has been holding
could not overcomeAlie tubeieulosis which
here and in North Appleton the
he knew had been lurking in his system for meetings
two years, but which knowledge he had
past week. She is assisted in her evangekept from his family. The tubercular listic work by Mrs. Cash of Portland, who
trouble permeated the entire system, finally has added much to the interest of the meetseizing the throat and making swallowing
ings by her singing, which is of a high oralmost impossible. He was a great sufferer
hut most patient through it all, never indi- -der.
They finished their labors here Suncating by word or action that he felt this to day and returned to their homes Monday...
He
was
illness.
born in the There is some sickness here at the present
to be his last
Mrs. G. C. Duuton and Norman
first house (next to the Stockton line) in time.
that portion of Searsport now called Park, Perry are recovering from sickness of sevMiss Lottie Young
June 20, 1870, the youngest child of Captain eral weeks duration
and Mrs. Charles C. Park. At the age of has been confined to the house the past ten
three months he accompanied his parents days with a bad cold. Mrs. Lottie Wentto sea, remaining on shipboard lor about worth has also been suffering from the eftwo and a hall' years continuously.
He fects of a severe cold, and was unable to go
also made many subsequent voyages as a out for two weeks_Mrs. Harry Pease is
child^going to various parts of the world, suffering from an attack of appendicitis.
but notwithstanding this early' experience Her sister, Mrs. Lucas of Union, is caring
he did not care to follow the sea for an oc- for her_Mrs. John Chaples is visiting her
cupation. He was educated in the public parents in Caribou....Rev. and Mrs. Galen
schools of Stockton, which had always been Chapman were in Hockland two days last
his home since a small boy, and began week.Mr. Ilezekiah H. Whitney, who
his business career in the store of the has been sick for two months, is very weak
late B. M. Roberts, going from there to and no hopes are entertained of his recovery.
the store of Starrett & Co. in Belfast.
From the latter place he went to a dry mini iivu.
goods store in Waltham, Massachusetts, reMiss Mary Forbes of Belfast was in town
maining there sometime, during which he last week
to attend the funeral of her aunt,
ai me insuuuc.6uiuB,
look a uuuioc iu
moved
Later he went to Mrs. Mary Moore....Frank Nyehas
tute of Technology.
to Searsport, where he has gone
his
family
buffalo to engage as shipping clerk with
business.
and
furniture
the
into
undertaking
a radiator factory, and from there to travel
He will continue to run a branch store in
on the road for the Pierce Bicycle Co.
He Monroe under the
charge of Mr. Merton
was employed by the Chemical Fire ExMr. Nye will be in town occasiontinguisher Company with headquarters at Haley.
to look after his interests, and whenWorcester when his health gave out re- ally
Miss Linda A. Chase, who
ever needed
sulting in a serious breakdown, about has been High school assistant and special
nine years ago. This illness compelled him
teacher of music and drawing in the Rangeto come home, where he remained for five
ley schools, has resigned, to accept the
years, gaining much in health, but never reof the Foxcroft Grammar
principalship
gaining his former vigor. About three school_The senior class of the Winteryears ago he entered the employ of the
school
gave a dance at the Town
High
Consolidated Gold Co., traveling as far as port
Hall Monday evening, with success—Miss
California and Mexico in this interest.
Lizzie Foss is spending a few weeks with
Finally his health gave out again, compell- her aunt, Mrs. Frank Hamm
Mr. A. II.
ing his return home for a time, and about a Mayo has been elected town treasurer for
year ago he made another start, organizing the ensuing year, for the 34th time, which
a lumber-importing compauy to operate iu
shows the confidence which his townpeopje
nayti. He made two trips to that island, place in him. Although he has sold out his
but after his second return, sold out his inbusiness to Mr. F. L. Palmer he will probterest iD the company and eugaged with
remain here the greater part of the
the Douglass Shoe Co. to travel on the road. ably for the
purpose of settling his busiyear
He had returned from a very successful ness....Mrs.
Hattie Robinson has been
business trip wben bis fata) illness seized
with
grip and heart trouble....
poorly
biin. His loss comesas ucrusbing blow to very
Bicker and Myra Bailey are
Misses
Maude
his father, mother and brother, and the en- at home from Castine Normal school for a
tire village feels his going to be a personal tw o weeks’ vacation.
sorrow. The deepest sympathy is extended to bis bereaved family in this great
affliction. He will be much missed through- SWANVILLE CENTER.
out the entire village, in all social and
One of E. A. Robertson’s horses was cut
musical ways, for his genial and pleasant on
the foot so badly that he called the
manners made him a welcome addition to
all gatherings, while his kindness and veterinary from Belfast to take up an
willingness to use his fine tenor voice for artery. The horse is doing finely—Miss
the enjoyment of his friends and the pub- Crosby of Monroe visited Mrs. H. P. White
lic made him greatly appreciated. He was Monday and Tuesday.. .Hon. A. E. Nickeralways ready to use time and talents in son went to Portland last week for a few
this way and in his going the village meets days_Ephraim Littlefield shipped two
This is especially felt cars of hay from Waldo Station to Malden,
with a great loss.
by the remaining members of the choir, Mass., last week_Our town meeting is a
The week later than usual this year—The
with whom he has sung so much.
funeral took place Thursday afternoon Waldo County Veteran Association met in
from his father’s house, the simple service Comet Grange ball last Thursday and a
consisting of a beautifuK prayer by Rev. grand time reported. Over two hundred
H. £. Rouillard aud two touching selections, were present....Mrs. Hussey of Waldo has
finely rendered, by a quartette clioir from had a Sunday school all winter in the lower
Tbe quantities of lovely flowers part of District No. 1 aud2....Cyrus Ryder
Belfast.
were tributes from the many friends of the of Monroe scratched bis hand and got cold
deceased, nine line pieces coming from in it and has had a serious time with blood
friends in Massachusetts. The burial was poisoning, but is somewhat better now—
in the
village cemetery, but without Mr. and Mrs. David Wingate visited Mr.
Masonic rites, although the deceased was and Mrs. H. P. White last Thursday—
a member of Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M.,
Mrs. Garrie Cunningham has returned
and a large body of that organization at- from Prospect....H. P. White visited E. E.
tended tbe services. An intimate friend of Clements in Searsport Friday.Alonzo
the family, Mrs. Mattie A. Erskineof Sears- Damm has rented the Albion Ford farm
port, contributes the following tender lines and moved there.Mrs. H. P. White
to the sorrowing parents:
visited Mr. William Clements Friday—
Mr. Horace Marden, who is going into the
Wben loved ones close their eyes in death
hen business, recently received two large
And from our sight depart,
Knowlton is getting
incubators.Lewis
Leaving behind the falling tear,
out lumber to repair his barn.Horace
The bruised and bleeding Jieart,
hen house and
a
is
to
build
large
Marden
What wonder that with clouds of grief
has bought the lumber on the Salathiel
Between us and tbe sky
Curtis farm....Mrs. Webb, who has not
We turn to God, with questioning heart
been as well of late, is somewhat better....
To know the reason why.
The teams and men from Swanville, who
filled
When aged ones, with well
years,
have been in the employ of Pike Brothers,
Hon. A.
Are gathered home to rest,
Searsport, have finished work
We bow our heads in milder grief,
E. Nickerson has loaded a car of hay for
Station.
Massachusetts at Waldo
Feeling God knoweth best.

India Silk
ly trimmed
of insertion

msertion.3.69

r.liint/ ILaiC.
arp
UlUliy

Persian Lawn.

y*i*VK
.j fjQ

front.J | 2 j

Irich
I arp 1)eeP v shape yoke
mail Laic,
front and back of
Valencieue insertion and French
medaiions, fancy short sleeve.
throughout-

.$1.00

with German Val lace and
ery, short sleeves. Button

,ace.6.00

Silk lined

Persian Lawn.

PIANAFORE STYLE

ruffle trimmed with

in gieei
and white am
check, iie\
sleeve with ;

and embroidery
short sleeves
with crossed bands of lace insertion. An exceptionally attractive style priced at

long sleeves, button back.

I

throughout

fluffy

lace.J»LJ

AWN WAIST.
WHITER
pinhead tucks,

and

i

Tennis flannt

MJSS!

rose-bud and bow-knot pattern,
back made with clusters of pinhead tucks, nobby 3-4 sleeve finished with handsome Val

cry will) wide tucks, short sleeves ib.ishcd
with insertion ami lace button back.
31.37
value'marked at..

valUBHt.3.98
Black Net Lace. ^enS ;

|

Persian Lawn.

WHITE LAWN WAIST.

4

“Harvard Medical School, Boston."

The crew at the Penobscot Coal & Wharf
Co’.s plant at Mack’s Point discharged
1,425 tons of coal from the steamer Bayport,
loading 83 cars bound to the Great Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket.

Styles

is

Baking Powders Contaio Alum

of alum and salts of alumina in
“The
food should be PROHIBITED. The constant use of alum compounds exerts a
deleterious effect upon the digestive
organs and an irritation of the internal
organs after absorption.

Mr. aud Mrs. W. B. Getchell of Augusta
iu town last week to attend the weddiug of Mrs. Getcheil’s sister, Miss Eunice
G. VVhittuin, to Dr. Burton E. Larrabee.

well

More than two hundred
a new distinctive model

Cream

good

of the Most Wanted
In

use

were

was

Extraordinary Offering

S .98

Frank E. Nye arrived Saturday from
Monroe with his household goods aud will
open his furuiture aud uudertakiug rooms
iu a few days for business.

Albert F. Sweetser

Great March Sale of 1907 Fashionable Waists

so

is

stomach and

The school committee organized Monday
with E. A. Buker as chairman. Mrs. E. 11.
Davis was elected superintendent for the
ensuing year.

2,378

way

why Royal Baking Powder
makes the food finer, lighter, more appetizing and anti-dyspeptic, a friend to the

schools.

Mrs. Marian Mathews of

a

of Tartar, is the
healthful of the fruit products.

dient, Grape

Friday from New London, called by the
illness of his mother, Mrs. Susan L. Sweet-

*

in

largely toward wholesome, nourishing,
agreeable food as Royal Baking Powder.
Royal Baking Powder’s active ingre-

Capt. Kufus E. Sargent will leave in a
few- days tor Brewer hi resume his position
watchman in the Sargent mill.

as

nt.

reciprocate

comforting.
agreeable
No single ingredient contributes

II.

at 2 p.

performance

and it will

irritate or
of its natural

not

and

Havener, the local real estate
broker, has bought the house of D. M.
in
the Nichols district.
Sylvester
I.

it food that will

of allover Swiss
it III l L
IVIUOLIII*
embroidery and lace
insertion, tucked yoke with pannel of solid
embroidery. Sleeves trimmed with Germ an
Val lace. Button back.
Exceptional value

SPECIAL NOTICE.
China Silk.

We have In stock a limited number of richly embroidered lawn
waists
Only one of a *tyle at
prices from
eaoh

at..$1.50

box

plait,
sleeves with
cuff.

4 50 IQ 7.50

10.00

1

New Black

Taffeta

Silk Jumper Waists

Silk

$2.98 and $3.98

Jumper

ia

Su
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foreclosure

I\LWO.
Baker. In Washington. I).
March 8, to Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Baker, a daughter. Lydia
Cazneau. Mrs. Baker is a grand-daughter ot I)r.

AMERICAN PORTS.

Palfrey.

Bradford- Jn Belfast, March 10, to Mr. ai;d
Mrs. Percy Bradford, a daughter.
Carter
In West Brcoklin, Marcli 1. to Mr.
and Mrs George Carter, a daughter.
Carter.
In Brcoklin, Feb. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. .John P. ( alter, a son, Raymond l ord.
Conner. In Castine, Feb. 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Conner, a son.
Dray.
In BrooksviUe, Feb. 19. to Mr. and
Mrs Sherman F. (Day, a son.
Higgins. In Thorndike, March 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred L, Higgins, a daughter.
Morrison. In Belfast. March 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ambrose .1. Morrison, a son.
Partridge. In Orland, Feb. 28, to Mr. and
Mis. .J. Fred Partridge, a son.

New York, March 5. Ar, schs. J. Manchester Haynes, Charleston, S. C.; John S.
Beaehatn, Stockton Springs; sld, sch. Win.
L. Douglass, Port Arthur; (j, ar, sch. Lizzie
B. Willey, Apalachicola; 8, sld, schs. Augustus 11. Babcock, Philadelphia and Sau Juan ;
Joseph Olaverri, Newport News;9, ar, schs.
Win. K. Park, Fernandina; Carrie C. Miles,
Stockton Springs; sld, sch. Florence Leland,
Belfast., Ga.; 10, ar, schs. K. Bowers, St.
John, X. B ; Harold H. Cousins, do; 11, ar,
schs. Norombega, St. John, X. B.; Gardiner
B. Key Holds, Stockton; Adelia T. Carleton,
Somes Sound; William L. Elkins, South
Amboy for Camden; cld, sch. Methebesec,
Baracoa; sld, sch. Daylight, Norfolk.
Boston, March 5. Sld, sch. Frank Barnet,
Brunswick ; 7, ar, sch. Robert 11. McCurdy,
Savannah; 8, ar, sch. Y'oung Brothers, Newport News; 11, ar, sch. Augustus 11. Babcock, Port Reading.
Philadelphia, March 5. Ar, bark Harvard,
Turks Island; 7, ar, ship Arthur Sewall,
Honolulu; 8, ar, sch. George E. Kliuck,

M AitlB£D.

Anderson-White.
K
Anderson of
White of Rockland.

son

In Auburn, Feb 28, Hud
Auburn and Mrs. Lena

Bakkman-Clement. In Belfast, March 12,
by Rev. A. a. Smith,Everard L Bakenian of Belfast and Alice G. Clement of Belmont.
Bradstrkkt-Rhodes.
In
East Palermo,
Feb 27. Vein 1) Bradstreet of East Palermo and
Sadie E. Rhodes of South Liberty.
CoOkson-ash. In Winterport, March 4, by
Rev W. A Luce, Joseph Cookson and Mrs. Ash.
both of Winterport
Hammons-McAndi.kss. In Belfast, March 11,
by Dr. L. W. Hammons, Charles H. Hammons
and Miss Mildred McAndless, both of Belfast.
Knowlton-Bailky. In Freedom. March 1st,
Ansel Knowlton and Miss Lillian Bailey, both

Whereas, Charles M.
the

County oi

Waldo

am.

mortgage deed dated tlx

i
!

in the year of our Lord m
died and ninety-two,
a,
County Registry of 1conveyed to Samuel T. \
life-time, a certain par
in Montville, in the
ed as follows: It being
ed to the said Charles M.
ell ami bounded as follow
road leading Iroin Hunt
the Elmwood farm, so-.stake and stones on 1
at the corner of J.
1.
southerly on said Brawn
rods to True Stream, >•>
stream westerly to tin- |.|
tioned road; thence on
to the place ot begu
in.
acres, more or less.
Also one other parcel
ville aforesaid and houn
Commencing on ihe we-1
from Hunt & Walker's t
Stock Farm, so-called. t<
stones in corner oppi ::
shop, thence westerly !•
fence about thirty-nin*
southwesterly on said p
the road before mention
on said road thirty rodning, containing three a
ing to convey the same j
brawn deeded to Men. !
w hich said deed has been
to Merrill Row-ell in lien
the condition of said nm
now, therefore, by reaso.
condition thereof, I. Li/
trix of the estate of said s
of Liberty, deceased, cia

!
i

j
|

§
\

$
j

:

\

I

s

1

\

Stonington.
Baltimore, March 5. Sld, sch. Edith G.
Folwell, Port Tampa; eld, sells. Miles M.
Merry, Portland ; Star of the Sea, New port
News; 6, eld, sch. James B. Jordan, Boston.
Portland, March 7. Sld, schs. Adelia T.
Carleton (from Somes Sound), Perth Amboy; Lucia Porter, New York; 9, cld, sch. of Freedom.
Geo. W. Wells, Baltimore.
Larrabke-Whittum. I11 Searsport, March
Searsport, Me., March 8. Ar, stmr. Bay- 4, b> Rev. T. P. V\ illiams, I)r Burton E. Larraport, towing barge Badger, Newport News. bee and Miss Eunice G. Whittum, both of sears- mortgage.
Dated this fifth day ot M.
Bucksport, March 10. Ar, tug Bismarck, port
LIZ/,
In Thomaston, March
Bath; stmr. Monliegan, Rockland, (latter 7, Tibbetts-Burkett.
Adm’x of estate
v\ llliam
F. Tibbetts of Rockland and Miss
sailed on return); 11, sld, sch. Metinic, Cam- Gertrude Burkett
of Thomaston.
den.

I

Stockton, March 10. Ar, schs. J. R. Bod- j
well, New York; Minnie Slauson, Rock-1
land ; Anne Lord, do, to load potatoes; Car- i
rie E. Look, do, to load potatoes for Havana; !
11, sld, sch. Geo. II. Mills, New Y'ork.
Rockland, Me, March 11. Arrived, schs. I
Marion N. Cobb, Brunswick, Ga.; George
H. Mills, Stockton for New York.
Fernandina, March 5. Ar, sell. Edward j
T. Stotesbury, Jacksonville.
Jacksonville, March 0. Cld, sch. Arthur
V. S. Woodruff, Sauia, Cuba.
Mobile, March 5. Ar, sch. Holliswood,
Porto Plato, Santa Domingo.
Newport News, March 5. Ar, sch. James
W. Paul, Jr., New York; G, ar, sch. Star of
the Sea, Baltimore; 8, cld, sch. Gen. E. S.
Greeley, Searsport; 9, sld, sch. Horace A.
Stone, Port Tampa; 11, ar, sch. Jose Olaverri, New York ; 12, sld, schs. Frontenac, Bos- i
ton; James W. Paul, Jr., Searsport.
Norfolk, March 5. Ar, sch. Damietta &
Joanna, Stockton Springs; ar, schs. Sagamore, Searsport; Jeremiah Smith, Rockport
for Suffolk.

Brunswick, Ga., March 5. Ar, sch. Isabel
B. W'illey, Savannah,
Pascagoula, Miss., March 7. Ar, sch.
keot.ia.. Havana.

Port Tampa, Fla., March 5. Ar, sch. Calumet, Norfolk; 6, sld, Emily I. White,
Havana.
Wilpiington, N. C., March 6. Ar, sch. Ella
M. Storer, New York via Norfolk ; 9, eld, sch.
Mary L Crosby, New York.
Port Reading, March 7. Cld, sch. Augustus II. liabcock, Boston.
Sabine Pass, Tex., March 6. Ar, sch. Jas.
W. Elwell, San Juan; 7, ar, sch. Edward II.
Cole, San Juan.
Charleston, S. C., March 8. Sld, sch. MelissaA. Willey, New York.
Carteret, N. J., March 7. Ar, schs. Carrie
i. Bueknam, New York ; Nimbus, do.
Gulfport, March 8. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby,
Elavana.
Savannah, March 8. Sld, sch. Gladys, New
laven.
Salem, Mass., March 8. Ar, sch. Lucia
Porter, St. John, N. B,, for New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.

San Juan, P. R., Feb. 18. Sld, sch. James
W. Elwell, Sabine Pass; cld, sch. Helena,
tlumacoa.
St. Thomas, Feb. 21. A., sch. Charles L.
Jeffrey, Bangor, Me. (for Pascagoula.)
Havana, March 8. Ar, sch. Clifford N.
Carver, New York.
Trinite Bay, Mart., March 7. In port, bark
Soylston, fo sail 11th for Crab Island and
Porto Rico ports, to load for N. of Uatteras.
Algoa Bav, Feb. 28. Ar, ship Governor
Etobie, Port Townsend.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Brunswick, Ga., March 10. Fire partially
1
lestroyed Aiken’s lumber wharf this mornng, burning six warehouses and 20,000 cross
ies; loss, $25,000; insurance about $20,000.
• ich. Eagle Wing, Morgan, had hull scorched,
I ost topsail, main and foretopmast: also bad
aalpmast damaged; will repair here and
1 iroceed; survey ordered; damage estimated,
1 nay reach $5,000.

Yatks-Kitohen. In Belfast, March 12, by
Rev. A. A. Smith, Charles Yates and Rena Kitchen, both of Bangor.
DIED.

In Rockland, March 3, Gertrude
Benner.
Ellen, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H.
Benner, aged 2 months.
Blodoet. AtSaianac Lake, N. V.. Miss Sara
Elizabeth Blodget. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Blodget of Bucksport, aged 27 years.
In Cape Rosier, Feb. ‘28, Horatio
bowden.
Bowden, aged 80 years.
Clark. In Southwest Harbor, March 3, Capt.
Nathan Clark, aged 05 years.
In Rockland, March 8, Emily A.,
Colby.
widow of the late Austin Colby, aged 63 years, ll
12
days.
months,
In
West
Gray.
Brooksville, Feb. 28,
Thomas C. Gray, aged 82 years.
In Northport, March 7, Charles
Dickey.
A. Dickey, aged 17 years, 10 months and 23 days.
Hazblton. In Winterport, March 9, Mrs. Eliza
Hazelton. aged 96 vears.
.Johnson. In Rockland, March 4, Mary E.,
wife of Fred O. Johnson, aged 64 years, 6 months.
Lane. In Rockland, March 6, Nancy M., wife
Di Philip Lane, aged 00 years, 2 months, 21 days.
Tarbox. In Melrose Highlands, Mass., March
3, Newell I., son of Irving H. and Lucy A. Tarbox, formerly of West Brooksville, aged 22 years,
i months.
! Robinson. In Belfast, March 10, Ellen Crow311 Robinson, wife of Benjamin Robinson, aged
57 years, 25 days.
1
Small* y. In Chelsea, Mass., March 10, Albert
L4. Smalley, a native of Belfast, aged 55 years.
Snow. In Bucksport, March o, Horace Tapley Snow, son of Dr. and Mrs. Horace E. Snow,
:
aged 5 years, 6 months.
In Rockland, March 3, Cornelia,
stevkns.
widow of the late Dr. John Stevens, aged 67
! pears.
In Rockland, March 3„ Agnes E.,
Watson.
wife of Martin E. Watson, aged 45 years, 7
months.
In Rockland, March 3, Celeste
Watson.
Watson, widow of Jerome Watson, aged 68
pears, 7 months.
:
h.

CURRENT.

Produce Market.

Prices Paid Producer

50a75 Hay © toil, 11.00@13.00
©bu.,
Apples
■’
8
7Hides©tb,
dried, ©tb.
2.25: Lamb © lb,
It
»ea,
2.00®
Beans,
90
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.25 Lamb Skins,
8
Butter © lb,
22@26 Mutton © lb,
Oats © bu., 32 lb,
40
Beef, sides, © lb,
6@7j Potatoes
45
© bu.,
Beef fore quarters,
4a5;
60’Bound Hog,
8a8J
Barley ©bu.,
12 Straw © ton,
8.00
Bheese © lb.
16 Turkey © lb,
26®28
Bldcken © tb,
14 Tallow ©lb,
3
Balf Skins, per lb.
20 Veal ©tb,
9
L)uck © lb,
24 Wool,unwashed,
26
fines © doz.,
4.00®4.50
31814 Wood, hard,
Fowl ©lb,
20 Wood, soft,
3.00
ieese © lb,
Retail Price.

Retail Market.

1.10
Beef,corned, © lb, 8@10 Lime © bbl.,
4
l8aB0 Oat Meal © tb,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
4
63 Onions © lb,
Born © bu.,
Bracked Com, © bu, 60 Oil. Kerosene, gal.,13® 14
60 Pollock « Ts,
6J
Born Meal, © bu.,
12
18@19 Pork © lb.
Bheese, © lb,
1.13
bbl.,
Botton Seed, © cwt., 1.66 Plaster
3
Bodftsh dry, © lb,
8®9 Kye Meal © lb,
1.36
12 Shorts © cwt.,
Branberries, © qt.,
6
15 Sugar © tb,
Blover Seed,
40
Floor © bbl.,
4.76a5.60 Salt, T. I.,© bu.,
4
1.80 Sweet Potatoes,
1. G. Seed © bu.,
5
13 Wheat Meal.
Lard,© lb,

©

]
j
v--i M,

In the matter of Hervey
In banki
To the creditors ofllm.
in tlie county of Wald*' a

bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given r
March A. 1) 1900, the s.i
duly adjudicated bankf
meeting of his creditoi s v
of Dunton & Morse, Sa .>
fast, Maine, March
forehoon, at winch t in
attend, prove then claim",
amine the

business
ing.
March

as

bankrupt
may

1

1
J

an-

properi\

.JOHN
Reft

t

9, 1907.

In the District Court o?
the District of Maine, Ma
In the matter of Gershom
In bankrnp'
lo the creditors of <
Stockton Springs in the
district aforesaid, a bank!
Notice is hereby given i1
February A. D. 1907, the
a;ess was duly adjuaican
the first meeting of his
the office of Dunton \ >>

f

|
j

••

Building. Belfast, Maine,
3’clock in tlie forenoon,
creditors may attend, pn"
trustee, examine tlie b
such other business
said meeting.

as

|.

may i

.IDllS

Kefi
March

9, 1907.

DASl

UNITED STATES

New York, fv
ASSETS DECKMb*

|

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

;

I

Iii the District Court >>;
the District of Maine, \\ n

!

IIEUAST PH1C

j

Real estate
Mortgage loans.
stocks and bonds..
Sash in office and bankbills receivable..
Interest and rents..
All other assets
....

..

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.

I

j

LIABILITIES DEC EM HI'li

i

Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Jasb capital.
Surplus over liabilities.
rotal

liabilities and surplus.
3wll

-iiiti
DMINISTRATOR'S NOTH

I

A hereby gives notice that
appointed administrator of the
W ILLIAM C.

in the County of Waldo, de« ‘M
l)onds as the law directs. A11
[nauds against the estate of saiiired to present the same for s* i’
indebted thereto are requests
mmediately to Wm. 1*. Tho i—

He.,my
Sioux

j

■

MARSHALL

authorized^A^ent.^
Falls, S. Dak.,

r
Februai>

s
>

I

^

j

